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Even though construction components account for more than fifty percent of the
total installed costs, industry practices still solely rely on the human ability to
individually track thousands of these components on the site. These primitive tracking
processes are inefficient, error-prone, and can significantly hinder project performance.
Thus, previous research efforts observed that up to eighteen percent of craft work-hours
was attributable to the unavailability of components required for installation. Recently,
though, the notion that these ineffective tracking processes can highly benefit from the
implementation of information technologies (IT) has gained industry acceptance.
However, the reality is that this IT influence on construction performance has not yet
been addressed. The objectives of this study are (1) to develop a methodology for the
automated identification and localization of engineered components on large industrial
projects, and (2) to assess and to quantify the impact of this automating tracking process
on project performance.
vi

The identification and localization methodology is proposed based on the
combination of advanced sensing devices and localization algorithms. The integration of
global positioning system (GPS) and radio frequency identification (RFID) receivers
facilitates a network-free data collection process capable of detecting the presence of
large numbers of RFID-tagged components almost instantly. Based on the collected data,
localization algorithms precisely estimate the coordinates of the tagged items. The
precision of this automated approach is validated by means of lab and field experiments.
Complementarily, the impact of this localization methodology on project
performance was quantified during an extensive field trial on a large industrial site. For
this purpose, field records from manual and automated tracking processes were collected
during the trial. Then, the influence of the automated tracking process on construction
performance was determined by considering the manual approach as the baseline for
comparison. The results demonstrate that information technologies can significantly
enhance project performance.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. OVERVIEW
In spite of the obvious importance of materials within the construction industry, it
was not until the early eighties that the Business Roundtable (1982), a panel of experts
from construction-related fields, identified materials management as a crucial process for
the overall success of any project. Since this initial pronouncement was made, both
academics and practitioners have shown an increasing interest in improving the way
materials are managed. Specifically, the efforts of the industry have focused on
developing computer-aided management systems to keep an updated record of the status
of their materials.
Knowing the actual status of construction components is critical for project
success. Researchers have consistently recognized the direct influence of materials
management on project cost and schedule. The efficiency of installation crews and
construction equipment depends on the ability of managers to deliver components
according to an installation plan or sequence. Ideally, components need to be ready at the
correct place and at the correct time so crews and equipment can make an immediate use
of them.
Information technologies are promising to transform materials management
processes, with a particular potential to automate their labor-intensive and error-prone
site tracking practices, which focus on the control of materials on the job sites. The
automation of site tracking processes promises to positively affect construction
performance by:
•

Improving the efficiency of manual tracking practices by providing timeless
and precise data about the actual position of site components.
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•

Enhancing installation performance by allowing managers and crews to more
reliably plan for making use of site components.

Thus, automating site tracking processes promises to have a positive effect not
only on the management of field components, but also on the downstream operations that
depend on them.
1.2. MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES
In reality, the problem of managing construction materials on job sites is not a
new one. One way or the other, managers have historically managed materials throughout
each stage of a project—i.e., design, procurement, manufacturing, delivery, storage, and
installation—with very different levels of satisfaction. In spite of the obvious impact
materials management has on project performance, it has not been until a decade or so
that industry practitioners have started implementing sophisticated computing solutions
to monitor the status of every project component. However, these computer supports have
not eradicated the labor-intensive and error-prone materials management practices on the
job sites.
Even though these limited materials handling practices concern all the
construction industry, their lack of efficiency is more evident on industrial project sites.
On such sites, thousands of unique engineered components need to be controlled over
long periods of time. Since traditional practices rely solely on human skill—i.e., inperson observations and paper lists making—the sheer volume of materials on industrial
projects makes these manual practices inadequate. Indeed, components are frequently
moved during their storage, which makes the accurate control of all of them by manual
means an unattainable task. Moreover, adverse weather conditions can cause the
exposure of site components to snow or sand, completely preventing their identification
and seriously disrupting installation processes.
2

This imbalance between the magnitude of the tracking effort and the manual
approach to it is reflected in the historically low efficiency of manual tracking processes.
It has been consistently observed that workers waste up to a third of their working time in
search of the items that they need or waiting idle for their availability while others are
searching for them (Borcherding and Sebastian 1980; Bell and Stukhart 1987;
McCullouch 1992; Rojas and Aramvareekul 2003; Liberda et al. 2003; Caldas et al.
2006). Anecdotal data also show that the amount of time needed to search for a particular
component can randomly range from a few minutes to several hours (Ergen et al. 2007a).
If site components cannot be found, they need to be substituted. In the notice of a lost
item, the contractor decides either to receive a re-ordered component identical to the lost
piece or to replace the lost item by making use of other site components that had been
designed with a specific purpose in the project—in the case of metallic pieces, this is
achieved by cutting and welding several elements into a new one. Given that the process
of ordering, manufacturing, and transporting a re-ordered component usually requires
from several weeks to a few months, many contractors have chosen the “cut and weld”
option at the expense of jeopardizing their management of site materials. An effective
materials management system can not only prevent loosing components but also
minimize the surplus of re-ordered pieces at the end of the project (CII 1999; CII 2001).
Increasing project complexity is also challenging the ability of manual site
practices to effectively track project components. The number of engineered components
increases as project demands and regulations increase over time. At the same time,
components are more frequently delivered to the site in large batches at early project
stages. These large-batch types of deliveries place a double demand on site tracking
practices. On the one hand, they significantly extend the period of control needed for
each engineered component and, on the other hand, they significantly increase the
3

average number components to be controlled on the site. Finally, projects on isolated site
locations that are distant from their components’ manufacturers have the need to reliably
control those components. Losing a single component in the critical or near-critical path
and the need to re-order it from the remote manufacturer virtually guarantees that the
component will not be available for installation when required. This kind of materials
management oversight increases total installed costs and can eventually delay the whole
project.
In order to respond to this increasing project complexity and to improve manual
tracking practices, recent efforts have focused on the implementation of information
technologies to increase the automation and integration of manual tracking processes.
These technology-based tracking solutions include a variety of sensing technologies, such
as barcodes, radio frequency identification (RFID), global positioning system (GPS),
laser detection and ranging (LADAR), ultra wide band (UWB), and real time location
systems (RTLS), among others. Even though the approaches based on barcode and
LADAR technology could address tracking problems under ideal conditions, their
requirement of line-of-sight between component and sensor has all but made them useless
in cluttered, dynamic construction scenarios. Conversely, the proposed approaches based
on RFID, GPS, UWB, and RTLS have been demonstrated as potentially capable of
tracking engineered components. Although industry practitioners have observed that the
adoption of information technologies for site tracking promises a high benefit to cost
ratio, this awareness has not yet been translated into the active integration of information
technologies into site tracking practices.
So, at this point one may wonder why the industry has not yet taken advantage of
available sensing solutions to improve site tracking processes when their benefits seem
obvious. There are two main reasons for this apparent disregard. First, previous tests have
4

not fully validated the feasibility of these technology-aided approaches. Typically, these
tests focus on tracking a low number of items under ideal conditions, while their potential
implementation on the sites would require the simultaneous tracking of thousands of
items under challenging conditions. These conditions—characterized by the presence of
moving resources and by metallic environments, extreme weather events, and/or the
pervasive presence of dust, among several others—cause communications to be
anisotropic and to largely depend on the surroundings (Caron et al. 2006). Thus, the
operational ability of a technology-based tracking solution validated in ideal type of
scenarios can be seriously disrupted. In addition, the mobility of construction resources in
the presence of a dense network of technology hardware assets can be seriously limited.
Second, the effect of automated/integrated tracking approaches on construction
performance has rarely, if ever, been quantified. The reality is that there is very little
evidence to reliably demonstrate the notion of a tangible advantage derived from
integrating information technologies into materials tracking systems. Even if one assumes
the existence of this advantage, exactly how construction performance can benefit from
technology-supported tracking processes is not yet understood. Research has shown that
information technologies tend to have a more positive impact on labor productivity than
on factor productivity. Thus, the adoption of new information technologies may improve
the labor efficiency associated with tracking processes, but the factor productivity may
actually decline if the relative increase in the cost of the equipment outweighs the relative
savings in labor costs and gains in output.
As a consequence, quantifying and assessing the impact of these technologysupported tracking approaches on construction performance are crucial to their industrywide deployment. In this site tracking context, the problems of manual tracking processes
have been repeatedly identified, as discussed earlier in this section. So, in an industry
5

characterized by low margins and extreme competitiveness, the opportunity to reduce
operational costs and to have an advantage over the competition is highly desirable.
Indeed, overcoming the two previous barriers could eventually lead to the
industry-wide implementation of technology-supported tracking processes. In this regard,
Mitropoulus and Tatum (2000) have identified technology feasibility and competitive
advantage as the two main drivers for technology adoption within construction—the
other two are regulatory enforcement and the opportunity to address process problems.
This is consistent with the discussion above.
Overall, the questionable offset between these two standing barriers is preventing
the adoption of new information technologies for site tracking practices.
1.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This research is defined by three research questions:
Research Question I: The collection of identification and localization data of
engineered components can be automated for use under realistic conditions, such as those
within crowded metallic environments.
Research Question II: The actual component positions can be inferred by
processing the collected data with localization algorithms for a given level of position
accuracy.
Research Question III: The automation of materials tracking practices has a
positive impact on project performance.
The emphasis of this research lies on both technology and management. On the
one hand, technology stress is placed on laboratory and field experimentation with the
integrated combination of advanced sensing devices and localization algorithms to
accurately identify and locate components under both laboratory and real construction
conditions. On the other hand, the management focus is on assessing and quantifying the
6

impact of this integrated combination of technologies and algorithms on construction
performance and processes.
1.4. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
The objectives of this research are (1) to develop a methodology for the
automated identification and localization of engineered components on large industrial
projects, and (2) to assess and to quantify the impact of this automating tracking process
on project performance.
In order to achieve these objectives, the following research steps need to be
followed:
•

Determine the limitations and the opportunities for improving current
materials tracking processes;

•

Determine the functional technology requirements for automating site tracking
processes;

•

Select an appropriate set of sensing technologies to automate site tracking
processes based on the required functional requirements;

•

Develop a methodology to automate the identification and localization of
construction components in realistic scenarios, and;

•

Run a field trial to assess, estimate, and quantify the impact of an automated
tracking process on construction performance.

The scope of this research study encompasses outdoor tracking processes on large
industrial types of projects. Even though the objectives, methodology, results, and
conclusions developed within the present work can eventually be applied or generalized
to other industry segments, outdoor tracking processes on large industrial projects are
their intended framework of application throughout all the steps of the research
methodology.
7

1.5. METHODOLOGY
Developing a proper research methodology was necessary in order to accomplish
with the objectives of this study (See Figure 1.1). Initially, the problem statement for the
present work was identified and the corresponding objectives and scope were formulated.
Supported by a preliminary case study and the literature review, a technology selection
criterion was developed. Based on this criterion, sensing devices appropriate for
automating the identification and localization of engineered components were selected
and integrated. Then, localization algorithms were developed and incorporated into a
localization framework. This framework was calibrated and verified by means of field
experiments. Once calibrated, a field trial was run in order to collect construction
performance records associated with both manual and automated tracking processes.
Based on the two different sets of records collected during the trial, the impact of
automating the identification and location of engineered components on project
performance was quantified and assessed. Finally, the findings of this research were
summarized and recommendations for future research discussed.
1.6. STRUCTURE OF DISSERTATION
This dissertation is divided in six Chapters. Chapter 1 first introduces materials
tracking and its impact on construction performance. It then discusses the challenges,
questions, objectives, scope, and methodology of this research. Chapter 2 gives an
overview of previous studies aimed at automating data collection and site tracking
processes. It also surveys complementary efforts that address the influence of information
technologies on construction performance. Chapter 3 presents the findings and results of
a preliminary case study of pipe spool tracking on an industrial job site. This case study
was designed to test the effectiveness of data collection technologies for this kind of
materials tracking. Chapter 4 begins discussing the details of the proposed methodology
8

for automating the identification and localization of construction components on
industrial projects. It furthers presents the location accuracy results of this methodology
based on laboratory and field experiments. Chapter 5 discusses the field trial that aimed
at evaluating the impact of technology-supported tracking processes on construction
performance, and presents the corresponding results. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the
findings, conclusions, contributions, and recommendations for future research efforts.

Figure 1.1. Methodology
9

Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1. OVERVIEW
Studies using governmental industry data indicate that construction’s labor
productivity has declined from 1964 to 2000 at an annual compound rate of –0.72%
(Teicholtz 2000). Similar research efforts involving industry level data have also
concluded that construction productivity has been on prolonged decline (Stokes 1981,
Business Roundtable 1983, Allen 1985; Triplett and Bosworth 2004). Clearly however,
the opportunity to improve construction productivity exists, and there is evidence that
sectors of the construction industry have experienced long term productivity growth
(Goodrum et al. 2002). Not surprisingly, similar studies associated many of the
productivity improvements at the micro level with advances in equipment and materials
technology (Goodrum and Haas 2002). This study determined a widespread improvement
in construction performance across multiple construction divisions ranging from 0.2% to
2.8% per year between 1976 and 1998 using microeconomic data from 200 construction
activities.
Although information technologies clearly have the capability to improve
construction productivity through integration and automation, it is essential to identify the
processes where technologies can be implemented in a cost effective manner. Information
technologies can benefit the industry by automating and integrating several of the
predefined tasks and work functions that are common to most projects. While automation
technologies focus on the degree to which individual work functions are automated,
integration technologies focus on the exchange of information between work functions
and their associated data records. Once work functions such as supply management and
project management, for example, become automated, the challenge is to establish
10

interconnectivity between them. While the implementation of such technologies can
alleviate labor requirements, they can also result in higher costs at the project or
organization level. Thus, it is basic to identify those critical processes that can
realistically benefit from the implementation of information technologies. In this regard,
not only materials management has been identified as a crucial management process (Bell
and Stukhart 1986; Plemmons 1995; Thomas et al. 2005; Tatum 2005; Caldas et al.
2006), but it has recently been characterized as having a great potential for clearly
benefiting from emerging information technologies.
In particular, this study quantified that a large percentage of industry practitioners
consider that site materials management processes have a great potential for improvement
and cost effectiveness when aided by new information technologies (Voster and Lucko
2002). The deployment of automated data collection and sensing technologies on
construction job sites could eliminate data entry errors, accelerate data collection
processes, and improve labor efficiency. Such advances can positively impact
construction processes and increase project efficiency.
Although it may appear obvious that information technologies can provide a
great degree of improvement to site tracking practices and project performance, the
reality is that previous technology-based efforts to improve tracking practices have been
limited in scope. Most of these efforts have focused on demonstrating the theoretical
feasibility of information technologies for improving site tracking practices. However, up
to the present no effort has taken a comprehensive approach to quantifying and assessing
the potential benefits associated with the automation of site tracking practices on project
performance.
This Chapter surveys the research literature on materials management practices
and on current identification and localization technologies and methods for automating
11

tracking practices on industrial sites. In addition, it discusses the concept of ad hoc
network architectures for field location of engineered components. Finally, it provides a
review of the previous efforts at automating the identification and localization of site
components.
2.2. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
The management of manufacturing materials has been extensively studied and
applied for decades. Pull-control systems, materials requirement planning, and just-intime delivery are standard production and inventory control techniques for different
demand environments. Indeed, these particular demand environments, which are
characterized by their levels of continuity, uniformity, and dependency (Ibn-Homaid,
2002), are the most influential factors in determining the adequacy of any production or
inventory control technique to a manufacturing process.
According to the same author, while construction materials management
resembles that of manufacturing at the conceptual level, methods for managing materials
on construction sites cannot be standardized. Even though both manufacturing and
construction materials management share similar objectives, inputs, activities, and
outputs, the uniqueness of the construction process does not allow for the standardization
of effective methods for managing materials. Indeed, three substantive differential factors
characterize the construction industry: (1) the common unavailability or inaccuracy of
materials demand; (2) the need to continuously track and accommodate project changes
within materials information and processes, and; (3) the relatively low degree of
interaction between materials management systems and field operations. These
differences prevent the definition of comprehensive and systematic procedures that would
allow for effective and efficient construction materials management. As a consequence,
construction materials management relies on a broad set of general procedures sometimes
12

combined with rudimentary paper-based applications rather than on systematic, reliable,
and comprehensive processes.
2.2.1. Construction Materials Management
Construction materials management should be understood as an integrated
management process employed throughout all the stages of a construction project.
Indeed, the need to manage materials is required during business planning, preliminary
design, final design, procurement, vendor control, construction, project closeout, and
eventually maintenance (Kini, 1999). During the business planning phase, a materials
manager should be designated to report directly to the project manager, and a materials
focus should be clearly stated in the mission statement of a given project. In the
preliminary design phase, managers define the basic specifications of materials and their
design. At the end of the detailed design, the drawings, quantities, and detailed
specifications of materials are accurately defined. During procurement, those
specifications and long-term factors, such as maintenance and operational costs,
determine the best value for the price of each procured item. Then, materials managers
focus on controlling vendors in order to avoid changes in the specifications of the ordered
materials and to ensure that their fabrication and delivery status matches the needs of a
project. During construction, the main focus is placed on the control, handling, and
installation of the available materials at the project site. Finally, managers dispose of the
surplus of materials during project closeout, and lessons learned from the materials
management system employed should be considered for future improvement. While this
type of materials management process may seem straightforward to the reader, in reality
it is not.
Indeed, the intricacies and vicissitudes inherent to the construction industry
dictate the shifting complexities of managing materials (Bell and Stukhart 1986;
13

Akintoye 1995; Thomas et al. 2005). Construction is characterized by a large number of
players involved in a given project, all of whom need to continuously intercommunicate
in order to properly coordinate their interdependent roles. These project players usually
have different levels of sophistication and adjust their degree of accomplishment with a
given project according to their own needs. Thus, a vendor may not be interested in
prioritizing the manufacture of the items ordered for a given project, while the project
team may regard their immediate production, delivery, and installation as fundamental to
project success. While a long-term relationship between an owner or contractor and a
particular vendor can help mitigate similar type of problems, the fact that each
construction project virtually demands a specific combination of key project players—
e.g. owner(s), contractor(s), subcontractors, manufacturers, and vendors—guarantees a
brand new set of project players on any given project. In addition to these basic
circumstances, construction is affected by many other issues regarding labor, quality,
safety, change orders, or weather, among others. However, there are some common
principles that can help attenuate the effect of these potential barriers on construction
materials management.
According to Bell and Stukhart (1986), successful approaches to managing
construction materials possess intrinsic qualities and characteristics. First, early planning,
top management support, and specific, well-timed training programs are common
attributes of such approaches. Overlooking materials management can create serious
difficulties on projects. Along with other concerns, it can extend procurement lead time,
increase construction lost time, enlarge materials surpluses, and generate problems with
materials availability. Second, materials managers need to be in full control of purchasing
transactions in order to meet project demands in terms of materials specifications and
delivery dates. In this way, they should avoid the transfer of those purchasing
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transactions to third parties who are unaware of detailed project requirements.
Specifically, such control over the materials vendors ensures not only that purchased
materials comply with project specifications but also helps guarantee the satisfactory
performance of these vendors. Third, the implementation of interconnected
communication mechanisms among the different construction players is necessary to
facilitate the effective management of construction materials. Establishing open channels
of communication among owners, management, contractors, vendors, and labor creates
an efficient flow of information in order to obtain the adequate responses to materials
events in advance or as they happen. Finally, a correct management policy needs to also
exert a maximum control on the site materials until these are delivered to crews for their
installation.
2.2.1.1. State-of-the-Art Materials Management Practices on Industrial Sites
Industrial types of projects are probably the most demanding in terms of materials
management. The large number of unique components, such as pipe spools, valves, or
steel elements, that need to be individually designed, ordered, fabricated, delivered,
controlled, and installed makes industrial construction very sensitive to materials issues.
Within this process, site management practices are responsible for the effective receipt,
control, and handling of components. Effective management ensures that these
components are readily available for installation when required.
Over the years, the author of this research has been able to observe that the degree
of sophistication of site materials management practices varies widely. On the one hand,
some companies do not have any specified procedure to control site components. In these
cases, workers are mostly left to their own inventiveness to keep track of the available
components. This basically means that workers try to remember the availability and
location of site components when these are requested for use by downstream operations.
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Needless to say, these inexact tracking practices are highly inefficient. On the other hand,
some other companies have developed very exhaustive and sophisticated site materials
management procedures that are designed to precisely control site components. To a
large extent, these sophisticated tracking procedures take advantage of project
management information systems that include design information, isometric drawings,
procurement information, and field records. These manual procedures can largely
guarantee that the components are readily available for use when requested. In between
these extremes, many others try to satisfactorily track site components according to their
skills with different levels of success. For the purpose of this study, the details of a
sophisticated materials tracking process are comprehensively described in Chapter 5.
Plemmons (1995) has identified and ranked the factors that measure the
effectiveness of these materials management processes on industrial projects.
Generically, these factors have been grouped in the categories of accuracy, quantity,
quality, timeliness, cost, and availability. Once ranked, the two most influential factors
turn out to be a direct consequence of site materials management practices—these being
factors that provide direct measurements of their efficiency. Plemmons has found that the
most influential factor on materials management for industrial projects is materials
availability. According to this study, materials availability is the proportion between the
materials requested for installation and the actual materials that are ready for use when
needed. The second most influential factor is construction time lost. This factor
represents the percentage of construction time lost as a direct consequence of materials
issues.
2.2.1.2. Opportunities for Positively Affecting Project Performance
Although the main focus of this dissertation is on filling the gap provided by the
significant limitations of site materials management and its adverse effect on project
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performance, a brief discussion of the negative impact of these limitations on
construction safety is within its scope. Ineffective site materials handling processes are
accountable for significant safety occurrences (Perttula et al. 2003; Lowery et al. 2000;
Neitzel et al. 2001). Indeed, a third of site accidents occur during materials handling
activities, being accountable for 36% of the overall absenteeism days at industry level.
Construction workers performing materials handling activities sustain the largest
percentage of major injuries. The frequent use of mechanically operated equipment such
as forklifts and cranes during handling activities can explain this concentration of
incidents. It has also been observed that a large percentage of minor injuries associated
with manually handled materials was caused by worker fatigue. Double handling, the
moving of materials more than is strictly necessary, is primarily caused by lack of storage
space (Thomas et al. 2005). One can then elaborate that knowing the exact status and
location of components can limit their movement in constrained areas, to some extent
reducing handling activities and hence decreasing both the number of minor injuries due
to worker fatigue and the percentage of major injuries associated with the movement of
materials.
In addition to this negative impact on safety, manual tracking processes have an
important militating effect on project performance (Jaselskis and El-Misalami 2003;
Sacks et al. 2003; Thomas et al. 2005; Grau and Caldas 2006; Su and Liu 2007). Location
practices still rely on manual data location processes and paper lists to simultaneously
control thousands of components. This manual dependency forces tedious and long
searches of components and generates a large number of errors, negatively affecting
construction productivity. It has been repeatedly observed that up to a third of craft
workers’ time is lost in searching for components that they cannot find or in waiting idle
to make use of those items while others search for them (Borcherding and Sebastian
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1980; Bell and Stukhart 1987; McCullouch 1992; Liberda et al. 2003; Caldas et al. 2006).
This inefficiency creates demotivation, which at the same time has an additional negative
effect on workers’ efficiency (Oglesby 1988; Rojas and Aramvareekul 2003). Overall,
currently practiced location processes decrease construction productivity. According to
Thomas et al. (1989), craft labor hours are increased up to 18% because the components
required for installation are not always ready at the moment they are needed, forcing
installation crews to remain non-productive while waiting for them. Bell and Stuckart
(1987)

quantitatively

determined

that

inefficient

site

materials

management

conservatively decreases construction productivity by 6%. These reductions in
installation productivity increase total project installation costs and can eventually extend
project completion dates.
This argument is also consistent with lean construction, a manufacturing-based
management approach to construction that emphasizes the minimization of waste to
ultimately increase project performance (Koskela 1992; Howell and Ballard 1996;
Tommelein 1998). Based on the lean theory, the proper control of the flow of materials
and information at any given moment is necessary in order to successfully move towards
project objectives (Ballard 2000). In the context of a materials tracking process, the
ability to always know the identity of the components available for use and their precise
location would help with the matching of the demand for components by downstream
operations. Using this approach, site components could be used according to project
needs and would increase project efficiency. Indeed, several authors (Ballard 2000;
Thomas et al. 2002; Thomas et al. 2003) have observed that stabilizing construction
resources, such as materials, around their actual demand results in reduced installed costs
and shortened project schedules.
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This proven and negative effect on construction performance opens the door for
significant improvements on materials management. It has been observed that providing
laborers with the adequate component location information can have a cost-effective
impact at the project level (Song et al. 2006a). The Construction Industry Institute (CII)
has identified the potential of new technologies to improve site materials management
processes (Vorster and Lucko 2002). According to a wide survey among industry
practitioners, site materials management has the greatest potential for improvement and
the greatest positive development impact on engineering construction work processes.
According to 82% of the surveyed practitioners, the incorporation of advanced
technology devices can significantly improve site materials management practices, while
85% percent of respondents agreed that the implementation of technology devices on
these practices can result in a clear and positive benefit to cost ratio.
Significant competitive advantages could be gained through the incorporation of
data collection and positioning technologies within materials handling operations.
Additionally, projects and construction companies incorporating those technologies could
positively affect returns through the improved efficiency of the existing processes.
Accurate information on engineered components is important for its success. Several
authors have emphasized the need to collect precise data from construction resources,
such as engineered items, to immediately assess project performance (Stone 1995; Gong
and Caldas 2008; Bosche and Haas 2008). Accurate and timely data from these pieces
could be used to detect the discrepancies between planned and actual performances
conditions as they happen. Such real-time monitoring minimizes the impact of such
discrepancies on project outcomes. For instance, timeless location of construction
components within the critical path would result in confident and timely execution
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planning, and therefore minimize the chance of project delays. Establishing this ground
truth is fundamental for project control systems.
2.3. DATA COLLECTION TECHNOLOGIES
Several technologies have the potential to be used to mitigate the identification
and localization problem on construction sites. The constant need to overcome
unpredictable construction obstacles demands that these technologies operate without a
clear line-of-sight, i.e., the technology needs to be capable of operating with obstacles
obstructing its path of communication. This fundamental limitation coupled with the need
for demanding post-processing efforts have prevented the use of commercially-available
vision technologies—devices such as digital and stereoscopic cameras, webcams, or laser
scanners—for identification and localization purposes. Even though in the past, research
efforts focused on barcode (Echeverry and Beltran 1997; Furlani et al. 2001) and laser
detection and ranging (LADAR) (Stone et al. 2001) for identification purposes, these
technologies’ need for line-of-sight communication also restricted their actual use.
Because radio signals can operate in the presence of obstacles, several radio-based
identification and localization technologies could be eventually used for materials
localization purposes. This section provides a review of these radio-based technologies.
2.3.1. Global Positioning System
Officially named NAVSTAR GPS by the U.S. Department of Defense, GPS is an
outdoor satellite-based worldwide radio-navigation system formed by receivers, ground
control stations, and a constellation of 24 main satellites and 7 redundant units orbiting at
20,200 kilometers above the earth. The 24 main satellites orbit in 6 planes around the
planet with 4 satellites each. These orbits commonly enable the line-of-sight with at least
6 of these satellites from any point on the surface of the earth. GPS receivers enable five
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main locating functions by processing the satellite signals. These are: guidance from one
location to another (navigation); monitoring the movement of people or assets (tracking);
creating maps (mapping), establishing precise time (timing), and; generating three
dimensional positions (positioning).
In order to determine its position, a GPS receiver needs to compute the signals
from at least four satellites. There are three space coordinates to be determined (X, Y, and
Z) plus the actual time. Time synchronization between satellites and receivers is very
important due to the fast relative movement between the satellites and the earth, a speed
of 12,000 Km/hour. Positioning coordinates would be useless if satellites could not be
positioned on their orbits according to their time. This is the reason that both satellites
and receivers are equipped with atomic clocks, the time difference among which is kept
in the range of a few nanoseconds by the ground control stations.
Then, a receiver can determine the pseudo-range or distance to each satellite by
measuring the time-of-flight from each satellite signal. Complementarily, the orbital
position of each satellite at any time is specified in its own emitted signals. Knowing both
the pseudo-range and the orbital position from a given satellite is equivalent to knowing
that the receiver is somewhere on the surface of a sphere centered on the position of the
satellite with radius the pseudo-range. Then, the position of the GPS receiver can be
estimated from its potential location on the surface of at least four different spheres
centered on their corresponding satellites. If signals from more satellites are captured by
the receiver, the positioning estimate commonly becomes closer to its actual coordinates.
By default, an uncorrected position estimate significantly differs from the true position of
the GPS receiver, being the measure of this discrepancy usually worse than 10 meters.
Differential GPS correction systems, which also operate by means of a network of
stationary receives, satellites, and base stations, decrease this reader error by transmitting
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the equivalent rectification error to the position of a given receiver. Corrected positions
have accuracies usually better than 1 meter. Common examples of differential correction
systems are ground stations, Coast Guard beacons, Wide Area Augmentation System
(WAAS), OmniSTAR, and real-time kinematic GPS.
Once GPS time and coordinates are determined, the latter can be expressed either
in a projected or coordinated map reference. While map projections translate the
spherical positions on the surface of the earth into two-dimensional images on a flat map,
hence distorting the represented shapes, areas, distances, and directions to some degree,
coordinated systems express the positions as the distance to an origin that is arbitrarily
determined. Depending on his/her position on the surface of the earth, the GPS user needs
to choose the positioning system that best represents the receiver’s actual location.
Within the United States, the State Plane Coordinated System was originally developed
in 1927 and revised in 1983 to provide the territory with one hundred twenty six highaccuracy local reference systems. While the accuracy of each local reference system
rapidly declines outside its predefined boundaries, State Plane is the preferred reference
system within each particular boundary of use due to its simple and meaningful
positioning representation. This representation is constructed in terms of Cartesian
coordinates and produces a low scale distortion with a maximum relation of 1 to 10,000.
In order to ensure the obtainment of realistic positions, the plausible sources of
positioning error need to be considered too. GPS coordinates commonly shift from the
actual or true position of the receiver. This coordinated difference is known as user
equivalent range error. Several sources of error contribute to user equivalent range error
(Army Corps of Engineers 2000). Major generating causes of this error are atmospheric
conditions, multipath distortion, satellites geometry, ephemeris errors and orbit
perturbations, time offset, instrumentation errors, and relativistic effects. These errors can
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be eliminated or minimized by the receiver and by differential correction techniques, as it
is explained below. However, there are other causes of minor error that can neither be
modeled nor controlled and are not included in the following discussion.
2.3.1.1. Ionosphere Delays
Satellites transmit electromagnetic signals to the receivers on the surface of the
earth through the uppermost layer of the atmosphere, the ionosphere. These signals are
delayed by dispersion and refraction when they come into contact with the electrons and
ions in the ionosphere. The amount of delay is in an inverse proportion to the square of
the signal frequencies, resulting in the signals’ elongated air time before they reach the
surface of the earth.
The level of dispersion and refraction greatly depends on three factors: satellite
geometry, time of the day, and sunspot activity. The particles in the ionosphere cause a
larger delay on the signals emitted from satellites on the horizon than on signals emitted
from satellites directly above a receiver, since the former need to travel a longer distance
through the ionosphere. Similarly, during the daytime the ionospheric activity is higher
than during the nighttime and hence the signal delay is longer during light hours.
However, the largest ionosphere delays are a consequence of high sunspot activity.
Sunspots—regions of intense magnetic activity on the surface of the sun—can create the
largest amount of GPS position drift during cycles of high activity. Sunspots are directly
related to strong solar wind activity. This solar wind carries high-speed, charged particles
blowing off the sun that greatly increase the dispersion and refraction of satellite signals
within the ionosphere. Sunspot activity fluctuates in an approximated eleven-year cycle,
recently showing a minimum of activity in the later months of 2007, which coincides
with the field trial run presented in Chapter 5. Overall, it is estimated that ionospheric
delays can cause positions to drift up to 60 meters, constituting the largest source of GPS
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error by far. In spite of the drastic effects of the ionosphere on position drift, signal
delays can be compensated with receivers equipped capable of capturing satellite signals
in two different frequency bands. Using these frequencies and the corresponding delay of
the signals, dual frequency receivers can accurately compensate for ionospheric effects.
2.3.1.2. Troposphere Delays
The troposphere is a lower layer of the atmosphere, 75% of the mass of which is
accumulated in the middle latitudes of the earth at a height of 11Km. The wet
components in the troposphere also refract the electromagnetic signals emitted by the
GPS satellites. This refraction elongates the travel time of the satellite signals and also
drifts the GPS positions. Since the content of wetness in the troposphere can quickly
change and since it affects satellite signals regardless of their frequency, tropospheic
delays can neither be modeled nor quantified at the moment. However, the positioning
error generated in the troposphere is on the order of magnitude of 0.25 meters only.
2.3.1.3. Multipath Distortion
Multipath distortion refers to the simultaneous reception of satellite signals from
different paths. Imagine that a satellite signal is directly transmitted to the receiver
through open air in a non-reflective medium, and then the signal reaches the receiver
directly from the satellite without influencing the GPS position. Now imagine that the
receiver is surrounded by reflecting materials that cause the receiver to capture a unique
satellite signal from different paths simultaneously. In the second scenario, the resulting
position shifts.
Although the shift due to multipath distortion cannot be predicted, its effects are
currently minimized by most receivers. Receivers can process the incoming signals with
multipath algorithms specifically designed to identify the non-reflected signals. In roving
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receivers, these algorithms keep multipath distortion at a minimum. When the GPS
receiver moves above a minimum speed, the time series of reflected signals fails to
converge with valid GPS positions and only direct signals result in stable positions over
time. Conversely, averaging the position of a fixed GPS receiver over time also
compensates for the effects of multipath distortion.
2.3.1.4. Relative Geometry of the Satellites
The geometry of the satellites refers to the positions of the satellites relative to
each other and in relation to the position of the receiver. Basically, if the satellites are all
grouped in similar positions in the sky or are close to the horizon of the receiver, this
configuration has a negative influence on positioning accuracy. On the other hand, if the
satellites are uniformly distributed in the sky according to the four cardinal directions
(North-South-East-West) above the receiver, this configuration has a positive influence
on positioning accuracy.
The relative geometry of the satellites coupled with the presence of objects that
can block their signals to the receiver also has an influence on the final positioning
accuracy. In this latter case, the geometry is determined only by the position of the
remaining satellites that can successfully transmit to the receiver. Commonly, the larger
the blocked part of the sky is, the worse the positioning accuracy becomes.
In order to assess the quality of the relative satellite geometry, sophisticated GPS
receivers quantify Dilution of Precision (DoP) values. Most receivers can indeed be
programmed to stop their positioning when the DoP reaches a predefined threshold value.
Within DoP, there are five distinct types of measurement: (1) Geometric Dilution of
Precision (GDoP); (2) Position Dilution of Precision (PDoP); (3) Horizontal Dilution of
Precision (HDoP); (4) Vertical Dilution of Precision (VDoP), and; (5) Time Dilution of
Precision (TDoP). The PDoP value is of particular interest since it is later used in this
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study. PDoP represents a scalar that quantifies the sufficiency of satellite configurations.
Once quantified, this sufficiency measurement helps determine three-dimensional
coordinates within certain accuracy ranges. PDoP values below 5 are associated with
good satellite geometry, while values above 10 are associated with poor satellite
geometry. Hence, PDoP values are regarded as a main decision factor for accepting the
coordinates generated by the receiver at any moment.
2.3.1.5. Ephemeris Errors and Orbit Perturbations
Ephemeris errors are the differences between the theoretical positions of the
satellites and their actual ones. The satellites slightly shift from their theoretical orbits
due to the influence of the gravitational bodies in the solar system. These shifts are very
difficult to predict and hence it is challenging to compensate for them. Ephemeris errors
translate into equal error shift in the calculated coordinates of the receiver from its actual
position, shifts usually falling within the range of 0.5 meters.
2.3.1.6. Time Offset
Time offset is the difference between the time recorded by the satellite clock and
the time recorded by the receiver clock. Even though satellite and receiver clocks are
based on rubidium and cesium high-precision technologies, there is still a remaining
difference between the receiver time and each of the satellite times. This time offset
linearly shifts the coordinates of the receiver from its actual position, as approximately
expressed by (2.1). Measurable time drifts can be modeled by base station that broadcasts
the necessary time corrections and constantly synchronize the satellite clocks in the order
of 20 nanoseconds. Because time drifts from the receiver clocks can also be modeled, it is
also possible to compensate for them. Finally, random time drifts cannot be modeled but
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their effects disappear in very short times and hence their minimal effect in positioning
results is usually ignored.

PE = To × c

(2.1)

Where,
PE = positioning error of the GPS receiver;
To = time offset, and;
c = speed of light.

Even though time offsets cause positions to drift between 1 and 2 meters, it is
important to notice that they only affect uncorrected GPS positions. In the case of
differentially corrected positions, many of the time variables in the positioning equations
cancel each other out and hence the influence of time offsets is kept at a minimum.
2.3.1.7. Instrumentation Errors
Instrumentation errors are associated with the ability of receivers to work with
finite time measurements. These instrumentation issues include noise, rounding,
calculation, resolution, and clock synchronization errors. The overall error range does not
usually exceed 1 meter, and largely depends on the quality of the GPS receiver. Thus,
commercial GPS units commonly result in much lower instrumentation errors than
recreational units.
2.3.1.8. Relativistic Effects
There is a relativistic effect on positioning accuracy. The theory of relativity
proposed by Einstein (1920) states that a moving obstacle experiences a slower time than
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this experienced by a static objects. Thus, the satellites’ clocks run more slowly than
those of the receivers due to their 12,000 kilometers-per-hour orbital speed. However,
due to their 20,200Km distance from the surface of the earth, the satellite clocks also
abide by a weaker gravitational attraction and run faster than the clocks in the receivers.
Since both phenomena can be quantified, these effects are compensated for by correcting
the satellite clocks so that they do not result in drifted GPS positions.
2.3.2. Radio Frequency Identification
RFID is an identification technology based on the communication between tags
and receivers. Receivers commonly emit signals to activate the tags, which respond with
identification signals sent back to the receiver. Typically, not all the RFID tags within the
communication range of a receiver are able to detect the original signal, and not all the
signal responses from the tags make it back to the receiver.
RFID tags can be of two basic types: active or passive. On the one hand, passive
tags operate without an external battery and obtain their power from the signal emitted by
the receiver. Thus, passive tags emit weak signals and hence function within very short
communication ranges—usually shorter than 10 meters. Commonly, passive tags only
enable read-only types of functions, meaning that additional information beyond a tag’s
unique identification code cannot usually be stored in memory. The main advantage of
passive tags lay in on their minimal cost, usually only a few cents of a dollar per unit.
Moreover, the light and flexible barcode-like design of passive tags makes them
attractive for their use. Currently, passive tags are widely used in manufacturing, retail,
logistics, and in military applications, among others. It is expected that the use of passive
RFID will exponentially increase over the next few years since large organizations such
as Wal-Mart and the U.S. Army are requiring their suppliers to tag their components.
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This requirement is expected to create a synergistic effect on the already accelerated
demand for passive tags.
Alternatively, active RFID tags are battery-powered and can optimally
communicate to long distances, usually beyond 100 meters. Active tags enable read and
write functions, meaning that more complex information—other than the unique
identification codes—can be stored in the tag. For instance, in logistic applications tags
keep a list of the items within tagged containers, enabling instant identification of
container content without manual inspection. However, active tags are bulkier than
passive tags and their unit costs commonly range between $15 and $60. These high cost
limits the use of active tags to the identification of highly valued assets. Active tags are
also used for critical security or safety practices.
2.3.3. Real Time Location Systems
RTLS is a commercial real-time tracking technology based on operating
principles that are very similar to those of active RFID. However, RTLS differs from
other automatic identification technologies in that tagged assets can be localized without
passing or scanning them in the proximity of a reader. Instead, RTLS can track the
precise localization of assets and personnel within a network of fixed access points or
receivers that are connected to common receivers. The localization approach is based on
two different techniques. With the most common technique, the readers triangulate the
position of a tag by periodically measuring the two-way time-of-flight between at least
three different access points and the tag. The measurement of two-way time-of-flights
prevents the need to synchronize access points and receivers. Alternatively, probabilistic
models can also localize a tag based on the signal strength values at different access
points. The localization accuracy of RTLS ranges between 3 and 10 meters. User-friendly
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software solutions allow customers to visualize the location of their assets in referenced
maps.
Until very recently, the access points of the technology were of a proprietary
nature. This required the deployment of a costly network of receivers for tracking
purposes. In order to overcome this issue, the majority of RTLS vendors have recently
shifted their products to communicate with common Wi-Fi access points, which operate
under 802.11a/b/g/n standard communication protocols. To obtain accurate positioning,
though, RTLS requires a dense overlap between the communications with Wi-Fi access
points, which is still translated into a need for deploying extra access points. Overall, the
ability of the tags to communicate to a standard network of wireless access points has
enabled RTLS customers to leverage their existing wireless networks for tracking
purposes, significantly reducing the upfront costs of the technology.
Even with this cost reduction, there are still two main limitations that restrict the
use of RTLS to certain type of applications. First, the price of the active tags (ranging
from $20 to $50) limits its use for tracking expensive types of equipment. Second, the
need to operate a network of stationary access points restricts the use of the technology to
areas that are susceptible to be covered with access points. Currently, RTLS is mostly
used in the healthcare, logistics, manufacturing, aerospace, military, and mining
industries.
2.3.4. Ultra Wide Band
UWB is based on the transmissions between tags and receivers over short pulses
of data at very low energy through a wide spectrum of frequency bands. Originally
developed in the 1960s to code radio transmitted messages for security purposes, this
tracking technology can precisely determine the location of a tagged asset by quantifying
the radio transmission’s time-of-flight between the tag and at least three receivers at
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various frequencies. The fact that UWB enables the quantification of a signal’s time-offlight for a given range of frequencies makes the technology very resistant to multi-path
distortion effects. Moreover, the low energy of the pulses tends to prevent interference
with other devices operating in specific bands contained in the wide range of transmitted
frequencies by UWB. Similar to RTLS, UWB also supports the end user with software
that maps the location of tagged assets in a localized type of environment.
Even though UWB can obtain location accuracies in the range of a few
centimeters, the technology is not as common as RTLS. The need to set up a dense
network of proprietary receivers, the unit cost of which ranges between $2,500 and
$5,000, reduces its applicability. Its use is generally limited to very complex types of
environments in which multi-path distortion effects would threaten the effectiveness of
other tracking technologies. An additional constraint to the applicability of this
technology is the high cost of the tags—above $150 each. This prohibitive cost also
constrains UWB to track high value assets.
2.4. AD HOC SENSOR NETWORKS
Ad

hoc

sensing

approaches

focus

on

operating

large

networks

of

intercommunicated sensing devices without a fixed infrastructure to support them. This
networking concept commonly relies on peer-to-peer wireless communication among
mobile sensors, also referred as nodes. One node can directly communicate with another
node within its range of communication, while nodes that are far apart communicate
through intermediate nodes by means of complex routing protocols.
There are two types of architectures possible for ad hoc networks: centralized and
distributed. Centralized architectures rely on a single node to manage an ad hoc network.
They simplify the design and decrease the cost of the networking nodes by hosting the
user applications. However, they limit the size of the network according to the
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computational power of the central node. Oppositely, distributed architectures rely on the
networking nodes to manage the network. Among other advantages, this networking
approach is far more secure and robust than centralized architectures, since the failure of
a given node does cannot theoretically affect the entire network. Hence, distributed
architectures are currently being proposed for disaster relief, disaster response,
emergency rescue, and military operations. These disastrous scenarios can rely neither on
permanent networks nor on the integrity of all the networking nodes.
Of particular relevance within the domain of ad hoc sensing networks is the node
localization problem (Hightower and Borriello 2001; Savarese et al. 2001; He et al. 2003;
Sichitu and Ramadurai 2004; Patwari et al. 2005). Localization within a network can be
used for inventory, monitoring, and control functions, among several others. For this
purpose, localization algorithms are proposed to estimate the locations of each node
within a given network. These useful algorithms will be discussed in the following
section.
2.4.1. Localization Algorithms
Localization algorithms compute the locations of the mobile nodes within a
network. Networks typically consist of a K number of these nodes that have some sort of
communication with N fixed receivers or anchor nodes, the positions of which are
previously known. Within the network, nodes and anchor nodes communicate within a
maximum radius R. Then, the localization error for a given node is computed as either
the distance between the actual node position and its estimated location or as the
percentage of this distance relative to the communication range. Algorithms are generally
grouped according to whether or not they directly estimate locations from signal or range
information.
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Range-based types of algorithms infer distances or angle information from signal
features to compute fine-grained locations of the nodes within a network. The resulting
location errors are better than five meters in ideal conditions (Ssu et al. 2005). In reality,
these errors rapidly increase due to the sensitive behavior of the signals in real world
scenarios, such as those of construction sites. The solution to this precision problem is the
deployment of a dense network of stationary anchor nodes; i.e. increasing the number of
anchor nodes reduces the localization error of the other nodes within a network.
In contrast, range-free algorithms provide coarse-grained localizations with more
robust approaches. Since range-free algorithms do not rely on sensitive signal
measurements, their mechanisms can better withstand real world conditions. Still, rangefree approaches require a dense presence of stationary anchor nodes to optimize the
location results. He et al. (2003) have developed an area-based approach to reduce the
location uncertainty for a given node. Using this approach, an optimal network would
result in a minimum error of 10% of the communication range. Niculescu and Nath
(2003) have proposed a location approach based on the number of communication hops
between nodes to anchor nodes. In the best-case scenario, node locations differ from their
actual positions in a distance equivalent to 30% of the communication range. Bulusu et
al. (2000) have estimated a node at the centroid of the anchor node positions that
communicate with the node. The optimal error is about 30% of the distance between
anchor nodes, requiring their uniform and dense presence within the network. Finally,
Simic and Sastry (2001) estimated the area of uncertainty for a given node based on the
maximum communication range within the network. Results show deviations greater than
40% of the communication range. Given that large communication ranges are needed to
facilitate the scanning process of thousands of components on large industrial sites, these
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approaches would result in large location errors, leaving the localization problem
unresolved.
In fact, localization algorithms are typically validated in ideal conditions that
differ remarkably from real world scenarios, such as those of construction. Algorithms
are usually either simulated in computer labs or, more rarely, tested under ideal
conditions. Thus, most algorithms assume signals uniformly propagating in perfect
circles or they fail to account for the presence of obstacles. These and other fundamental
assumptions simplify the localization methods, but, when such ideal conditions are not
met, errors rapidly increase.
2.5. TECHNOLOGY-SUPPORTED IDENTIFICATION AND LOCALIZATION OF
ENGINEERED COMPONENTS
Past research efforts have used RFID, GPS, and several other sensing
technologies to simplify identification and location tasks. An early approach proposed
RFID for controlling and tracking highly valued components on construction job sites
(Jaselskis et al. 1995). Another primary study by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) focused on combining laser range finders, reflective barcodes, and
computer vision techniques to identify construction components at distances of up to 40
meters (Furlani et al. 2001). Later identification-based efforts were found to increase
supply chain visibility when the RFIDs combined with barcodes (Navon and Berkovich
2006) and stored life-cycle information of fire valves in crowded building environments
(Ergen et al. 2007a). RFID tags were also central to the automation of materials
components receiving on flat-bed trucks that passed through a portal antenna (Song et al.
2006b). This RFID technology also facilitated both the tracking of construction tools and
the storing of their operational data in building environments (Goodrum at al. 2006).
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Based on RFID-type of data, a method for the automated position and orientation of
construction components was proposed (Umetani et al. 2003).
Other research has analyzed the potential of combining RFID technology with
localization algorithms to locate construction components (Caron et. al 2006). In
particular, field experiments have demonstrated that proximity localization algorithms
can locate RFID tags with an accuracy of +/- 7 meters in 93% of the cases (Song et al.
2006a). A study combining identification and localization sensors tested a crane-mounted
GPS receiver to track the relocation of RFID-tagged pre-cast concrete components in
storage yards (Ergen et al. 2007b). The results showed that the tags’ IDs and their new
positions were successfully identified for 60% of the tested relocations; they also
indicated that the low-accuracy GPS receiver used during the tests was the main cause for
non-identified relocations.
In addition, GPS was used in another study for automating productivity control of
earthmoving operations (Navon and Shpatnitsky 2005). The positioning technology has
also been placed on top of hard hats to infer labor activities from workers’ positions
(Sacks et al. 2003). GPS was also implemented on an industrial project to record the
present time positions of pipe spools and was found to substantially reduce locating times
(Caldas et al. 2006).
Even though GPS is available world wide at no cost and would seem an obvious
solution to track construction components, attaching a GPS receiver to each construction
item is not a feasible option (Bulusu et al. 2000; He et al. 2003; Niculescu and Nath
2003; Sichitu and Ramadurai 2004). The cost of each GPS unit would make the overall
approach cost-inefficient. In addition, the relative position between a component and its
GPS receiver could easily block the extremely weak GPS signals emitted by the satellites,
leaving the component unlocated.
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In spite of these successful, if limited, applications of sensing technologies, two
fundamental issues stay questionable. First, the ability to identify and locate many
engineered components in an automated manner and under realistic job site conditions
has not yet been demonstrated. Previous research efforts were either validated in ideal
type of conditions or in a limited scale, preventing their actual implementation on
construction job sites. Second, the impact of automated tracking methods to project
performance remains undetermined. Assessing and quantifying the benefits from
automating site tracking practices should drive their actual implementation on the job
sites. Overall, the automated tracking of engineered components by means of accurate
and robust sensing approaches in construction scenarios remains unresolved.
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Chapter 3: Initial Case Study: Using Global Positioning System for
Tracking the Position of Pipe Spools on a Lay Down Yard
3.1. OVERVIEW
Piping, the process of orchestrating the design, order, production, delivery, and
site control of spool pieces so these are ready for their individual installation according to
the project needs, has been identified as the most influential but also the most ineffective
process in industrial type of projects (Business Roundtable 1982). Thus, for a typical
project of $190 million, the inefficiency of piping costs $3.8 millions. In other words,
optimization of the piping process would reduce total project cost in a denoting 2%. In
addition, piping is a constant part of the critical path and hence the cause of schedule
delays (O’Connor and Goucha 1995). These inefficiencies are largely due to the fact that
those in charge of engineering, procurement, manufacture, delivery, or site management
usually subjugate their specific responsibilities to their own needs while disregarding the
effect of these decisions on the rest of the players in the piping process. Thus, an engineer
can design spool pieces without giving the minimum importance to their
manufacturability, while a manufacturer can delay the making of critically needed spool
pieces to suit its own tight production agenda. This unbalanced scenario is aggravated by
the fact that industrial projects usually have to manage thousands of unique spool pieces
from design to installation. Therefore, each spool piece is designed to accomplish a
specific function. This uniqueness makes projects highly dependent on their ability to
individually control the status of each spool piece at any moment in time. Overall, piping
is a fairly complex activity that has a decisive influence on the success of industrial
projects.
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In order to avoid the negative effects of the piping process through engineering,
procurement, manufacture, and delivery on costly installation operations, managers need
to store large amounts of spools on the site long before they are required for erection
crews. In doing so, spool pieces are continuously ready for their use by erection crews.
Indeed, it has been observed that storing more than 60% of the spools pieces at early
stages of spool installation is a common requirement for project success (Howell and
Ballard 1996). However, the same authors observed that managing these large inventories
consumed many site resources, generated high holding costs, and eventually extended
project durations.
In order to properly manage these large inventories of pre-stored pipe pieces, the
so-called matching problem is especially important (Howell and Ballard 1996;
Tommelein 1998; Song et al. 2006; Caldas et al. 2006; Grau and Caldas 2007). This so
called matching problem is equivalent to efficiently identify and locate the exact pipe
pieces that have been required for installation. For this purpose, the field presence of the
spool items required for installation needs to be checked according to most updated site
records. Once checked, among the thousands of unique—but usually alike—spools stored
on the site, crews need to timely locate, identify, and deliver only those needed for their
erection. In reality, the matching problem also requires knowing the availability and the
location of the valves and accessories—i.e. hangers and supports—that uniquely
complement the installation of the corresponding spools pieces. This highly intensive
matching process, often overlooked, requires the simultaneous effort of several crews.
The rest of this Chapter discusses the implementation of advanced sensing
devices for improving the identification and localization of pipe spools on industrial sites.
A GPS receiver coupled with a mobile computer were used to improve the localization of
spool pieces during a field trial. Positioning and navigation functions were integrated
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within the manual pipe spools locating processes on a lay down yard. For the purpose of
the trial, those processes were broken down into several steps. Then, the time invested by
field workers for two of those steps was measured with and without the use of GPS
records. In addition, the trial assessed other potential benefits of GPS for improved
project performance.
3.2. FIELD TRIAL
A field trial quantified some of the benefits of the deployment of GPS within
materials locating practices of large industrial projects. The goals of the field trial were
two-fold: (1) to evaluate the technical feasibility and (2) to quantify the direct benefits in
terms of time savings derived from the use of GPS devices within pipe locating
processes.
3.2.1 Materials Locating Process
The piping process analyzed in this study is based on onshore operations common
to industrial projects. This process aims at tracking and controlling pipe spools during
their storage at lay down yards from the moment they are received from manufacturers
until the moment they are expedited to contractors for installation. The locating process
begins when the contractor receives materials from manufacturers and ends when those
materials are expedited to contractors for installation. The process, as shown in Figure
3.1, includes the steps of receiving and unloading, sorting, storing, recalling and flagging,
and picking up and loading materials in lay down yards. These yards are further subdivided in grids of approximately 30*30 meters. In the present study, the measures to
quantify the potential benefits of GPS to locate materials are collected from the steps of
recalling and flagging. The different locating tasks are defined in the next paragraphs.
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Figure 3.1. Tracking process
•

Receiving and unloading. On-site workers receive materials or construction
components from manufacturers, who previously marked every item on its
surface with its unique piece mark. During the receiving process, materials are
unloaded in pre-defined areas without identifying or classifying them. The
received items are entered manually from the packing list into the project
management system, so construction managers can plan and execute activities
based on their availability.

•

Sorting. Workers sort materials in small grids by their physical characteristics
and piece marks. During the sorting period, workers move, group, and mark
materials with colored tapes. Each material’s identification, grid, and color
code are listed manually and typed into the management system for future use.
Sorting is time consuming but facilitates the retrieving task.

•

Storing. This step covers the storage of materials in lay down yards. Materials
usually remain in the same position (and in the same grid) during their
storage. However, they may be removed during retrieval of nearby items.
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Whenever an item moves to a different grid, the new position should be
recorded and updated into the management system.
•

Recalling and flagging. When a construction activity requires stored
materials, their grid locations, piece marks, and color codes are recalled and
listed from the management system. Workers try to visually locate the spool
pieces in those lists; sometimes they may also need to look at drawings and
descriptions of materials. Once an item is located, a flag is attached to
facilitate its visual identification during subsequent pick up.

•

Picking up and loading. At a specified schedule, all flagged materials are
picked up, loaded into trucks, and released to the contractors for installation.

The efficiency of this locating process is based in the ability to collect, to retrieve,
and to transmit the correct location and identification codes of the components at any
given time.
3.2.2. Technology Used
Trimble’s Pathfinder Pro XRS (Trimble, 2008) was the GPS navigation system
used during the trial. It determined its own location at any given time. This GPS receiver
was a combination of GPS backpack-mounted receiver and antenna. Position was defined
in terms of three coordinates (X, Y, and Z). In addition, the GPS device enabled real-time
sub-meter accuracy using either Omni STAR or WAAS differential corrections.
The handheld computer Symbol PDT 8100 (Symbol, 2008) collected the positions
determined by the GPS receiver. This handheld device was wired to the GPS receiver in
order to collect the measured positions. The device ran on Microsoft Pocket PC
technology, and its power supplied by a rechargeable lithium ion-battery. A ¼ VGA
display touchable screen allowed the end user to interact with the GPS receiver.
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3.2.3. Performance Metrics
An interview with the contractor site and corporate managers became the basis for
defining the performance metrics. For them, the number of lost items and the time spent
locating spools were the main issues with their manual piping processes.
In reality, this trial focuses on quantifying the potential labor time savings on
locating spools with the aid of GPS. For this purpose, time comparisons between manual
and GPS-enabled location processes quantified the direct labor impact of GPS. Each step
of the GPS-enabled process results in an increment or decrement of time when compared
with the same step in the manual process, resulting in an objective comparison of labor
efficiency.
3.2.4. Field Implementation
In the field trial the times spent recalling and flagging for both the manual and the
GPS-enabled processes were collected. However, the recalling task had time
measurements only for the manual process, since for the GPS-enabled process there is no
need for recalling. The exact field implementation is described next.
First, approximately 1,000 pipe spool data from the management system were
randomly selected and transferred to the handheld device. For each spool, these data
contained the piece mark, color code, and additional information such as spool diameter
or material. Second, employees randomly selected 81 of those spools and measured and
recorded their coordinate yard positions in the handheld computer with the use of the
GPS device. Third, a KBR employee used the previous list to locate the spools according
to the normal process. In doing so, the time it took the employee both to determine spool
yards and color codes (recalling step) and to locate each pipe spool (flagging step) was
determined. However, no flags were placed on the pipe spools in order not to give a
visual clue for the following task. Fourth, the GPS device was used by a different crew to
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locate once again the 81 spools based on their previously recorded coordinates. Then, the
time to locate each spool was measured.
3.2.5. Quantitative Results
The field trial quantified the influence of GPS when locating spools in terms of
time. During the recalling step, the total time invested for the manual process was 2 hours
and 20 minutes. Since this was the time required to recall 81 spools, the arithmetic mean
for recalling each spool resulted in 1 minute and 45 seconds. The arithmetic mean of the
time invested to locate each pipe spool during the manual flagging step was 4 minutes
and 58 seconds. Therefore, the total invested time for the manual process to recall and
flag one spool was 6 minutes and 42 seconds. The comparable GPS-enabled process
required only 55 seconds per spool piece. The summary of the results is shown in Table
3.1.
Table 3.1. Basic statistics
Statistic

Manual
Recalling and Flagging

GPS-Enabled
Recalling and Flagging

81

81

Mean

6’42’’ or 401.7 seconds

54.5 seconds

Median

5’34’’ or 333.7 seconds

45 seconds

Mode

3’44’’ or 223.7 seconds

45 seconds

Standard Deviation

4’14’’ or 254.0 seconds

29.3 seconds

Minimum

2’09’’ or 128.7 seconds

10 seconds

Maximum

21’44’’ or 1,303.7 seconds

2’43’’ or 163 seconds

Number of Observations

3.3. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
The differences among the two sets of measures in both their basic statistics seem
obvious. Data from the GPS-enabled measures were more confined around a much
shorter average of the time invested for locating a spool than in those from the manual
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practices. Indeed, a statistical test verified that the difference of their correspondent
population means is significant.
3.4. POTENTIAL BENEFITS
The benefits that can be derived from the deployment of GPS in materials
locating are discussed in the following paragraphs.
•

Economic benefits. These can be earned directly by reducing the time to locate
each spool by 5 minutes and 47 seconds. Based on the technology
implementation costs and considering only the savings associated with the
workers involved in the “recalling and flagging” step, the breakeven point is
approximately 4,000 spools. On a typical construction project with 8,000
spools and long schedules, it seems reasonable to deploy the proposed
technology within materials locating processes since direct labor savings on
one project can easily offset the technology costs and those associated with its
integration and deployment.

•

Process Improvement. Considering the impact of GPS on direct labor savings
of manual handling practices would only reflect a part of the potential benefits
of its use. Re-engineering manual locating processes around GPS has the
potential to further improve schedule reliability and productivity. In the
manual process, workers need to locate each spool a minimum of three times
(sorting, recalling and flagging, and picking up and loading) and change their
position at least twice (during unloading and sorting). With the precise GPS
coordinates, however, the process can be minimized to two steps: receiving
and unloading, and picking up and loading. If the coordinates for each item
were recorded when unloading the spools, the sorting, recalling and flagging
steps could be eliminated, since the identification code and precise
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coordinates of each spool would clearly spell out its location at any
subsequent required moment and minimize the number of “lost” spools.
Moreover, the reduction in the number of locating steps and the
introduction of technology would result in a positive trade off between labor
and technology. A decrement in labor would result in a reduction in human
errors (i.e., data collection errors), while the implementation of technology
devices would enhance process standardization, planning, and productivity.
•

Reduced Number of Lost Items. In the manual process, pipe spools can easily
be misplaced. Deterioration of their identification mark (i.e., by rusting),
wrong records of their localization and identification codes, and incorrect
locating procedures are some of the common reasons. Locating “lost” spools
involves redoing the locating process from the beginning with the help of
additional information, such as isometric drawings and description of the
“lost” pipes. This additional work is effort consuming. GPS theoretically can
attain a zero tolerance in lost items and substantially reduce those potential
drawbacks. Recording all the pipes’ location upon arrival, all the spools
should be re-located with minimal failure. Moreover, handheld computers
could download and access additional characteristics of the spools that would
provide workers with additional information (such as isometric drawings) to
identify a spool when no ID is visible on the spool. Of course, for very
expensive materials GPS is already being used to minimize impacts of theft.

•

Impact on Construction. A reliable and precise materials locating process
would have the potential to improve the overall project schedule. Precise
distribution of the correct items at the right time would reduce the number of
work disruptions due to material unavailability and decrease labor idle-time,
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positively affecting construction schedule. As a consequence, it would
enhance planning reliability and increase construction productivity.
•

Standardization and Automation. The implementation of uniform, off-theshelf, and worldwide-available technology, allows for the standardization of
locating processes in any region. In remote countries with very different
cultures and environments, it is usual to contract local companies with local
workers that are not familiar with locating processes, and this negatively
affects planning and decreases productivity. A reduction in the number of
workers in a more automated locating process by means of worldwideavailable and rugged technology would potentially reduce those drawbacks.

•

Route Optimization. The knowledge of the components’ location in large lay
down yards opens the possibility to pre-determine routes and pick up
sequences for tasks such as materials loading. If a clear sequence and route
could be provided to the workers for the picking up and loading process, they
would reduce the time spent on traveling between items and improve
productivity.

•

Layout Optimization. Location of construction components on a particular job
site would assess in its space organization. Temporary facilities, roads, areas
for storage, and other layout elements could be better planned and their
present condition evaluated with the precise identification and location of onsite materials.

•

Improved Data Entry. The automated record of the coordinates for each pipe
spool and the elimination of paper work and manual lists would reduce data
entry errors and increase data reliability.
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3.5. LIMITATIONS
Even though the localization approach presented in this Chapter results in
significant time savings, it still has important inherent limitations. First, the overall
localization process is still highly dependant on the manual ability of field workers to
correctly type the piece marks of the spool items when recording its position. The manual
characteristic of this process cannot eradicate typing errors that can later negatively affect
construction operations. Second, workers need to walk to each and every spool in order to
manually track it. In doing so, large amounts of worker time is still devoted to
individually track all the spool pieces. Finally, the positions of the components are not
automatically updated. In this positioning approach, workers need to record and update
the position coordinates of the components that they move to keep them on track. In order
to overcome these weaknesses, Chapter 4 discusses an approach to automate the
identification and localization of engineered components on industrial project sites.
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Chapter 4: A Methodology for Automating the Identification and
Localization of Construction Components on Industrial Projects
4.1. OVERVIEW
Providing laborers with automated identification and localization tools that
minimize their involvement in the tracking process could result in significant project
performance increments (Song et al. 2006a). In addition, such technology-based tracking
approaches could enable the continuous monitoring of construction items. Indeed, the
constant visibility of these items is critical to properly control the activities that make use
of them (Stone 1995; Gong and Caldas 2008; Bosche and Haas 2008), resulting this
updated control in additional positive effects on project performance. In this regard,
industry practitioners have identified that new information technologies can significantly
improve manual tracking processes (Vorster and Lucko 2002).
This Chapter focuses on the development of a methodology for the automated
identification and localization of engineered components on industrial projects. The
functional requirements for an automated tracking process are defined. Based on these
requirements, appropriate identification and localization technologies are selected. Then,
a methodology based on the combination of GPS, RFID, and localization algorithms is
presented. Finally, a field experiment validates the proposed methodology and assesses
its feasibility.
4.2. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AUTOMATING THE TRACKING PROCESS
Plemmons (1995) has determined the most influencing characteristics for the
effective management of materials on industrial projects. Several of the characteristics
identified with a maximum influence on materials management are directly related to site
practices, such as availability of materials required for installation, lead time from
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requirement of stored components to their availability for installation, and construction
time lost. These three characteristics share a direct dependency on the ability to
efficiently identify and locate engineered items on the job sites.
Complementing this fundamental effort, other authors have established the
functional requirements needed for improving the site tracking processes with advanced
sensing technologies. Even though a few of these studies generically focus on
construction rather than specifically on industrial construction, their assessments are used
for the objectives of this research. These functional requirements are grouped for the
purpose of this research as follows:
•

Effective Data Collection Technologies. Sensing technologies with long
communication ranges can gather the records from many components in a
single scan, steering the data collection process (Ergen et al. 2007a). Scans
this quick and far-reaching minimize the time and effort required for
collecting data. The frequent data updates made possible by these effortless
data collection processes would allow crews to ascertain the exact status of
site components at any time. Such reliable access to up-to-date materials data
is fundamental to increasing the efficient control of engineered items (Gong
and Caldas 2008; Bosche and Haas 2008). Management can make use of this
updated localization and identification data to reliably plan for installation
processes that make use of engineered items and to proactively respond to site
events as they happen.

•

Technological Robustness. Ergen et al. (2007a) have discussed the need to
operate technologies that (1) can withstand harsh environmental conditions,
and (2) are fully functional in typical construction scenarios for location
purposes. On the one hand, harsh construction environments are distinguished
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by the presence of dust, rain, mud, and snow. Electronic devices can be
disrupted by these or other environmental factors if they have not been
specifically designed to withstand them. On the other hand, construction
scenarios are characterized by the presence of obstacles, many of which are
made of metal. If technology devices are not, to some extent, designed to
operate in their presence, these disrupting factors can fundamentally hinder or
prevent the operability of these devices. For instance, metals randomly reflect,
attenuate, or even augment radio signals.
•

Accurate Locations. Song et al. (2006a) have found that technology-aided
location processes should result in more accurate locations than those from
manual localization practices. Location records, if they exist, usually
correspond to large-sized areas, as it is explained later in Chapter 5. However,
Caldas et al. (2006) have observed that precise location data can significantly
reduce the work-hours spent on finding construction items.

•

Cost-effectiveness. A study conducted by CII has determined that a positive
benefit to cost ratio is the key driver for the implementation of a technologyaided process (Gareth et al. 2003). In this case, the main potential benefit of
the location technology resides in its ability to offer eventual savings on total
installed costs through positively impacting construction operations. As a
complement to this point, the same study added that the technology needs to
be capable of producing more work with fewer (and perhaps more skilled)
workers. Indeed, this finding is consistent with the observation by Jaselskis
and El-Misalami (2003) on the automation of site tracking processes. The
previous authors argued that the cost effectiveness of automated tracking
processes lays on its potential to reduce their large need for work-hours.
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These technology requirements set the base for selecting an adequate group of
technologies for the purpose of this study. As no commercially available technologies
would accomplish with all the previous requirements, the author opted for an integrative
approach of several existing technologies. These technologies and the approach to
integrate them are described below.
4.3. TECHNOLOGY SELECTION
Even though automating site tracking processes could eventually be achieved with
other technologies, this study proposes the innovative combination of GPS, active RFID,
and localization algorithms for this purpose. The integrative use of these technologies
opens a new opportunity for the precise automated identification and localization of
construction items. As discussed later in this Chapter, these technologies can operate in a
distributed ad hoc network architecture that prevents any physical interference with
construction operations. When configured together, GPS and RFID receivers can
determine their own coordinates and quickly identify the presence of many tagged
components over long communicating distances. This ability to easily scan the job site
would greatly alleviate the data collection process. Based on these data, customized
localization algorithms can offer reasoning methods adequate for estimating the locations
of construction components. The characteristics of the GPS and RFID sensors used in this
study are described below.
4.3.1. Technology Devices
In this section the reader can find the technical description and characteristics of
the GPS and RFID sensors used for the purposes of this work. On the one hand, the GPS
positioning sensor used was a Pathfinder Pro XRS unit (See Figure 4.1). This XRS unit
integrated the receiver in the body of the antenna; the receiver was contained in the white
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antenna bulb, as shown in the figure below. Lithium batteries powered both the antenna
and the receiver with a maximum autonomy of 8 hours. The GPS unit was ruggedized to
withstand dust/harsh weather conditions and could be mounted in a backpack.
Most of the functions in the GPS device were user-controlled by means of an
open source code. These controllable functions included, among several others, the
frequency for generating new positions in time, the definition of a global or a coordinated
system for these positions, and several parameters related to satellites geometry and
minimum positioning accuracy. Additionally, the open source code enabled the selection
and set up of a differential positioning system for real-time correction of the generated
positions. In this regard, both WAAS and Omnistar differential positioning signals were
compatible with the receiver to correct its coordinates in real-time.
In addition, the GPS receiver was pre-programmed with two other functions for
accurate positioning. First, multipath rejection algorithms allowed the receiver to avoid
any negative interference from the reflected signals of the satellites on the positioning
results. Second, the reader could simultaneously receive and process the signals from 12
different satellites for positioning purposes through 12 different channels. This multichannel ability virtually ensured that all the signals from the satellites above the receiver
could be processed. According to the vendor data, the positioning accuracy provided by
the GPS unit without differential correction was better than 1 meter 95% of the time.
On the other hand, the identification technology was constituted by three basic
components: the i-Q8 active tags, the MAG3-900 antenna, and the i-CARD 3 receiver
(See Figure 4.2). The reader processed the radio signals from the active tags via a magnet
mount antenna that was wired to the receiver. As metals would absorb most of the energy
emitted from a tag directly attached to its surface, the tags used in this study provided the
emitting chip within the tag with a chamber of air between this and the bottom of the tag
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that prevented the sudden decay of emitted signals close to a metallic surface. In order to
enable the radio communications between reader and tags, the antenna operated in the
UHF frequency band of 870-960 MHz, which included the 915MHz frequency of RFID
communication.

Figure 4.1. GPS receiver (Trimble 2008)
In reality, the core of the identification solution laid in the communication
between reader and active tags. The i-CARD 3 reader received and processed the
identification signals from the i-Q8 active tags, each of which was identified by a unique
numeric code in its signals. Both receiver and tags could communicate to a maximum
theoretical distance of 100m with a maximum transmission range of 115.2 Kbits/sec. The
reader could read as much as 100 tags per second using anti-collision algorithms, and was
able to handle the simultaneous reading of up to 2,000 tag units around the antenna. The
tags were designed to be resistant to shock, vibration, and humidity, while both tags and
readers were able to operate at extreme ranges of temperature—i.e. between -20 to +60
Celsius degrees. Tag dimensions were similar to those of an standard cell phone—i.e.
131x28x21mm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.2. RFID technology: (a) antenna (Mobile Mark 2008), (b) active tag (Identec
2008), and (c) reader (Identec 2008).
Similar to the GPS technology solution, the RFID reader functions were
controlled through an open source code. The power of the reader and the scanning time,
among other functions, were modulated through the open code. The next section
introduces the reader to how these technologies were coupled with localization
algorithms for automated tracking purposes.
4.4. THE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCALIZATION METHODOLOGY
In this methodology, active RFID and GPS technologies are combined to facilitate
the data collection process, while adequate localization algorithms can estimate the
location of the engineered components based on these collected data. From this point, the
term “nodes” is equivalent to the construction components that are uniquely tagged,
while the term “mobile anchor nodes” (sometimes simply referred as “anchor nodes”)
represents a GPS receiver and an RFID receiver that are hold together in a piece of roving
equipment.
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Instead of using a dense network of stationary anchor nodes that would
compromise the viability of this locating approach in a typical construction scenario,
mobile anchor nodes are proposed. For example, an anchor node consisting of a bundled
RFID receiver and GPS receiver can be secured to mobile cranes or forklifts to facilitate
the data collection from different positions throughout the site. Depending on the size of
the project site, it may be desirable to use one or several anchor nodes. For this study,
only one mobile anchor node was used during the validation experiment later described
in this Chapter. However, whatever the size of the site, the dynamic nature of these
mobile anchor nodes would prevent their physical interference with any work in progress.
At any given time, a mobile anchor node can determine its own position and
detect the presence of the nodes or tagged components around it. An anchor node
determines the presence of a node by receiving the unique signal from its tag. This signal
can be directly related to the component piece mark to which the emitting tag is attached.
If a mobile anchor node is set up to communicate over long distances, it can detect many
tagged components in a single scan, simplifying data collection processes and enabling
more frequent data updates. As a mobile anchor node moves to a new position, its
coordinates are determined and the surrounding nodes identified.
However, these collected data cannot indicate the location of the tagged
components or nodes. For a particular time frame, the identified nodes lie somewhere
within an ideal circle centered on the anchor node position. The radius of this uncertainty
circle is the RFID communication range, which is set up to a maximum theoretical
distance of 100m to expedite the simultaneous identification of many tagged components.
Thus, a 100m radius of communication implies that the identified nodes lie somewhere
within an uncertainty area bigger than 31,000m2 (See Figure 4.3(a)). This large
uncertainty area centered on the anchor node position would not facilitate finding the
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nodes. Localization algorithms can solve this issue by estimating each node location
close to its actual position (See Figure 4.3(b)). In this way, this process decreases the area
of uncertainty and facilitates the location process.
Node
Position

Reduced
Uncertainty

Communication
Range – 100m

Communication
Range – 100m

Anchor Node
Position

Anchor Node
Position

(a)

(b)
Location Uncertainty

Figure 4.3. Location uncertainty determined with (a) field sensed data and (b) localization
algorithms
4.4.1. Locating the Nodes
Adequate range-free localization methods can determine precise node locations
with reasoning mechanisms that are also robust in real world conditions. In this study, a
centroid and a proximity type of localization algorithms are proposed to estimate the
component locations based on the collected data.
4.4.1.1. Centroid Localization Method
In this algorithm originally proposed by Bulusu et al. (2000), tag locations are
estimated based on a centroid formulation. Suppose that the space is represented in two56

dimensional Cartesian coordinates with axes X and Y. The coordinates of a given tag k
(X, Y)k are estimated to be at the resulting centroid from the n coordinates where the tag
k was identified (See Equation 4.1). The robustness of this approach lies in its simplicity.
However, this same simplicity can result in critical location errors.
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⎛ X k, 1 +........+ X k, n Y k, 1 +........+Y k, n
= ⎜⎜
,
n
n
⎝

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(4.1)

These localization errors are significant when the mobile anchor node positions
are not uniformly distributed around each node location. According to the original
formulation, this uniformity is the only chance for obtaining precise localization results.
This fundamental assumption cannot be maintained in construction scenarios requiring a
simple and quick data collection process from many components over extensive areas.
Because of this limitation, an alternative reasoning mechanism based on the intensity of
radio signals was developed.
Theoretically, the intensity or strength of a signal is a function of the amplitude of
the signal and its distance traveled. As long as the amplitude of the signal remains
constant, its intensity is left to quadratically decrease with the traveled distance. In
reality, many other factors can dissipate the intensity of a signal on industrial sites. There,
communications are anisotropic and largely depend on the surroundings (Caron et al.
2006). Weather conditions, dust, obstacles, construction equipment, and metals violate
the basic assumptions about signal behavior. Multipath signals (i.e., the single or multiple
reflection of a signal before reaching a receiver), signal occlusion (i.e., the blockage of a
signal), signal shadowing (i.e., the attenuation of a signal due to obstructions or weather
conditions), and signal intensification (i.e., the amplification of a signal in the presence of
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certain materials) randomly modify the behavior of a signal and its intensity. However,
the author of this study had previously observed that strong radio signals could be
indicative of closeness between a couple of emitter and receiver (Grau and Caldas 2007).
During previous lab experiments, the author observed that strong RFID signal
strengths were consistent with the relative distance between the RFID receiver and the
emitting tag. A Kernel probability and density function (Silverman, 1986) is used to
support this observation. Figure 4.4(a) shows the GPS positions that detected a particular
tag in accordance with the intensity of their RFID signals. Figure 4.4(b) represents its
corresponding density map in terms of sensed decibels per unit of area. This density map
shows (a) an RFID signal intensity pattern centered on the actual tag position and (b) a
maximum value of intensity at this position. A hypothesis according to these empirical
observations was developed: from a given tag, RFID signals above a certain threshold of
intensity are received within a maximum distance around the position of the emitting tag.
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[-61,-71[ dB
[-51,-61[ dB
[-41,-51[ dB
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Tag Location

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.4. Plan view of (a) the discrete reader locations with its correspoding signal
intensity information and (b) its equivalent density map
Based on this hypothesis, a new reasoning mechanism is formulated. Suppose that
a node signal is received at n anchor node positions. In a particular intensity scale, strong
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signals indicate that the anchor node positions that received them are near the node from
which they originated. Then, these anchor coordinates are more indicative of the true
node location. The location of a given node k (X, Y)k is then estimated to be at the
resulting centroid from the n anchor node coordinates where its signals are received,
weighted according to the intensity of their signals. Considering an intensity scale with a
maximum signal strength value SSMax = 0dB and a minimum signal strength with a
negative value SSMin, the proposed formulation is shown below (See Equation 4.2). Then,
a pair of (Xk,i, Yk,i) anchor node coordinates where the node signal is received with the
minimum intensity is not considered for locating the k node since (1 − SSk,i ÷SSMin) = 0. As an
opposite, another pair of (Xk,i, Yk,i) anchor node coordinates where the node signal is
received with the maximum intensity is fully considered since (1 − SSk,i ÷SSMin) = 1. The rest
of (Xk,i, Yk,i) anchor coordinates that received the node signal with any other intermediate
intensity value will be weighted accordingly since (1 − SSk,i ÷SSMin) ∈ ] 0 , 1 [ .
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This intensity-based centroid mechanism is illustrated and compared to the
original proposed approach in Figure 4.5. Suppose that there is a single emitting node and
many anchor node positions, each one receiving only one signal from this node. In this
case, strong signals are supposedly received by the anchor nodes nearby the emitting
node and weak signals by anchor nodes far from this node. Based on their distance from
the node, suppose also that each anchor node receives the node signal with either one of
these three intensities: strong (SSS), medium (SSM), or weak (SSW). Assume that SSS =
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SSMax = 0dB. Consider choosing SSW as the lowest intensity value SSMin in Equation 4.2;
then (1 − SSW ÷SSMin) = 0 and the coordinates from the most outer anchor positions do not

compute in the estimated centroid location. The resulting node location fully depends on
the coordinates from the nearby anchor nodes, since (1 − SSS ÷SSMin) = 1, and partially
depends

(1 − SS

M

on

the

coordinates

÷SSMin) ∈ ] 0 , 1 [

from

the

intermediate

anchor

positions,

since

. If we want to obtain a more accurate node location, the minimum

signal intensity value can be increased to SSMin. In this case, only the coordinates from
the nearby anchor nodes, those that received the node signal with a maximum intensity,
are considered for estimating the node location. As this paper later discusses, using high
intensity values as the minimum intensity threshold -SSMin- can limit the number of
located nodes in a practical type of scenario.

LE

Figure 4.5. Centroid algorithm case as (a) originally formulated and (b) proposed for this
study
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4.4.1.2. Proximity Localization Method
Another localization algorithm is developed based on the works by Simic and
Sastry (2001) and Song (2006a). In the original approach, the boundaries of the signals
were conservatively inscribed within their radius of communication R. Then, nodes were
located within an area of uncertainty defined by the intersection of the squares from the
four axis-extreme positions where node signals were detected.
Suppose that there is a uniform distribution of n mobile anchor node positions and
that there is a communication range R between these anchor nodes and the unlocated
nodes. Consequently, a node is to uniformly transmit its signals in all directions with a
radius R centered in its position. In this approach, the boundaries of each signal are
conservatively inscribed in a square within this circle of communication. Of all the n
anchor node positions where the node signals are received, the four that are situated at the
extremes of two orthogonal axes can be used to determine the node location. In a
Cartesian coordinated reference with axes X and Y, these would be the points with
maximum and minimum X and Y coordinates. Then, a node is supposedly located within
an area of uncertainty defined by the intersection of the squares from the four axisextreme positions where its signals were detected (See Equation 4.3).

(

[

] [

X , Y ) k ∈ Max ( ii == 1n X k, i )−R , Min ( ii == 1n X k, i )+R X Max ( ii ==n1Yk, i )−R , Min ( ii ==n1Yk, i )+R

]

(4.3)

However, this approach is very dependent on these four extreme anchor
coordinates. No matter the number of anchor nodes that have identified a node, only four
of them are used to estimate a node. Relying on only four nodes can make the algorithm
very robust in the environment but at the same time very susceptible to it. For instance,
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suppose that an obstacle consistently blocks the node signals in a particular axis
direction; then, the estimated node coordinates for this axis will be biased for the
presence of this obstacle. This is represented in Figure 4.6(a), where the node signals are
prevented from reaching the mobile anchor nodes situated behind a blocking obstacle,
skewing the estimated node location. Actually, node signals that have traveled long
communication ranges are more susceptible to suffering from irregular radio propagation
issues as a consequence of multipath, occlusion, shadowing, and intensification issues.
To overcome some of these potential issues, the localization algorithm is adapted
to the intensity of the node signals, similarly to the centroid algorithm presented before.
In this case, the localization mechanism is restricted to consider only anchor node
coordinates that received signals with intensities stronger than a particular threshold. For
each axis, the average from their maximum and minimum values determines the node
coordinate for that particular axis (See Equation 4.4). This is equivalent to suppose that a
node is located at the center of the intersecting squares from the four axis extreme
positions where the node signals were detected with intensities above a certain threshold.
Figure 4.6(b) illustrates how limiting this algorithm to strong signals can improve the
estimate of a node location in the presence of obstacles. Indeed, the ability to consider a
minimum threshold of intensity can make the localization algorithm more robust to
changes in the behavior of the signals.
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Figure 4.6. Proximity algorithm case as (a) originally formulated and (b) proposed for
this study
4.5. IMPLEMENTING THE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCALIZATION METHODOLOGY
A Visual Basic application supporting the proposed approach was coded. This
application is divided into three main modules connected through a relational database
(See Figure 4.7). The data collection module collects the field data and controls the RFID
and GPS receiver functions. The location estimation module estimates the location of the
tagged components according to the centroid and proximity algorithms discussed
previously. Finally, the navigation module guides the user to the tagged components. The
localization database stores both the collected data and the estimated locations for their
use.
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Figure 4.7. Framework schema
4.5.1. Data Collection Module
The data collection module controls the positioning and identification sensors for
data collection purposes following the networking architecture shown in Figure 4.8. First,
this module stores the data collected by the GPS and RFID receivers in the relational
database. When used together, both receivers are synchronized so that their data can be
fused based on identical time stamps. So, at a predefined interval, say for instance at
every second, the GPS receiver determines its own position. Centered on this position,
the RFID receiver simultaneously scans the surrounding area and detects the present tags.
For a particular time frame, a new set of data is created for each unique tag code along
with the coordinates of the receivers. These time series of data records are stored in the
relational database. Alternatively, this module can also collect and store the actual
positions of the tagged components by using the GPS receiver alone.
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Figure 4.8. Data collection architecture
Second, this module also provides basic GPS functions, such as differential
correction, control on the satellite geometry, and coordinated transformation of the
generated positions (See Figure 4.9). To ensure the best positioning accuracy from the
collected data, this module enables the differential correction of the raw GPS positions
and establishes the minimum geometric parameters among the relative position of the
satellites above the receiver. Recall that uncorrected GPS data have an intrinsic error
usually worse than 10m. This large deviation alone would introduce a great degree of
inaccuracy within the location results. A Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS)-type
of differential correction was implemented to obtain precise GPS positions in real-time.
In addition to this differential correction, the definition of a minimum number and
relative position of the emitting satellites was established to decrease the positioning
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error. Combining differential corrections with these requirements on the number and
relative geometry of the satellites usually resulted in accuracies that were better than 1m.
In any case, this module could alternatively limit the collection of GPS positions to those
with an estimated accuracy worse than 1m at all times.
The GPS receiver was also set up to transform the collected positions into a
projected coordinate system. For the purposes of this research, the receiver-default
longitude and latitude degrees from the global World Geodetic System (WGS) 1984 were
transformed into the Central Texas Projection of the State Plane Coordinate System,
according to the North American Datum (NAD) 1983, in three Cartesian axes (X, Y, and
Z). In this case, only the coordinates corresponding to the horizontal axes (X, Y) were
considered. This transformation from a global coordinated system into a local projected
system simplified the implementation of the localization algorithms by providing
coordinates in fundamental units of length, such as meters. Additionally, this
transformation results in a more precise GPS position than those of a global reference,
since the local projected system was specifically designed for the region in which the
framework was to be used.
Finally, this module also enables the control of the RFID receiver functions. It
modulates the emitting power of the RFID receiver, which reflects on the RFID
communication range. Strong signals from the reader can activate remotely placed tags
that can respond back to the reader. Thus, strong reader signals can identify the maximum
number of tagged components for a given time frame and roving pattern. For this reason,
they are preferred for minimizing the time and effort required for collecting field data.
Additionally, the scanning time of the RFID receiver can be adjusted to the maximum
number of tagged components expected on a single scan; i.e., a large number of
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components require relatively long scanning times, while a small number of components
require relatively short scanning times and can eventually result in more frequent scans.

Figure 4.9. Data collection user interface
4.5.2. Location Estimation Module
The location estimation module determines the location of the tagged components
and assesses its accuracy by processing the field collected data. The centroid and
proximity localization methods described above were implemented and the specific
functions for their input parameters enabled. These functions enable the definition of the
minimum value of the signal intensity to be considered in both algorithms, and determine
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the specific sets of RFID-and-GPS collected data to be processed among those available
in the database.
Based on these input parameters, the two localization algorithms independently
process the collected data. Both mechanisms estimate the 2D projected coordinates of
each tagged component in terms of latitude and longitude. In order to assess the accuracy
of these results, this module can compute the location errors for each localization
algorithm and tagged component as the distance between its estimated location and its
actual position, given that this has been previously recorded. The estimated locations,
errors, and additional computing parameters are stored in the relational database.
4.5.3. Navigation Module
The navigation unit guides the user to the tagged components. Supported by a
mobile computer, this module integrates the GPS receiver with Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) to facilitate user navigation in real-time. The actual user position and the
estimated locations of the tagged components are displayed on the computer screen along
with project specific information—such as landmarks, layout drawings, or satellite
images. These project references simplify the navigation process and bring it into a userfriendly context. In this navigation mode, a tagged component can be defined as the
navigation target. When components are so defined, an electronic compass shows the
user the guiding direction from his/her position to the targeted component. However, this
sort of guidance does not take into consideration whether the indicated direction or path
is feasible or not. Obstacles, abrupt level changes, roving equipment, or roads are
examples of obstructions to a given path that this automated guiding mode does not take
into account.
As an alternative to real-time navigation functions, printed maps can guide the
user’s navigation. These maps also represent the estimated location of the tagged
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components relative to project landmarks. In this case, the user needs to situate his/her
position relative to the tagged components shown on the map in order to locate them.
This map-supported navigation represents a simple and costless solution that
complements the accuracy of sophisticated real-time navigation functions. In reality, map
supported navigation allows the end user to determine the criteria for selecting the right
direction—and hence, the correct path—to a tagged component.
4.6. VALIDATION EXPERIMENT
A field experiment assessed the validity of the framework in a real construction
scenario. This experiment determined the ability of the centroid and proximity algorithms
to locate 45 steel components in a 2D coordinated reference. These tagged components
were randomly distributed within two adjacent areas covering a total of 11,500m2. The
actual GPS positions of the tagged components were recorded to later enable the
calculation of their individual location errors. These areas were crowded with many steel
components other than the tagged ones. All the steel components were lying flat on the
ground.
4.6.1 Technology Setup
The technical set up for this experiment is described in this section. Each of the 45
steel components was individually tagged and the actual tag position recorded. Tags were
secured to the components in a horizontal position. Instead of hanging the receivers from
a piece of roving equipment, the author hold together the identification and positioning
receivers in a backpack for simplification purposes and moved in a predefined
rectangular pattern. In doing so, the author’s GPS receiver determined its own
coordinates while the RFID receiver captured the signals emitted by the surrounding
tagged-components (See Figure 4.10). The theoretical maximum communication range of
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the RFID receiver was always kept at 100 meters, and the intensity values of the tag
signals ranged from 0dB for the strongest signals to -90dB for the weakest ones. As
previously mentioned, the GPS receiver was enabled to correct their own positions in
real-time using the incoming signals emitted from a WAAS satellite. Since the nature of
this experiment was based on the relative position between the tagged components, the
error of the GPS receiver in generating the actual or true positions of these components
was not calibrated. Nonetheless, the potential sources of positioning error were
considered.

Figure 4.10. Validation experiment
Out of all the errors affecting the precision of the GPS receiver, ionosphere
delays, and the relative geometry of the satellites were, potentially, the most influencing
ones. First, the communication from the receiver to at least five satellites situated in a
relative geometry resulting in a maximum PDOP value of 6 was a minimum requirement
during the collection of field data. If this minimum geometric condition was not true, data
were not collected. In reality, the author ensured that the lapse of times comprising the
field data collection always matched with periods of a high number of well distributed
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satellites in the sky. This was possible by querying an almanac that forecasted the
goodness of the relative satellite geometry for any given time. Second, even though
sunspot activity could create the largest source of GPS error by delaying the satellite
signals in the ionosphere, the fact that this experiment was performed during a period of
low sunspot activity minimized its negative effects.
In addition to these two main sources of GPS error, troposphere delays, multipath
distortion, ephemeris errors, orbit perturbations, time offset, and instrumentation issues
were the other factors that could also affect the precision of the generated coordinates.
Given that this experiment was performed during a single day and that the cloudless
conditions in the sky did not vary, troposphere delays supposedly had a null or minimum
influence on the GPS positioning function. Besides, multipath signals were avoided by
maintaining the bulb of the antenna in a vertical position in the clear sky scenario of the
experiment. The errors on the satellite orbits could not be corrected, leaving a chance in
the worst case scenario of 0.5m error. Finally, time offsets issues were compensated by
WAAS correction signals and instrumentation errors were kept at a minimum by the high
processing quality of the GPS receiver.
Indeed, the GPS receiver estimated its own positioning error at any given time.
The automated framework controlled this estimated error, so if this exceeded from 1m,
additional data were not collected. This further ensured the quality of the generated
positions during this experiment.
4.6.2. Performance Metrics
In order to analyze the effectiveness of the location approach, a set of metrics was
defined. These were the localization error, the percentage of located components, and the
data collection time. First, the localization error determines the absolute distance (in
meters) between the actual position and the estimated location for each tagged
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component. Thus, the distribution of errors for the two localization algorithms can be
obtained. Since there cannot be negative localization errors, these distributions are
skewed; then, the median is used to evaluate the spread of the localization errors within
each distribution. Second, the percentage of located components is used to complement
the values of the localization error. A valid approach, besides providing precise locations,
would eventually need to locate most (if not all) the components in a given scene.
Finally, the data collection times are indicative of the ease of the scanning processes and
their ability to provide frequent data updates.
4.7. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND OBSERVATIONS
The results from the field experiments indicated that both the centroid and the
proximity algorithms are able to precisely locate the 45 tagged components (See Table
4.1). As discussed earlier, the minimum intensity of the signals considered has an
influence on the results. In this case, a signal strength scale from 0dB to -60dB was
considered, since processing the data collected within this range of strengths resulted in
the minimum average localization and allowed to locate all 45 components. The average
location errors were 3.22m for the centroid algorithm, and 3.78m for the proximity
algorithm. These small deviations from the actual positions of the tagged components
would eventually facilitate their efficient location, greatly reducing the average
localization errors resulting from the originally proposed algorithms.
Table 4.1. Localization errors
Localization Algorithm

Average Error (m)

Median Error (m)

Centroid

3.22

3.72

Proximity

3.78

4.36
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The limitation to consistently detect signals with intensities above -60dB entails a
trade off between the location accuracy and the percentage of located components.
Considering only stronger tag signals than those discussed in the previous paragraph, the
average localization errors remain the same and even improve for the two localization
mechanisms. However, thresholds of minimum intensity above -60dB can leave several
tags undetected and their corresponding components unlocated. Indeed, it is observed that
the percentage of undetected tags increases when the minimum value of signal intensity
increases. Recall that strong signals are assumed to be received at short distances from
the tags that emit them. Hence, these strong signals can give a more reliable indication of
the position of the tagged components. However, the RFID reader is not always able to
detect the emitted signals when these still show a high value of intensity. This
shortcoming threatens to leave some tags unlocated. This phenomenon can be observed
in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, which depicts the relation between intensity, localization error,
and the percentage of identified components for each localization algorithm. As presented
earlier, a -60db value of minimum intensity allowed identifying all the tagged
components with the best average precision for both localization algorithms. Below these
intensity values, the localization errors increase significantly.
Finally, to assess the time-effectiveness of the approach, 26 minutes and 40
seconds walking time were required to sense the field data. This time is equivalent to
approximately 35 seconds for each of the 45 components located. It is important to
realize that if the thousands of components on the 11,500m2 had been tagged, their data
would have been gathered in the same amount of time.
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Figure 4.11. Relationship between signal intensity, location error, and identified
components—centroid algorithm
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Figure 4.12. Relationship between signal intensity, location error, and identified
components—proximity algorithm
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Aside from the performance analysis of the localization framework, a direct
relationship between the distance tag-receiver and the maximum intensity of the received
signal was observed. This relationship can be observed in Figure 4.13, which displays the
traveled distance and intensity for each of the 13,844 signals captured by the RFID
receiver during the experiments. In particular, it can also be inferred that limiting the
localization algorithms to process signals with intensities above a certain threshold
ensures that these signals have been emitted within a certain distance from the position of
the RFID receiver, being this more indicative of the actual positions of the tagged
components. This corroborates the hypothesis that was originally used to further develop
the localization mechanisms. From this empirical result it can also be reasoned that (a) if
the tag was significantly distant from its receiver, the received signal was always weak,
and (b) strong signals were only received if the emitting tag was close to the receiver.
The opposite cannot be inferred; weak signals were received equally at long and short
distances from their emitting tags, and at short distances the emitted signals were
received with a broad range of intensity values. For example, that a weak signal is
received a few meters from its emitting tag can be as a consequence of obstacles present
in the scene that attenuated the signal, of multipath effects that forced the signal to travel
a long distance before it was received, or of weather issues, among other reasons.
The results from these experiments indicate that the localization of construction
components can be precisely estimated by this automated localization approach in
crowded industrial scenarios. In particular, the proposed approach could ideally be used
to monitor other construction resources on a typical job site, such as materials, labor, or
construction equipment. Knowing the location of these resources could facilitate project
controls and create an environment for becoming aware of the status of needed resources
ahead of time. This awareness could significantly improve project performance.
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Figure 4.13. Received signal intensity vs. traveled distance
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Chapter 5: Assessing and Quantifying the Benefits of the Automated
Tracking Methodology on Project Performance
5.1. OVERVIEW
One may question why the industry has not yet taken advantage of automated
approaches to improve site materials tracking processes when the benefits from doing so
seem obvious. The reality is that there is very little hard evidence to support the notion of
tangible advantages derived from the integration of information technologies for
materials tracking purposes. Even if one assumes the existence of this advantage, exactly
how technology and supported tracking processes can improve project performance is not
yet fully understood.
The main objective of this Chapter is to fill this gap in the body of knowledge by
quantifying and assessing the benefits of an automated tracking process on project
performance. Specifically, this study focuses on quantifying the influence of automating
the identification and localization of structural steel components during a field trial on an
industrial site and from different perspectives, such as craft productivity, labor efficiency,
and percentage of missing components.
The rest of the Chapter is organized as follows. First, the field trial
characterization and methodology are presented. Second, the results are discussed, taking
sophisticated state-of-the-art tracking practices on industrial sites as a baseline for
comparison with the automated tracking approach. Finally, the analysis from the field
trial results and lessons learned follow. 5.2. A Field Trial to Assess the Benefits of the
5.2. AUTOMATED TRACKING METHODOLOGY ON PROJECT PERFORMANCE
A comprehensive field trial was conducted to assess the impact of automated
materials tracking technologies on craft productivity. The trial was part of the
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Construction Industry Institute Research Team 240 “Leveraging Technology to Improve
Construction Productivity” study. In order to select an adequate site for the trial, the
author had the opportunity to analyze ten prospective job sites across the U.S. and
Canada operated by different contractors with their own materials management
processes. After carefully evaluating their characteristics, the Sandow Steam Electric
Station Unit 5 project located in Texas was finally selected on account of the high level
of sophistication of the contractor’s materials management process. The power plant
project accounted for a total installed cost of $750 million and was designed to produce
565 MWatts of energy. The field trial extended over a period of two months and three
weeks. Particularly important for the design of the field trial was the fact that the project
had two almost identical steel structures (hereafter named A and B) to support the boilers.
Both structures were composed of approximately 4,800 steel components and were
divided into equivalent sequences of installation. These identical sequences of installation
were only two weeks apart during the trial, a schedule that ensured that the conditions
during the trial would be mirrored in both boiler structures and leave unaffected the trial
results. Each boiler unit had its own assigned equipment, crews, and foreman.
Contracting policies were ruled by open shop and direct hire, and the site hosted an
average of about 400 workers per day of trial.
While the data collection part of the field trial extended over a period of ten
weeks, the overall timeline of the trial process extended over a period of almost a year
and a half, as it can be observed in Figure 5.1. At the start of the trial process —October
2006— the author had the opportunity to visit or obtain the details from ten prospective
job sites across the U.S. and Canada ruled by different contractors with their own
materials management processes. In February 2007, after the Texas project had been
selected on account of the high level of sophistication of the contractor’s materials
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management process, the site trial process started. Then, a detailed feasibility analysis of
the trial was conducted and the contractor, safety, and site access permits were obtained.
In the following months, the author worked closely with the key players in the materials
management process to understand its details. Then, a short trial run was performed
based on an initial trial design. Afterwards, two kickoff meetings were held before the
actual field trial. The first kickoff meeting was targeted to site managers with the
intention of aligning them with the field trial, while the second kickoff meeting was
targeted to both managers and workers to let the latter group know the details of the trial
run, how these were going to affect their work, and what was expected from them during
the trial. Then, the field trial extended for a period of ten weeks between August and
October of 2007. Once the trial was over, the data were collected and analyzed. Finally,
in February 2008, a closure meeting was held on the job site to present the results to the
key players.

Figure 5.1. Trial timeline
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5.2.1. Site Overview
The job site was divided in two main areas in terms of materials management: the
lay down yard and the installation area. The lay down yard stored the steel components in
a 100,000m2 (25 acre) area and was divided into grids of 30m by 15m, where the
components were stored. Each grid was identified by a unique reference code, which was
displayed on a metallic post at the center of each grid. The installation area, which was
300m away from the lay down yard (See Figure 5.2), held the components retrieved from
the yard area before their erection. The installation area was small, dynamic, and crowded
with craft workers, materials, and equipment.

Figure 5.2. Relative position between lay down yard and installation area
5.2.2. Site Materials Tracking
Upon arrival, pre-fabricated components such as structural steel components and
pipe spools were unloaded and stored in the lay down yard. At receiving, components
were hand-marked with delivery information, such as delivery date and truck number, to
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increase the degree of control over them. In addition, workers manually recorded the
piece mark (i.e. item code) of each received component and the grid where the
component was stored in the lay down yard for inventory purposes. Later on, this
information was entered into an electronic materials management system. During their
storage at the lay down yard, a given component could be moved to different grids at
different times. If this was the case, workers were expected to record the new grid
location of the component in order to maintain an updated inventory.
When required for installation, requests were made to retrieve components from
the lay down yard to have them hauled to the installation area. As a starting point for their
retrieval, a list containing the codes of the components and their last-recorded grid
positions was given to craft workers. Based on these data, commonly a couple of workers
searched for the components on the corresponding grids; recall that each grid covered an
area of 450m2. If a given component could not be found based on its grid position,
workers supposedly relied on additional information, such as isometric characteristics of
the desired component and its delivery data, to find it. Whenever a given component was
located, workers flagged the item by attaching a colored tape to it. At this point, a
detailed explanation of the flagging process is in order. The hourly cost of the hauling
crews, who later loaded, hauled, and unloaded steel items required for installation from
the lay down yard to the installation area, were double the hourly cost of the craft
workers at the lay down yard. On top of this increased labor cost, hauling crews also
required the use of forklifts, cranes, and trucks to retrieve the lay down yard components.
In total, the overall cost per hour associated with a hauling crew was much higher than
that of a craft labor crew. Since finding steel components on the lay down yard was
regarded as time consuming and inefficient, craft workers were in charge of finding the
components and flagging them with a colored tape. Later on, this colored tape allowed
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the hauling crews to rapidly recognized the items that had to be retrieved and hauled to
the installation area, expediting the retrieving process and minimizing their costs.
At the installation area, crews did not track the available components. When
received, components were unloaded upon arriving not far away from their final installed
position. Whenever a particular item was required for installation, crews relied on what
they could recall about its positions to make it available. Eventually, components were
installed.
5.2.3. Opportunities for Positively Affecting Construction Performance
Although, over the years, the contractor had some success with the manual
tracking process explained in the previous section, the arrival of advanced information
technology and sensing solutions generated insight into some of its shortcomings simply
as a manual approach. After observing this manual tracking approach over a period of
almost three months, the author noticed that an automated tracking methodology could
eventually offer four main opportunities for improvement: (1) it could reduce the work
time required to locate each component; (2) it could reduce the number of components
not immediately found; (3) it could support the installation processes, and; (4) it could
provide component control beyond the lay down yard. The following paragraphs discuss
each of one of these opportunities.
First, it was observed that workers devoted considerable amounts of time tracking
site items. There were two main reasons for this. Initially, the nature of the manual
tracking process ensured many misguided searches. Inventory records were not always
certain or had not been updated with the correct correspondence between piece marks and
actual grid locations. This was a consequence of either unrecorded movements of lay
down yard items, transcription errors, mistyped records, or the delayed update of
electronic inventory records that did not reflect the actual grid positions. Moreover, the
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large grid sizes and the fact that the searches were consistently based only on grid
locations and their corresponding piece mark records and not on additional component
information, such as height, width, and length, frequently forced workers to individually
scan many out of the hundreds of items contained in each grid. Overall, the intrinsic
tediousness and tendency toward error associated with the tracking process negatively
affected the motivation of lay down yard workers; making matters worse, this
demotivating result increased their chances of making more mistakes and lowered their
efficiency.
Second, since a significant percentage of components were not immediately
found, extended searches over long periods of time were necessary. Typically, after a
couple of workers had unsuccessfully searched for one or more components with their
corresponding inventory information, their searches were unsystematically extended to
wider areas. These indiscriminate searches commonly occupied four or more workers
over the course of a morning, an afternoon, or a whole day until the missing
component(s) could be found. In one recorded instance, five workers were observed
randomly scanning for a steel component in an area of approximately three acres in the
lay down yard. After a couple of hours of unsuccessful efforts, the search simultaneously
extended to the installation area. These types of unsystematic search events were
continuously observed and forced managers to keep an oversized pool of workers in the
lay down yard to satisfy them. This is, if yard components could be systematically found,
the number of workers searching for them could also be significantly reduced.
Third, this inability to efficiently locate and retrieve a large number of
components in a short period of time had a negative effect on installation productivity.
Mostly due to the lack of storage space in the small installation area, there were frequent
requests that components be located, flagged, retrieved, and hauled from the lay down
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yard the same day or the day before their planned installation. In some cases, because
critical components could not be located in time—and hence the items were not available
for their installation when required—erection crews were forced to remain idle or to slow
down their pace of work. In doing so, the productivity of these crews and those of their
numerous pieces of equipment, such as cranes or forklifts, were hindered and directly
increased total installed costs.
Finally, there was no control over the components beyond the lay down yard, i.e.
in the installation area. This forced foremen and steel erection crews to repeatedly check
to make sure that the planned components were available for installation, distracting them
from installation tasks. Even though there was often a pool of a few hundred components
in the small installation area for the use of a particular foreman and erection crew, neither
foremen nor erection crews had any systematic process for knowing exactly which
components were available for installation. This lack of a process also caused important
mistakes. Thus, it was observed that foremen repeatedly requested the retrieval of
components from the lay down yard that had been either previously hauled to the
installation area or that had already been installed.
5.2.4. Proposed Methodology for Automating the Identification and Localization of
Steel Components
For the sake of the reader, this section briefly summarizes the automated tracking
approach that was presented in Chapter 4, which was used during the field trial that is
being presented. This tracking approach combined RFID, GPS, and localization
algorithms. During the trail, active RFID tags were attached to individual structural steel
components, while a roving piece of equipment, such as a utility vehicle or a crane,
equipped with co-located RFID identification and GPS positioning receivers moved
throughout the site on a daily basis for data collection purposes. During the data
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collection, the identification reader captured the unique identification codes sent by the
tagged components at the same time the positioning receiver determined its own
coordinates. Then, a centroid type of localization algorithm processed the time series of
collected data to estimate the location of the tagged components within a few meters from
their true positions. Finally, a navigation map displaying both the estimated location of
the components and site landmarks was generated so the tagged items could be found.
5.2.4.1 Technology Setup
The focus of the trial was placed on the quantification and assessment of the
benefits associated with the automation of site tracking processes rather than on the
validation of the automated tracking methodology. So, it was more important the
observation on how the automated positions of the tagged components influenced
construction than their actual precision, given that this precision was approximately kept
within the values presented in the previous Chapter. Hence, the setup of the RFID and
GPS technologies discussed for the validation experiment in Chapter 4 is also valid for
this field trial.
5.2.5. Trial Design
The two almost identical boiler support steel structures were at the core of the trial
design, as it can be observed in Figure 5.3. While the manually-based tracking process
was used for Boiler A, an automated tracking process was used for Boiler B. This
advanced system made use of the automated tracking methodology as detailed in the
previous Chapter. For both boilers, 400 steel components from identical installation
sequences were monitored during the trial. This materials control extended throughout
the lay down yard and the installation areas and was conducted in tandem with the sitewide collection of performance records. This methodology enabled a direct comparison
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of the collected sets of records of both the manual and automated tracking processes.
Since both kinds of components were subject to equivalent installation sequences, it was
possible to assess the influence of the automated tracking methodology on project
performance. The steel components tracked during this trial were divided into four
categories: columns, assemblies, beams, and hollow sections. While columns and
assemblies were usually extremely large and heavy (often weighing well above
7,000Kg), beams and hollow sections ranged from large and heavy to small and light
items. These distinctive characteristics will later be pertinent to this study. The specifics
of the field trial implementation details on the lay down yard and on the installation area
are described in the following paragraphs.

MANUAL
TRACKING PROCESS
BOILER A

AUTOMATED
TRACKING PROCESS
BOILER B

LAY DOWN YARD

LAY DOWN YARD

COLLECT
RECORDS

COMPARE

COLLECT
RECORDS

INSTALLATION
AREA

INSTALLATION
AREA

400 STEEL COMPONENTS FROM IDENTICAL INSTALLATION SEQUENCES

Figure 5.3. Field trial design
In the lay down yard, the trial focused on capturing the amount of work time spent
on the activities directly related to tracking components, as displayed in Figure 5.4. For
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this purpose, two tracking activities per boiler unit were timed. For Boiler A, there were
two major tracking activities. Upon receiving, craft workers had to record the grid
location of each received components and mark the component with delivery information
for inventory and control purposes. Then, whenever a list of items to be retrieved and
installed was submitted, craft workers located and flagged the components on the list
using their corresponding grid records as previously collected.

Figure 5.4. Trial design at the lay down yard
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For Boiler B, an automated tracking process was designed consisting of two main
activities. Data were automatically collected in a daily basis by sensing devices equipped
on a roving piece of equipment to generate the updated positions of the components. By
post-processing the collected data, the locations of the tagged components were
estimated. Then, workers found and flagged the components to be retrieved and installed
based on a map that had been generated using the accurate positions resulting from the
processing of the collected data. A map generated during the trial can be observed in
Figure 5.5; each one of the black dots and their corresponding piece marks represent the
position of each one of the 30 components that had to be located and flagged by craft
workers with that particular map. Each window on the map was magnified in its own
detailed map (See Figure 5.6). These detailed maps also displayed the metallic posts at
the center of each grid positions relative to the estimated location of the tagged items so
that craft workers could navigate to the components.
In the installation area, the trial focused on assessing the impact of automated
tracking practices on erection productivity. Recall that the contractor had no work
process in place for controlling either the identification or the localization of the items
available for installation. Thus, Boiler A components were not controlled beyond the lay
down yard. For Boiler B, field sensing data were collected a minimum of once a day and
a maximum of twice a day (depending on the frequency of movement of Boiler B
components in the installation area). Based on the data gathered, a list of the items
available for installation and a corresponding map (See Figure 5.7) showing their
locations was handed to the Boiler B foreman. In this way, the foreman was able to
ascertain what components had already been retrieved and could better plan for upcoming
installation processes. Before the components were lifted, the erection crews removed the
tags from the steel components. Finally, components were installed.
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Figure 5.5. Navigation map at the lay down yard

Figure 5.6. Detailed navigation map at the lay down yard
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Figure 5.7. Navigation map at the installation area
5.2.6. Performance Metrics
In order to quantify and assess the impact of the automated identification and
localization approach on performance, three basic metrics were defined:
•

Labor productivity at the lay down yard: time spent on inventorying, locating,
and flagging components by lay down yard workers.

•

Components not immediately found at the lay down yard: the percentage of
components listed that cannot be found immediately either by means of the
grid or the map locations, and hence require additional searches.

•

Steel erection productivity: weight of installed components per work hour;
these work hours include the time devoted to unload, store, identify, locate,
and erect the steel components on the installation area. This productivity index
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includes neither the additional time needed to plumb, align, paint, or inspect
the components nor the time to torque the bolts, since these activities
remained unaffected by the way components were tracked.
Field trial records were collected as follows. In the lay down yard, the work hours
necessary for flagging and locating the components on the retrieving list were measured,
given that each list only contained components from either Boiler A or B. More precisely,
the workers had to write down the date, the name of the workers who performed the
search, the start and end times of the search, and the number of components that could
not be located during that search, as it can be seen in the map shown in Figure 5.5.
In the installation area, engineering records kept track of the weight of the
installed components per boiler on a daily basis. Similarly, project controls records tallied
the work hours of each boiler’s erection crew on a daily basis. In addition, the foremen in
charge of Boiler A and Boiler B completed a daily delay survey in order to account for
the amount of work hours lost due to inclement weather, equipment failures, problems
with tools, and quality issues, among others. These foreman delay surveys enabled the
researchers to adjust the effective work hours against the gross work hours from the
control records. To do this, the idle time related to the external factors that decreased the
productivity of erection crews from the gross time required for erecting materials was
deducted.
5.2.7. Trial Results at the Lay Down Yard
Automating the identification and localization data resulted in significant
reductions of both the work time spent per component and the number of components
that could not be immediately found. The amount of labor time spent on locating each
component on the yard was decreased by a ratio of 8.1 to 1. While with the manual
tracking process used for Boiler A the average work time spent per component was 36.80
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minutes, with the automated tracking process used for Boiler B the average time spent
per tagged component was only 4.56 minutes, as it can be seen in Table 5.1. In addition,
during the trial it was also recorded that 9.52% of the non-tagged components and only
0.54% of the tagged components could not be found by means of their corresponding grid
codes and mapped locations, as shown in Table 5.2. The rest of this section presents the
details of the logical procedure that led to these results.
Table 5.1. Average labor time spent per lay down yard component
Tracking Approach

Minutes

Manual

36.80

Automated

4.56

Table 5.2. Components requiring extended search times
Tracking Approach

Percentage of Components
Not-Immediately-Found

Actual Number of Components
Not-Immediately-Found

Manual

9.52%

36

Automated

0.54%

2

On the one hand, with the manual approach, the breakdown of the 36.80 minutes
spent per lay down yard component follows, as shown in Table 5.3. First, craft workers
spent an average of 1.09 minutes to write the delivery date, truck number, and component
piece mark on the steel components at their receiving grid. This average time resulted
from a total of 52 individual records within three different sets of observations. Second,
craft workers spent an average of 0.41 minutes to record the grid in which a given
component was stored. This average recording time resulted from two different sets of
observations that included a total of 95 components. Third, craft workers devoted an
average of 6.73 minutes to finding and flagging the components on a retrieving list before
other crews would haul the components to the installation area. This average for locating
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and flagging components resulted from 17 different observations that included 378
components. Hence, craft workers performing manual tracking spent an amount of 8.22
minutes on the lay down yard.
Table 5.3. Labor times spent per lay down yard component—manual tracking process
Activity

Minutes

Marking Component

1.09

Recording Grid Position

0.41

Locating and Flagging

6.73

Extended Searching Time

28.57

Total

36.80

However, as discussed above, 9.52% of the components manually tracked could
not be immediately found. The extra time needed to search for these not-immediatelyfound items needs to be accounted for. Throughout the trial, it was observed that the time
to find these components widely varied. As mentioned above, even though in some cases
a couple of workers could eventually locate such missing components in less than half an
hour, these searches normally extended for several hours, sometimes even a full day.
Moreover, they often demanded the intervention of many workers simultaneously.
Indeed, it was generally observed that these unsystematic searches were consistently
characterized by many workers searching altogether in a random pattern for the same
component over large areas. In some cases, workers simultaneously roved within the lay
down yard and the installation area in search of the same item. Based on these
observations and anecdotal data collected during the trial, the author assumed a
conservative estimate that two workers required two and half hours to find each notimmediately-found item. This comes to a total of 5 work-hours or 300 minutes per notimmediately-found component. Considering that 9.52% of the components required this
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extra time to be found, workers spent an average of 28.57 extra minutes per component.
Adding this extra search time to the 8.22 minutes previously obtained means that the
manual tracking process required a total work time of 36.80 minutes per lay down yard
component.
On the other hand, the overall 4.56 minutes required to find a tagged component
can be also broken down into time spans needed for smaller types of activities, as
summarized in Table 5.4. First, the author spent an average of 0.73 minutes sensing field
data per retrieved component. Since it consistently took 50 minutes to rove around the lay
down yard collecting data, the average time spent on collecting data per component
would have greatly depended on the number of steel items from which to record data.
Thus, if only a few components had been tagged, the average time to collect data per item
would be rather large. Conversely, if many components were tagged, one could argue that
the average time to collect data per component unit would be rather small. Actually, the
total number of steel components that were retrieved for installation during the field trial
was considered, given that the main purpose of the data collection activity is the
generation of the estimated yard locations for the components that need to be installed. In
other words, it was assumed that all the site steel components had been tagged. This
assumption results in a more realistic assessment on the average amount of time spent
collecting data per steel component. Based on the lay down yard records, it was observed
that only in 40 of the 54 trial days—considering six working days per week— steel
components were requested for installation. Out of these 40 days, on 16 of them 20 or
fewer items were requested. In reality, collecting data throughout the entire lay down
yard for such a small number of items should be re-considered, since the possibility that
any of those few components had been moved to a new position since the last data
collection was indeed very low. So, it was assumed that data were collected in the lay
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down yard every other day during the trial —this is, the equivalent data collection time
for 22.5 days. Then, dividing the 50x22.5 minutes spent for data collection purposes by
the total number of steel components requested for installation during the trial results in
an average of 0.73 data collection minutes per component. In reality, the author
consistently collected data once a day for the sake of the study. As is discussed at the end
of this Chapter, valuable information was obtained from the analysis of these daily
collected data at the lay down yard.
Second, the average time per worker invested in locating and flagging
components with the maps displaying their estimated positions was 2.20 minutes. This
average time for locating and flagging components was drawn from 25 different
observations that involved 368 components. Finally, the time to find the 0.54% of
components that could not be immediately found needs to be accounted for. An average
of 1.63 minutes of estimated search time per component was calculated. This figure was
based on the fact that each not-immediately-found component requires 300 minutes of
extra search time as previously observed. Overall, 4.56 minutes were required to track
each tagged component in the lay down yard.
Table 5.4. Labor times per lay down yard component—automated tracking process
Activity

Minutes

Collecting Data

0.73

Locating and Flagging

2.20

Extended Searching Time

1.63

Total

4.56

5.2.8. Trial Results at the Installation Area
The trial showed that installation performance was significantly increased when
the tagged components were used, as displayed in Table 5.5. The results showed that for
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the installation of equivalent beam and hollow section types of components, the
automated tracking approach resulted in an erection productivity 13.4% higher than that
of the manual tracking approach. Including all types of installed components, the erection
productivity as a result of the automated tracking approach was 4.2% higher than that of
the manual tracking process. Since the measurement for this study focused on the
erection activity alone—which according to the contractor procedures accounted for 50%
of the total installation effort—the numbers shown in Table 5.5 would need to be halved
to reflect the overall effect on installation productivity. In other words, the performance
on all the steel installation activities was increased by 2.1% considering all types of
components and 6.7% considering beams and hollow sections alone.
Table 5.5. Increment on erection performance with the automated tracking process
Component Type

Percentage of Improved performance

All

4.2

Beams and Hollow Sections

13.4

On the one hand, the effect of the automated tracking approach on the erection
efficiency of all types of tagged components was determined as follows. The periods of
time considered for this analysis were between August 7th and September 9th for the
automated tracking process, and between August 20th and September 20th for the manual
tracking approach. Recall that the installation sequences from both boilers were exactly
two weeks apart, an interval that matches the time gap between the periods of analysis.
During these periods of time, the number of installed components per subsequence of
installation and their corresponding weights were almost identical for both boilers —See
Figures 5.8 and 5.9. For each boiler unit, the following procedure was developed for
calculating the erection performance for both boilers according to Equation 5.1, resulting
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in a 4.2% increment on erection performance for the automated tracking process over the
manual one.

Performance =

Tons Installed
Worked Hours − Delayed Hours

(5.1)

On the other hand, the study also analyzed the effect of the automated tracking
process on the erection of beams and hollow sections alone. Recall that beams and
hollow sections range from large and heavy to small and light components, weighing
from several tons to a few kilograms per component. For this study, a beams/hollow
sections was termed light if their unit weight was below 500Kg and heavy otherwise.
Since some of these small components are certainly most prone to not being immediately
found, it was thought that the use of sensing devices to track their precise location would
result in increased benefits. In this case, the data for this analysis were selected on a daily
basis on the assumption that the installed beams and hollow sections from both boilers a)
belonged to equivalent installation boiler sequences, and b) were almost exclusively
installed in the days subject to data analysis. With the manual tracking process, the
minimum percentage of the weight corresponding to installed beams and hollow sections
in relation to the overall installed weight for any given day in the analysis was 70%,
while the percentage of their total installed weight for considered days in the analysis was
95%. A very similar quantitative preponderance of the installed weight of beams and
hollow sections can be observed on the days subject to analysis for the technology-aided
tracking process. For this process, the minimum percentage weight of erected beams and
hollow sections relative to the overall installed weight for any given day in the analysis
was 72%, while the percentage of their total installed weight for considered days in the
analysis was 94%. Hence, for both boiler units it was demonstrated that the installation of
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beams and hollow sections was highly predominant in percentage of weight during the
days subject to analysis. Indeed, Figures 5.10 and 5.11 shows that the distribution of
component types and their corresponding weights per type of component were also very
similar for both tracking processes during the analyzed period. The reader should recall at
this point that these mirrored results are due to the fact that both installation sequences
were virtually identical. The erection productivity results, calculated according to
Equation 5.1 show a 13.4% increment of erection performance of the beams and hollow
sections that were supported by the technology-aided tracking process over the equivalent
manually tracked sections.
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Figure 5.11. Distribution of installed weight per type of component
5.3. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
The results of the trial are indicative that the automation of site tracking processes
with advanced sensing devices makes a strong and positive impact on project
performance with the possibility of almost a four to one benefit to cost ratio. In the lay
down yard, a conservative 8.1 improvement ratio was found between the average labor
time spent per device-tracked component and the average labor time spent per manually
tracked component. In the installation area, the sensing approach increased the overall
erection performance by 4.2%. Since the previous erection productivity increment does
not include the activities of plumbing, bolting, torquing, painting, or inspecting, it is
equivalent to an increase of overall installation performance by 2.1%, which in most
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projects would be roughly equal to or above the percentage of contractor profit. With
regard to beams and hollow section types of items alone, items that are more prone to be
misplaced or lost, their erection productivity was increased by 13.4%. This improved
ratio is equivalent to an overall 6.7% increase of their installation productivity.
There are two important considerations that make the magnitude of these results
more clear. First, the contractor had developed and implemented a relatively
sophisticated materials management system. The contractor’s materials management
process had been consistently tested and improved over the years and is highly regarded
among industry practitioners. Indeed, its materials site practices were observed to be the
most sophisticated among the ten prospected projects for the field trial. In other words,
had the trial been conducted on a site with a typical materials management system,
automating the localization and identification of engineered items would probably have
resulted in much more dramatic improvements.
Second, the tracking objectives during the trial were large and heavy steel
components. In situations in which smaller and lighter types of components such as pipe
spools and valves need to tracked, these components are more prone to being lost or notimmediately-found than bigger, heavier steel pieces. Had the trial been conducted in such
a situation, its results would also have certainly shown improved performances and
increased benefit to cost ratios. The rest of this Chapter analyzes the results from the trial.
5.3.1. Analysis of the Results at the Lay Down Yard
The ability to precisely estimate the localization of tagged components reduced
the average time to control steel items from 36.80 minutes to 4.56 minutes, improving
labor performance by a factor of 8.1. This improvement has two main explanations. First,
automating the localization of steel components resulted in precise location accuracies
that reduced search times. When the manual tracking process is used, the position
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uncertainty of a given components is 450m2, which is the grid size, while when the
automated tracking process is used, this uncertainty area is reduced to approximately
28.2m2 or a circle with a radius of 3m around the true position of the tagged component.
This smaller location uncertainty reduced the time spent on the location and flagging task
from 6.73 minutes to 2.20 minutes. These results are consistent with the preliminary case
study presented in Chapter 3, the purpose of which had aimed at measuring the location
times for pipe spools in small lay down yards. The results had indicated that the average
time to locate the spools with the aid of their recorded positions was 0.92 minutes, while
the time to locate the same spools based on a grid system had been 6.7 minutes; i.e. an
improvement ratio of 7.2.
Second, the number of not-immediately-found components was minimized. It was
determined that 9.52% of the components requested for installation required an extended
search time when they were manually tracked. However, only 0.54% of the
technologically-tracked components requested for installation required extended search
times. Therefore, for each tagged component that could not be immediately found there
were 18 non-tagged items that would eventually require extended search times. Indeed,
whenever a steel component could not be found based on its grid coordinates, workers
would randomly search for the components in all the extensions of the lay down yard
area where steel components were stored. These searches were completely unsystematic
and were performed by many workers simultaneously. Needless to say, the low
motivation of the workers during these sometimes day-long searches also reduced their
pace of work. In contrast, only two components—equivalent to 0.54% of the 400 tagged
elements—were irretrievable when the automated localization approach was first used. It
is worth mentioning that the reliability of the mapped components increased the
confidence of the lay down yard workers with regard to the location results. This was
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evident in these workers response to not being able to locate the two tagged components
during the trial; once they were aware of these not-available items, they immediately
informed management without expanding their search to adjacent areas. Overall, this
maximization of search efficiency reduced the average labor time involved in looking for
and finding not-immediately-found components from 28.57 minutes to 1.63 minutes.
In addition to reduced search times, the automated tracking approach increased
the predictability of finding steel items, as illustrated in the Box and Whisker plots of the
finding and flagging times in Figure 5.12. For the manual tracking process, the minimum
and maximum average times needed for locating the components for a retrieving list were
2.8 minutes and 19.16 minutes respectively. By contrast, the equivalent times for the
automated tracking process were only 0.82 minutes and 5.16 minutes respectively. With
more predictable retrieval times, managers would have been able to plan work sequences
more reliably based on materials’ timely availability. Indeed, it was also observed that
craft workers followed a much more sensible locating sequence with the precise guidance
of map positions than the unpredictable paths they took with the support of grid locations.
These results proved to be statistically significant, as discussed in the following section.
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Mean = 6.73min
Min. = 2.80min
Max. = 19.26min

Mean = 2.20min
Min. = 0.82min
Max. = 5.16min

Figure 5.12. Box and Whisker plots for the location and flagging times
5.3.1.1. Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis presented in this section will prove the statistical
significance of the location and flagging times at the lay down yard. Since the average of
the worker time per lay down yard component for each boiler is the sum of other
averaged times, any statistical analysis of the sum of averages could be easily challenged
by the reader. For instance, in the presented results the average extra time needed to find
not-immediately-found components is considered in the overall average devoted time per
lay down yard component. Adding individual average measurements would prevent the
validity of any statistical analysis on the final time results. Thus, the analysis needed to
demonstrate the statistical significance of the lay down yard times is based on the series
of location and flagging times alone. If these partial times prove to be statistically
significant, one can also argue that the overall times will also be, since the addition of
times for inventory and searches of not-immediately-found components would further
increase the time differences between the measurements from the manual and automated
tracking approaches. The originally collected data on locating and flagging times are
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shown in Table 5.6 for the manual tracking approach and in Table 5.7 for the automated
tracking approach.
Table 5.6. Locating and flagging times—manual tracking process
Record

Locating and Flagging Time (hour: min)

Number of Steel Components

1

0:48

15

2

3:20

16

3

0:03

1

4

5:06

56

5

0:35

16

6

3:50

12

7

11:15

84

8

1:10

15

9

1:08

14

10

2:34

19

11

1:32

18

12

1:51

26

13

1:10

6

14

1:53

31

15

2:22

28

16

3:46

21
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Table 5.7. Locating and flagging times—automated tracking process
Record

Locating and Flagging Time (hour: min)

Number of Steel Components

1

0:28

29

2

0:18

4

3

0:14

6

4

0:19

23

5

0:19

16

6

0:38

21

7

0:31

6

8

0:17

14

9

0:25

18

10

0:56

26

11

0:12

12

12

0:05

1

13

0:02

1

14

0:20

4

15

0:10

5

16

0:08

4

17

0:46

39

18

1:00

17

19

0:50

15

20

0:32

18

21

0:20

20

22

1:22

37

23

0:15

2

24

1:11

30

Proving the statistical significance of the flagging and localization times requires
weighting the data, normalizing the data, and computing a statistical test on differences in
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means. First, the collected times are weighted according to their relative number of steel
components. For each data record, the average time is divided between the number of
steel components to be located and flagged, with each data record being balanced
according to its relative weight. Satorra and Bentler (1999) have described an approach to
obtaining equivalent weighted samples with a mean equal to the mean of the original
non-weighted sample. In this case, the mean of the weighted distribution, the variance of
the weighted distribution, and the effective sample size follow, while Tables 5.8 and 5.9
show the weighted location and flagging time distributions and statistical measures for
both the manual and the automated tracking processes:
i=n

m=

∑ (W × X )
i

i =1

i

∑W

i

i =1

∑ (W × (X
i =n

v=

(5.2)

i=n

i =1

i

i

− m)

2

)

(5.3)

i=n

∑W
i =1

i

2

⎛ i =n
⎞
⎜ ∑ Wi ⎟
⎠
n ' = ⎝i =i n=1
∑ (Wi )2

(5.4)

i =1

where,
Xi = locating and flagging time;
Wi = number of steel components / total number of steel components, and;
n = reference number.
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Table 5.8. Statistical parameters of the weighted location and flagging time distribution—
manual tracking process
Effective Sample Size

9.5

Weighted Mean

404 sec

Weighted Variance

41,579 sec2

Standard Deviation

204 sec

Table 5.9. Statistical parameters of the weighted location and flagging time distribution—
automated tracking process
Effective Sample Size

15.8

Weighted Mean

132 sec

Weighted Variance

4,342 sec2

Standard Deviation

66 sec

Second, the weighted distributions need to be normalized. Since both distributions
are right-skewed, due to the nonexistence of negative times, normalization is required to
facilitate the statistical test on differences in means. In order to normalize the
distributions, a Box-Cox graphical transformation for normalization follows (Chambers
et al. 1983):

T (Υ ) =

Υλ −1

λ

T (Υ ) = ln(Υ )

for λ ≠ 0

(5.5)

for λ = 0

(5.6)

where,
Υ= response unit time for locating and flagging steel items, and;
λ = transformation parameter.
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Then, a correlation between the different distribution of skewed values Υ and their
normalized distribution T( Υ ) is calculated for each possible response parameter λ , as
the reader can observed in Table 5.10. The λ value that produces the highest correlation
is the optimal transformation value. For the data from the manual tracking process this
value is 0.33, for a correlation of 0.939. For the data from the automated tracking process,
this value is 0.23, for a correlation of 0.970.
Table 5.10. Pairs of correlation and transformation values for the (a) manual process and
the (b) automated process
Correlation

λ

Correlation

λ

0.492

-1

0.655

-1

0.643

-0.5

0.835

-0.5

0.765

-0.25

0.911

-0.25

0.879

0

0.958

0

0.936

0.25

0.970

0.23

0.939

0.33

0.970

0.25

0.925

0.5

0.951

0.5

0.809

1

0.859

1

(a)

(b)

To check the normality of the transformed distributions, a normal probability plot
of the transformed distributions is used. In a normal probability plot, the distributions are
plotted against their equivalent normal distribution, which always follows a straight line.
If the transformed distributions are normal, their normal probability plots approximate
those of their equivalent straight lines. Departures from this straight line indicate
departures from normality. Indeed, the normal probability plots of the transformed data
are normal since they approximate their corresponding straight lines as observed by the
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original authors of this technique (Chambers et al. 1983), as it can be seen in Figures 5.13
and 5.14.
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Figure 5.13. Normal probability plot for λ = 0.33—manual process
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Figure 5.14. Normal probability plot for λ = 0.23—automated process
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1

Once the data are normalized, a test for the difference in the means of the two
population samples can be performed. However, since the standard error in the test for
differences in population means depends on the equality of population variances (or
standard deviations), a test based on equal population standard deviations has to be first
performed.
5.3.1.1.1. Hypothesis Test for Equal Population Standard Deviations
Considering that σ1 is the population standard deviation for time spent during the
manual flagging and tagging activities and σ2 is the population standard deviation for the
technology-enabled flagging and tagging activities,

Null hypothesis (Ho): σ1 = σ2;
Alternative hypothesis (Ha): σ1 ≠ σ2;
Significance level: 95%.
Then, the value that compares the standard deviations of the two samples and the
equivalent probability of this value within the F distribution are:

F_value = (stdev1 )^2/(stdev 2 )^2

(5.7)

According to Equation 5.7, F = 4.447 and its probability is 7.01*10-4. Because
this probability is lower than the significance level, the notion that the variances of the
populations are equal (null hypothesis) can be rejected. As a consequence, the test for
differences in means needs to be performed according to the formulation proposed by the
Welch-Satterthwaite formula, which estimates the unknown degrees of freedom.
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5.3.1.1.2. Hypothesis Test for Differences in Means (One-Tail)
So, the test for differences in means is performed to demonstrate that both sample
distributions belong to different populations with different means. Considering that µ1 is
the population mean time for locating and flagging components in accordance with the
manual tracking process and µ2 is the equivalent mean time according to the automated
tracking process,
Null hypothesis (Ho): µ1 <= µ2;
Alternative hypothesis (Ha): µ1 > µ2;
Significance level: 95%.
According to Welch-Satterthwaite (Equation 5.8), there are 19.83 degrees of
freedom:

υ=

⎛ s12
s 22 ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
+
⎝ Ν1 Ν 2 ⎠

2

(5.8)

s14
s 42
+
Ν12 × (Ν1 − 1) Ν 22 × (Ν 2 − 1)

where,
s1 = standard deviation for the manual approach;
N1 = degrees of freedom for the manual approach;
s2 = standard deviation for the automated approach, and;
N2 = degrees of freedom for the automated approach.
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Hence, the formula that compares the population means of both samples and its
equivalent probability within the t distribution is:

t_value =

σ1 − σ 2

(5.9)

s12
s2
+ 2
Ν1 Ν 2

In this case, t = 4.635 and its probability is 9.030*10-5. So, it can be concluded
that there is less than a 5% chance of obtaining two samples with a positive 272-second
difference between the original distributions of time to locate and flag components if the
population mean for the manual process were equal to or smaller than that of the
automated tracking process. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative
hypothesis accepted; it is clear that the average time spent locating and flagging steel
components with the automated tracking approach is statistically lower than the average
time spent on the same task when manually performed.
5.3.2. Analysis of the Results at the Installation Area

The automation of tracking processes also had a positive effect on erection
performance at the installation area. This positive effect has two basic explanations. First,
the automated system allowed tagged components to be hauled to the installation area
when needed and thus prevented any delays of the installation process. The reader should
recall that components were commonly requested for retrieval almost at the moment they
were needed for installation. The fact that all tagged components but two could be
immediately found greatly reduced search times and allowed for a more expeditious
movement of items from the lay down yard to the installation area for the technologyaided tracking process. In contrast, almost ten percent of non-tagged components
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required extra search times that, in some cases, delayed their installation beyond what
had been initially planned. Second, because they were no longer concerned about
component availability, both the crews and the foremen in charge of installing tagged
components had more time to devote to installation tasks than their peers who were
installing non-tagged components. Indeed, it was observed that Boiler B foreman actively
used the daily list of available components before requesting additional components from
the lay down yard or when planning installation sequences.
5.3.3. Cost Benefit Analysis

A preliminary cost to benefit analysis is discussed in this section. This economic
analysis is specific for the project previously described and quantifies the potential
benefits associated with the automation of the tracking process for the structural steel
elements. Hence, this analysis does not consider the overall potential costs and benefits
from a widespread implementation of the automated tracking process at project level.
Eventually, almost a four to one benefit to cost ratio can be obtained by
automating the tracking process for the steel components alone. Considering the site
manual tracking process as the baseline for comparison, $273,257 could be saved by
automatically tracking the 9,670 steel components belonging to both boiler units—this is
equivalent to save $28.26 per component. This cost saving is subdivided in $103,920 at
the lay down yard—equivalent to $10.75 per component, and in $169,337 at the
installation area—equivalent to $17.51 per component. This potential savings could
easily compensate for an upfront active tag unit cost of 15.00 dollars. In other words, the
savings provided by the automated tracking technology could pay for the total tag cost of
$145,050, since additional upfront costs, which mostly depend upon the specific
technology architecture—GPS and RFID readers, antennae, or mobile computers, among
others, are relatively low and fix, their impact decreasing as the number of tagged
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components increases. For the field trial, the RFID reader cost was $2,500 and its antenna
$100, while the integrated GPS reader and antenna cost was $4,100. Thus, these
additional upfront technology costs would translate into an amount of $0.69 per unit of
tagged component. Maintenance and other long term technology costs would also need to
be considered.
However, these costs could be thought to easily decrease over time by re-using
the same tags and technology assets during their several years of life span to
automatically track other components. In the conservative supposition that the technology
devices (including tags) could be re-used only once, their unit cost would be halved,
leading to a unit cost of $7.85 per tagged component or a total amount of $75,875 for the
trial project. Overall, the potential benefits can clearly compensate for the cost of the
automated tracking approach (See Table 5.11 and Figure 5.15).
Table 5.11. Cost benefit results
Concept

Amount

Amount per Tagged Component

Tracking Benefit

$103,920

$10.75

Installation Benefit

$169,337

$17.51

Technology Cost

($75,875)

($7.85)

Total Savings

$197,382

$20.41

In addition to these economic benefits, the boiler installation schedules could have
been reduced. Considering the 4.2% increase in erection productivity with the automated
tracking approach, the installation process could be shortened in five and a half days per
boiler unit. A detailed discussion on these benefits follows.
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Figure 5.15. Potential costs per unit of tagged component
5.3.3.1. Cost Analysis at the Lay Down Yard

The automated tracking process eventually saved 10.75 dollars of labor time per
lay down yard component during the trial. This saving results from considering the 32.24
minutes labor time reduction per steel component with a craft labor cost of 20 dollars per
hour at the lay down yard. If all the steel components had been tagged, $103,920 in labor
costs would have been saved.
5.3.3.2. Cost Analysis at the Installation Area

If the automated method that results in a 4.2% increment in erection productivity
was used to track all the boiler components prior to their erection, the overall erection
effort would be reduced in more than eleven days over a baseline of two hundred and
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seventy six days erection period. This is equivalent to say that each boiler installation
schedule would also be shortened in five and a half days—and their corresponding costs
saved. In order to estimate these costs, the average worked hours per day and activity of
installation—i.e., erection, plumbing, bolting and torquing, and crane maneuvering—
during the trial were associated with their corresponding hourly cost. A total of $169,337
could have been saved—equivalent to $17.51 per component—by considering the
savings from each activity throughout eleven days (See Table 5.12).
Table 5.12. Potential cost savings at the installation area
Installation Activity

Potential Saving

Erection

$32,349

Plumbing

$18,505

Bolting and torquing

$88,697

Crane maneuvering

$29,786

5.4. OBSERVATIONS DURING THE TRIAL

To complement the previous results and their analysis, a summary of valuable
observations that help to assess the impact of information technologies on materials
tracking practices and construction performance follows.
•

Strong and positive feedback from trial participants. Trial participants gave
very positive feedback during and after the trial. According to the site
materials managers, the use of information technologies for automating
tracking processes was “a very good deal.” On the lay down yard, craft
workers rapidly noticed the advantage of using updated component locations
vs. inventory grid records. Indeed, these workers repeatedly requested that the
author of this study tag all the components stored in the twenty-five acres of
the lay down yard for their advantage. In the installation area, the general
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foreman in charge of the steel erection for Boilers A & B characterized the use
of tagged components and their locations as “very valuable” and as potentially
saving “considerable amounts of installation time.”
•

Requested support from foreman in charge of installing the tagged
components for urgent types of searches. Boiler B foreman frequently
requested the author to generate maps displaying the location of components
that could not be found and were urgently needed for installation. In all of
these instances, the use of maps quickly allowed crews to find the needed
items, potentially saving large amounts of search time. A representative case
occurred when six craft workers had been unsuccessfully searching for two
hours for a small steel beam that had to be immediately installed. At that
point, the foreman requested the component’s mapped location, which showed
that the component had been identified and located in the installation area on
the same date. After half an hour, the foreman came back complaining that his
erection crew could not find the component at the indicated spot. He insisted
that they needed to continue to comprehensively search the lay down yard to
manually look for the component, since according to the inventory records,
the component had never left the yard. After a few minutes, the author of this
study found the component hidden between two large pieces that were sitting
in the installation area. The component had actually been hauled to the
installation area on the very same day. This was because two large
components had been retrieved from the yard, hauled to the installation area,
and stored one on top of the other, and the small component lying in between
them had been inadvertently retrieved along with them. Indeed, this was the
reason the inventory records indicated that the component was still in the
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yard. In this instance, the automated ability of the tracking process saved
many search hours in the lay down yard and kept the installation sequence on
schedule. Several other cases of these urgent types of searches were observed
and recorded during the trial with similar positive results.
•

Tagging at manufacturing. For the field trial, tagging was performed on the
site by the author of this study. This tagging turned out to be a very time
consuming and tedious task due to the necessity of locating each component
in the lay down yard. If tags had been affixed at the manufacturing facilities,
not only would the components’ visibility have been increased throughout the
supply chain, but inventory records could have been instantly updated at the
moment of delivery.

•

Causes for not finding a component. When tagging the 400 components on the
lay down yard, the author quantified the following percentages of components
that could not be found due to anomalies and errors in the manual tracking
process. It was observed that 5% of the components were in a grid that did not
match with the grid in inventory records, 1% of the components had a wrong
piece mark, and 0.5% of the components had no piece mark. This 6.5% of
difficult-to-find components is approximately consistent with the percentage
of not-immediately-found components that obtains when the manual locating
process is used. Recall that during the trial, 9.5% of the non-tagged
components could not be immediately found. This percentage could imply
that approximately 3.5% of the components were actually in the grids as
shown in the inventory records but that craft workers were unable to find them
due to the large location uncertainty associated with the grid locations.
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•

Data integration. During the trial, the author had to manage three different
sources of information, i.e. the location database, an inventory spreadsheet,
and components data from a project management information legacy system.
Updating these three interrelated data sources was time consuming and
prevented timeless updates on the status of a given component whenever any
record was modified. For a complete automation of the tracking process, the
integration of the data into a unique source of information would be required.

•

Reusability of tags. Out of the 400 tags distributed throughout the site, 7%
were lost or disabled. In particular, 8 of them were disabled; 2 of them were
crushed, and 6 of them lost their bottom cover, which would have eventually
caused them to become inoperative. In addition, 20 of them were never
returned. The rest of the tags could be reused for other purposes.

•

Movement of components. It was noticed that 19% of the tagged components
were moved within the lay down yard at least once during the two months and
three weeks trial. This large rate of movement reinforces the motivation for
automating the data collection processes so that more frequent data updates
are available for management and crews.

•

Piece marks. Even though piece marks on the surface of the items were water
resistant, the author noticed after long storage periods that these piece marks
tended to disappear. As a consequence, some piece marks were illegible after
several months of storage. The components with these deteriorating marks
would eventually require extended hours of search until they could be
identified.

•

Inventory delays. During high-volume receiving periods, craft workers tended
to postpone the inventorying of received components in favor of unloading
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new components. This would eventually prevent the location of components
that had not been yet inventoried. In comparison, the automating tracking
approach could have eventually provided a permanent and updated record of
the received components and their locations as they arrive onto the site,
releasing craft workers from inventorying activities.
•

Potential for process re-engineering. Advanced sensing technologies have the
potential to re-engineer the materials tracking process. Because these
technologies could reduce the number of intermediate tasks to be done, human
involvement could also be decreased. Thus, labor involvement during
inventorying would be minimized, and the searching and flagging activity for
a component before its retrieval could be eventually eliminated. In reality, the
reliability of the tracking information could allow to directly retrieve
components without needing to identify and locate them in advance. Rather
than relying on inaccurate grid locations, foremen and workers could greatly
benefit from precise estimated locations, positively affecting downstream
operations. In this scenario, advanced sensing technologies would offer the
opportunity to re-engineer the processes dependant on site materials to their
advantage.

5.5. IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES

In this section the basic guidelines for implementing the automated tracking
methodology used during the trial are discussed. These guidelines are based on the
experience acquired and observations noted on the site during the field trial and hence
should only be contemplated for implementation in project sites ruled under similar open
shop and direct hire policies. These guidelines consider the implementation of the
automated tracking approach at project level only and hence do not consider additional
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issues associated with the implementation of this automated approach beyond the scope
of a given project. The implementation guidelines follow.
First, both workers and managers directly involved in the implementation and
posterior use of the automated tracking methodology should be properly trained. These
training sessions need to emphasize the differences between the current tracking method
and the automated materials tracking methodology and how these differences are going to
impact the overall materials management process. In addition, the training sessions need
to specifically address how to make an effective and efficient use of the automated
tracking methodology and its technologies. Participants should be specifically trained to
satisfactory perform the data collection, location estimation, and map generation
processes. The skills learnt from the participants should be evaluated at the end of the
training sessions in realistic types of scenarios. This is particularly important in case of
training less sophisticated individuals or those engaged in unsophisticated working
environments.
Second, all the individuals directly or indirectly involved with the automated
tracking method need to be aligned towards the same objective(s). This alignment
process could be reached via informational meetings. During these meetings, it should be
explicitly remarked that the main objective for implementing the automated tracking
method is to increase the efficiency of the project and facilitate the field operations rather
than reducing the number of workers in the materials management process. This remark
is extremely important in order to align the site workers with the automated tracking
process and maximize the chances for a successful implementation. Besides, it should
also be discussed the general principles of the automated tracking methodology and to
which extent this method is going to impact established processes. Finally, coordination
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issues among the personnel involved in the automated tracking process should also be
addressed during these meetings.
Third, a pilot test should be run before the actual implementation of the automated
tracking process to observe its proper functioning. In the case some malfunctioning issues
were detected, these should be rectified accordingly. These issues could be related to
technology calibration and set up, coordination among the different individuals involved
in the automated tracking process, or defective localization results, among several others.
Fourth, an adequate monitoring and maintenance program should be developed
and run to keep the automated tracking program correctly functioning. In an initial stage,
these monitoring and maintenance program should focus on both technological and
coordinating issues. Once the automated tracking approach had been successfully tested
for some time, the program could mostly focus on technology maintenance. This long
term maintenance should address any technology issues in a timely manner and ensure
that the localization results are obtained within pre-defined limits of positioning accuracy.
Finally, interviews and surveys should be used to capture the lessons learned from
the automated tracking effort. At an intermediate project stage or once the project is close
to finish, interviews and/or surveys should capture the feedback from the participants in
the automated tracking process. This feedback should allow gaining insights about the
process and improving future automated tracking efforts.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
6.1. INTRODUCTION

Even though construction components typically account for more than fifty
percent of total project cost, industry practices fail to provide an effective solution for
effectively managing site components. The need to manually control thousands of
engineered components in the field over long periods of time makes traditional tracking
processes expensive, error-prone, and inefficient. Due to these inherent shortcomings, the
status of site components is frequently unknown. This resulting inability to find
components has a negative impact on labor productivity. Previous researchers have
determined that workers spend up to a third of their working time either searching for the
components that they cannot find or idly waiting to make use of them. As a consequence
of this ineffectiveness, demotivation overtakes workers and further slows their work
pace. This labor inefficiency negatively affects installation performance. Indeed, it has
been ascertained quantitatively that the ability to efficiently track site components
significantly improves project success indicators.
In spite of the recognized importance of the materials management process on
construction job sites, it has not been until recently that researchers have focused on the
development of technology-aided solutions to address the tracking problem. Preliminary
research studies have focused on the application of barcode and LADAR technologies to
identify components on the job sites. However, the need for line-of-sight prevented the
actual implementation of these technologies. Later studies have used RFID, GPS, UWB,
and RTLS to address the identification and localization challenges on the job sites.
However, none of the previous technology-based approaches have proven capable of
automating the localization problem in real world scenarios. The validations of these
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approaches under ideal conditions that do not resemble those of construction sites have
prevented their wide use within the industry. In addition, no previous effort has attempted
to quantify the potential benefits associated with a technology-aided tracking process in a
realistic manner. The quantification of these benefits is fundamental to drive the
implementation of automated tracking technologies within construction.
This research aims at closing this practicability gap between information
technologies and site materials management processes. Advanced sensing devices have
the potential of automating the identification and localization of engineered components.
Massive scanning of site components can result in frequent updates of their status. Then,
managers could make use of this updated information to more reliably plan site activities,
and thereby positively affect project performance.
This study presented a methodology for automating the identification and
localization of construction components on large industrial projects. In this automated
approach, GPS and RFID devices were secured together to a roving piece of project
equipment in order to facilitate the data collection process in a mobile or network-free
architecture. In due course, the positioning receiver determines its own coordinates while
the identification receiver simultaneously detects the presence of the RFID-tagged
components centered in these coordinates. While the GPS and RFID sensors are used to
automate the data collection process on the field, localization algorithms process the time
series of collected data to estimate the localization of engineered components. Later on,
real-time navigation functions are enabled so workers can find the site components based
on the estimated locations. Lab and field experiments validated this automated tracking
methodology.
Once the automated tracking framework was validated, this study also quantified
and assessed its impact on project performance. For this purpose, a field trial was
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conducted on the premises of tracking structural steel elements. During the trial, a
sophisticated manual tracking procedure set up the baseline for comparison with the
automated tracking approach. The results indicate that automating the identification and
localization of engineered elements can significantly improve both labor and installation
performance.
6.2. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions regarding the feasibility of use and results of the automated
tracking methodology are presented first in this section. This methodology has been
found to successfully identify and locate engineered components in real construction
scenarios. The feasibility, use, and accuracy of the developed methodology can be
assessed by the following outcomes of its application:
•

A field experiment assessed the feasibility of this automated tracking method
in a real construction scenario. This validation experiment focused on the
localization of forty-five steel tagged components within a large area crowded
with many other metallic items. The localization approach resulted in precise
locations that could facilitate the efficient localization of the tagged
components.

•

A trade off was observed between the minimum threshold of signal strength,
the location accuracy, and the percentage of identified components. When the
receiver processed only signals with strong intensities, the system was able to
generate precise localizations for the corresponding components. However,
the tagged components characterized sending weaker signals remained
undetected. If all the signals, regardless of their strength, were considered, all
the tagged components were located. Yet, in this latter case the accuracies of
their estimated localizations substantially decreased.
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•

In particular, the average localization accuracy of all the tagged items was
improved when RFID signals with minimum strengths above -60dB were
considered—with the intensity scale ranging between 0dB for the strongest
signals and -90dB for the weakest signals. In this case, the resulting average
localization errors were 3.22 meters from the true location of the tagged
components for the centroid algorithm and 3.78 meters for the proximity
algorithm. The corresponding median errors were 3.72 meters and 4.36
meters.

•

Localization algorithms greatly reduced the initial localization uncertainty.
Since the RFID communication range was set at a theoretical maximum radius
of 100m in order to facilitate the scanning process on the field, a tagged item
could initially be localized anywhere around the RFID reader in a radius of a
100m. The radius of uncertainty was thus equivalent to an area larger than
31,000m2. However, by post-processing the collected data with localization
algorithms, the radius of uncertainty was steadily reduced below 4 meters
around the true position of the tagged item. Later on, it was demonstrated by
means of a field trial that workers could rapidly find engineered components
based on similar localization results.

•

In addition to these precise locations, this automated tracking process also
expedited the data collection process. The field data were automatically
gathered by the GPS and RFID devices. By this means, errors intrinsically
associated with the fallible nature of manual data collection process could be
avoided and data collection times shortened.

•

The automated tracking methodology relied on an ad hoc or mobile network
architecture that did not interfere with construction operations. The
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networking architecture was not dependent on the deployment of fixed
hardware assets, such as antennae. Instead, it relied on the infrastructure-free
communications between RFID-tagged components and an RFID reader, and
between positioning satellites and a GPS receiver. Both receivers were
secured together on a piece of roving equipment. This network-free approach
proved to be compatible with construction processes that require the
continuous movement of workers, equipment, and materials.
Once the automated tracking methodology had been formulated and validated,
this study assessed and quantified its impact on project performance. For this purpose, an
extensive field trial on a large industrial site was performed on the premises of tracking
structural steel elements. Based on the data collected during the trial, the following
conclusions were formulated:
•

On the lay down yard, the average labor time spent per engineered item was
reduced by a factor of 8.1 with the aid of sensing devices. While craft workers
devoted an average of 36.80 minutes per engineered component when using
the manual tracking process, they only spent 4.56 minutes per tagged
component when using the technology-aided tracking process.

•

Automating the localization of engineered components also minimized the
number of components that could not be located at the moment they were
needed. While 9.52% of the components could not be found using the manual
tracking process, only 0.54% of the components could not be found using the
precise locations generated by the automated tracking process.

•

Within the installation area, the erection productivity for the automatically
tracked components exceeded that of the manually tracked components by
4.2%. When only the installation of the more easily misplaced components
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were considered, those that were automatically tracked had an erection
productivity rate that exceeded that of manually tracked components by
13.4%. These increments in erection productivity do not consider the activities
of plumbing, bolting, torquing, painting, or inspecting.
•

Almost a four to one benefit to cost ration could be attained by automating the
tracking process for the structural steel components. Based on the data
collected during the trial, a total saving of 28.26 dollars per tagged component
could have been realized, which would have absorbed the upfront technology
cost of 7.85 dollars per unit of tagged item.

•

Each boiler unit installation process could be reduced in five and a half labor
days over a total of one hundred and thirty eight days of boiler installation.
This is equivalent to reduce the total installation period in eleven days.

•

All the players involved in the field trial gave a very clear and strong positive
feedback regarding the automated tracking approach.

These results suggest that engineered components can be automatically identified
and located on large industrial projects. Overall, the automated tracking methodology
developed in this study presents the following advantages:
•

It can significantly improve manual tracking practices by enabling a quick,
effortless, and reliable localization of construction components. Large
industrial projects that need to keep an updated inventory of thousands of
engineered items over long periods of time can be particularly benefited.

•

It can automate the inventory-taking process for large industrial projects.
These projects have storage yards of tens or hundreds of acres and store
thousands of components, which are currently manually inventoried. Manual
inventory updates are time-consuming, error-prone, and hence limited. The
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accuracy of their inventory records depends upon the frequency of their
updates. The proposed identification and localization approach could
automatically scan construction components in extensive areas. In a short
time, the presence and location of all the tagged-components could be
determined. Due to this ease of use, the locations of the components could be
frequently updated in an inexpensive manner.
•

It can result in more reliable and frequent monitoring of site components,
eventually preventing their loss. Indeed, the ability to effectively determine
the real status of site components can allow managers to reliably plan for their
use. Such informed foresight could positively affect construction performance
in areas beyond the scope of this study.

•

It can help maintaining an efficient and reliable site materials management
system in the absence of lost components. If components are lost, they need to
be either re-ordered for fabrication or replaced by other site components that
had been designed for other purposes, jeopardizing the materials management
system. Both situations easily extend project schedules and increase total
installed costs. By continuously tracking the presence of components on the
site, the automated tracking approach can not only eradicate the number of
lost components but minimize the surplus of re-ordered pieces at the end of
the project.

•

It can reduce the number of major safety occurrences by adjusting the
operation of mechanical equipment—such as forklifts or cranes—to the right
handling activities, since an effective management and control of site
components can prevent double handling them. The automated tracking
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methodology can also reduce the number of minor injuries by significantly
decreasing the fatigue of the workers involved in the tracking process.
•

It opens the door to re-engineer manual materials handling processes around
this automated identification and localization approach. The number of
intermediate tasks between receiving and installation could be reduced. Some
tasks could be eliminated and, consequently, the labor hours needed to
perform them would be saved. For example, some projects require sorting the
components before storing them in order to have a greater degree of control
over them; if each item could be precisely located, the sorting process could
be eliminated.

•

It can significantly reduce total installed costs and shorten project schedules.
Each RFID tag used in the trial currently costs about $15 for a large order of
them. Given that the tags have a guaranteed life span of 6 years, the benefits
associated with their use could be realized over consecutive projects—labor
hours could be reduced, installation productivity increased, and project
schedules shortened. These long term benefits would not only easily absorb
the upfront cost of the technology but generate significant benefits over time.

6.3. CONTRIBUTIONS

This research has to basic contributions to the body of knowledge: 1) by
providing a methodology to automate in almost real-time the identification and
localization of engineered components, which allows for a more accurate and frequent
monitoring of their status and enables a greater degree of control over them, eventually
preventing their loss and enabling their reliable use, and; 2) by assessing and quantifying
the impact associated with automating tracking processes on a construction job site,
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which indicates the existence of substantial benefits in terms of labor time reduction,
minimization of lost components, and improvement of installation processes.
First, the automated tracking methodology provides an innovative approach to
control the status of engineered items on job sites. The innovative combination of GPS,
RFID, and localization algorithms in a mobile networking architecture makes it possible
to automatically and precisely locate engineered items. This methodology offers the
following characteristics:
•

the mobile networking architecture suits the characteristics of construction job
sites and does not interfere with construction resources and operations;

•

the localization algorithms formulated in this study are suited to overcome the
challenges inherent to construction job sites, such as the presence of moving
obstacles, adverse weather conditions, and metallic environments, among
others;

•

the automated tracking framework can precisely estimate the actual location
of engineered items;

•

large number of components can be easily and reliably inventoried and
located in minimal amounts of time and;

•

the automated nature of the tracking process eliminates the numerous errors
currently generated within manual-based tracking approaches.

Second, the assessment and quantification of the impact of the automated
identification and localization methodology on project performance has almost no
precedent in the published academic literature to this date. The data and observations
presented in this study can be used by future researchers and practitioners as a baseline
for their cost-to-benefit analysis. Regardless of the type of tracking solution used, one
may expect the benefits to be at least in the range of those published in this dissertation if
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the tracking approach has an average location accuracy equal to or better than four
meters. The contributions of the assessment and quantification of the benefits associated
with this automated tracking methodology are as follows:
•

automated tracking processes significantly reduce the amount of time needed
to inventory, control, and locate engineered components;

•

automated tracking processes minimize the percentage of components that
cannot be immediately located at the moment they are

required for

installation;
•

erection processes that are supported by automated tracking approaches have a
higher productivity rate than erection processes that are supported by
sophisticated manual-based tracking approaches;

•

technology-aided tracking processes can significantly reduce total installed
costs and compensate for the upfront cost of the technology devices with a
significant benefit to cost ratio, and;

•

technology-aided tracking processes can shorten project schedules.

6.4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This research presented a methodology for automating the identification and
localization of engineered components on industrial job sites and assessed its impact on
project performance. In order to effect a wide implementation of this innovative tracking
methodology, the following recommendations for further research and development
should be considered:
•

integration of the different sources of data pertinent to materials management
information;

•

integration of the generated tracking data into building information models for
proactive project controls;
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•

experimentation and assessment of range-based localization algorithms in
simulated construction environments for tracking purposes;

•

expansion of this study’s 2D models to 3D positioning models;

•

generation of as-built information by expanding the use of the automated
tracking approach;

•

tracking the life-cycle history of the components by storing this information in
the active RFID tags, and;

•

on-site automation of receiving processes by integrating the automated
materials tracking process inventory databases.

In the near future, engineered components should be tagged at their
manufacturing facilities. With this in-built connectivity, tagged components would
become visible throughout the supply chain. Indeed, they could record and store their
own information regarding design, procurement, fabrication, delivery, transportation,
receiving, installation, and maintenance. The visibility of construction elements through
their life-cycle at any moment in time could significantly improve the efficiency of the
construction industry. Such a thorough-going advancement stands to become the driving
force for opening the doors to other technology solutions within the industry.
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Appendix I: Data Collection Samples for the Locating and Flagging
Activities—Manual Tracking Process
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Appendix II: Data Collection and Navigation Map for the Locating and
Flagging Activities—Automated Tracking Process
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Appendix III: Detailed Navigation Map for the Locating and Flagging
Activities—Automated Tracking Process
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Appendix IV: Foreman Delay Survey for the Steel Erection Activity—
Manual Tracking Process
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Appendix V: Foreman Delay Survey for the Steel Erection Activity—
Automated Tracking Process
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Appendix VI: Visual Basic Data Collection Code
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' Description: Class that implements the main dialog box of the
GPSOverview sample application.
Imports PFTConverters
Imports PFTCoordinateTransformer
Imports PFTGPSReceiver
Imports PFTSSFWriter
'Imports Trimble.PFTools.Win32.Converters
'Imports Trimble.PFTools.Win32.CoordinateTransformer
Imports IDENTEC
Imports IDENTEC.Readers
Imports IDENTEC.Tags
Namespace PFTOview
Public Class MainGPSForm
Inherits System.Windows.Forms.Form
Friend distanceUnit As PFTConverters.LengthUnits
Friend speedUnit As PFTConverters.SpeedUnits
Friend courseUnit As PFTConverters.AngleUnits
'Public distanceUnit As
Trimble.PFTools.Win32.Converters.LengthUnits
'Public speedUnit As SpeedUnits
'Public courseUnit As AngleUnits
Private magneticNorth As Boolean
Private localTime As Boolean
Public coordTransformer As CoordinateTransformer
Public angleConverter As AngleUnitsConverter
Public lengthConverter As LengthUnitsConverter
Public timeConverter As GPSTimeConverter
Public magNorthConverter As MagneticNorthConverter
Public speedConverter As SpeedUnitsConverter
Friend WithEvents gpsReceiver As GPSReceiver
'MINE
Dim myiCard3 As New iCard3
Dim blink As Boolean = False
Dim numberofTags As Integer = 2
Dim pointCollection As Boolean
Dim pause As Boolean = True
Dim pointReference As String
Dim pointComment As String
Dim genericComment As String
Dim OutX As Double
Dim OutY As Double
Dim OutZ As Double
Dim CommentBoolean As Boolean = False
Dim GPSReaderConnect As Boolean = False
Dim UnitsSetup As Boolean = False
Dim pointDataCount As Integer
Dim savedData As Boolean = False
Dim myssfwriter As New SSFWriter
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Public Property ShowMagneticNorth()
Get
Return magneticNorth
End Get
Set(ByVal Value)
magneticNorth = Value
End Set
End Property

Public Property ShowLocalTime()
Get
Return localTime
End Get
Set(ByVal Value)
localTime = Value
End Set
End Property
'mine
Public Property ShowPointComment() As Integer
Get
Return pointReference
End Get
Set(ByVal Value As Integer)
pointReference = Value
End Set
End Property

Public Property ShowPointComment2() As String
Get
Return pointComment
End Get
Set(ByVal Value As String)
pointComment = Value
End Set
End Property
'mine
Public Property ShowGenericComment() As String
Get
Return genericComment
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End Get
Set(ByVal value As String)
genericComment = value
End Set
End Property
'mine
Public Property IsThereAComment() As Boolean
Get
Return CommentBoolean
End Get
Set(ByVal value As Boolean)
CommentBoolean = value
End Set
End Property
'mine
Public Property GPSReaderConnected() As Boolean
Get
Return GPSReaderConnect
End Get
Set(ByVal value As Boolean)
GPSReaderConnect = value
End Set
End Property
'mine
Public Property PointTracking() As Boolean
Get
Return Me.pointCollection
End Get
Set(ByVal Value As Boolean)
Me.pointCollection = Value
End Set
End Property

Public Property SetupUnits() As Boolean
Get
Return UnitsSetup
End Get
Set(ByVal value As Boolean)
UnitsSetup = value
End Set
End Property
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'Trimble + mine
Private Sub GPSReceiver_NewPosition(ByVal Position As
PFTGPSReceiver.GPSPosition) Handles gpsReceiver.NewPosition
'*********************************************************************
' Purpose: The GPS receiver has provided a new GPS position.
Display
'
updated position information.
'*********************************************************************

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

Tags As TagCollection
gpsLongitudeText As String
gpsLatitudeText As String
ConstellationData As GPSConstellation

' Declare variables for display of satellite information.
Dim NumberOfUsableSatellites As Integer
Dim NumberOfSatellitesUsed As Integer
' When constellation information is available, display the
number of
' satellites used to compute this position alongside the
total number
' of satellites available for use within the current
constellation.

If
gpsReceiver.GetConstellationInformation(ConstellationData) Then
' Get constellation details.
GetNumberOfSatellites(ConstellationData, _
NumberOfUsableSatellites, _
NumberOfSatellitesUsed)
' Display constellation details.
numberOfSatellitesField.Text =
Position.NumberOfSatellites & "/" & _
NumberOfUsableSatellites
Else
numberOfSatellitesField.Text = ""
End If
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' Call TransformAndDisplayCoordinates subroutine to
transform WGS84
' positions to the currently selected coordinate system.
TransformAndDisplayCoordinates(Position.Latitude,
Position.Longitude, Position.Altitude)
' Check for required time display and display as
appropriate.
Dim GPStime As Date
GPStime = timeConverter.ConvertFromGPSTime(Position.GPSTime)
If ShowLocalTime Then
timeField.Text = GPStime
Else
timeField.Text = Position.GPSTime
End If
' Set approximate position for Magnetic North.
magNorthConverter.SetApproximatePosition(Position.Latitude,
Position.Longitude)
' Display the estimated accuracy.
lengthConverter.SetTextFormat(1, True)
lengthConverter.Units = distanceUnit
estimatedAccuracyField.Text =
lengthConverter.Format(Position.EstimatedAccuracy,
PFTConverters.LengthUnits.pfMeters)
gpsLongitudeText = gpsLongitudeField.Text
gpsLatitudeText = gpsLatitudeField.Text

'Give Red color to estimated accuracy if above 1m
'Give Green color otherwise
If CDec(Position.EstimatedAccuracy) <= 1 Then
Me.estimatedAccuracyField.ForeColor = Color.Green
Else
Me.estimatedAccuracyField.ForeColor = Color.Red
End If

If pause = False Then
'Only collect data if estimated accuracy better than 1
meter
If CDec(Position.EstimatedAccuracy) <= 10 Then
If Me.PointTracking = False Then
Tags = myiCard3.ScanForIQTags(numberofTags,
blink)
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Tags.Sort() ' Sort the tags numerically
Me.CountTextBox2.Text = Tags.Count
For Each t As Tag In Tags

Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData.AddGPSDataRow(GPStime, "", "", t.Number,
t.Signal, myiCard3.TxPowerIQ, myiCard3.EnableReceiveBoost,
Position.EstimatedAccuracy, OutX, OutY, OutZ, genericComment,
Position.Longitude, Position.Latitude, Position.Altitude) ' inserting
new row
Me.GPSDataBindingSource.EndEdit() 'sending
changes from binding source to dataset
Me.GPSDataTableAdapter.Update(Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData) 'Sending
changes from dataset to database
Next
Beep()
ElseIf Me.PointTracking = True Then

Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.AddGPSPointDataRow(timeConverter.Conv
ertFromGPSTime(Position.GPSTime), gpsLongitudeText, gpsLatitudeText,
OutX, OutY, OutZ, Position.EstimatedAccuracy, pointReference,
Position.Longitude, Position.Latitude, Position.Altitude, pointComment)
'inserting new row
Me.GPSPointDataBindingSource.EndEdit() 'sending
changes from binding source to dataset
Me.GPSPointDataTableAdapter.Update(Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData)
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.RFIDTagsDisplay.Items.Clear()
Me.RFIDTagsDisplay.Items.Add("Tag " &
pointReference)
Me.GPSPointCountTextBox.Text =
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.Rows.Count
Me.CountTextBox.Text =
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.Rows.Count - Me.pointDataCount
Beep()
End If
End If
End If
End Sub
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Private Sub GPSReceiver_NewGPSStatus(ByVal StatusCode As
PFTGPSReceiver.GPSStatusCode, ByVal StatusString As String) Handles
gpsReceiver.NewGPSStatus
'*********************************************************************
' Purpose: The GPS receiver has provided new GPS status
info. Display
'
the new status.
'*********************************************************************
' Display GPS receiver status.
gpsStatusField.Text = StatusString
' Update WGS84 position frame display based on current GPS
status.
If StatusCode = GPSStatusCode.pfCalculatingPositions Then
wgs84PositionGroupBox.Text = "WGS84 Position"
Else
wgs84PositionGroupBox.Text = "Old WGS84 Position"
End If
End Sub
Private Sub GPSReceiver_NewDGPSStatus(ByVal StatusCode As
PFTGPSReceiver.DGPSStatusCode, ByVal StatusString As String) Handles
gpsReceiver.NewDGPSStatus
'*********************************************************************
' Purpose: The GPS receiver has provided new real-time
differential
'
correction status info. Display the new status.
'*********************************************************************
' Display real-time DGPS status information.
dgpsStatusField.Text = StatusString
End Sub
Private Sub GPSReceiver_NewPDOP(ByVal PDOP As Double) Handles
gpsReceiver.NewPDOP
'*********************************************************************
' Purpose: The GPS receiver has provided a new PDOP value.
Display it.
'*********************************************************************
' Display PDOP value to one decimal place.
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pdopField.Text = Format(PDOP, "0.0")
End Sub
Private Sub GPSReceiver_NewBatteryLevel(ByVal Level As
PFTGPSReceiver.BatteryLevel, ByVal Voltage As Double, ByVal
PercentageRemaining As Double) Handles gpsReceiver.NewBatteryLevel
'*********************************************************************
' Purpose: The GPS receiver has provided new battery level
info. Display
'
the updated battery status.
'*********************************************************************
Dim BatteryStatus As String
Select Case Level
Case BatteryLevel.pfBatteryLevelGood
BatteryStatus = "Good"
Case BatteryLevel.pfBatteryLevelLow
BatteryStatus = "Low"
Case BatteryLevel.pfBatteryLevelCritical
BatteryStatus = "Critical"
Case BatteryLevel.pfBatteryLevelDead
BatteryStatus = "Dead"
End Select
BatteryStatus = BatteryStatus & " (" & _
Format(Voltage, "####.0") & "V, " & _
Format(PercentageRemaining, "###") & "%)"
batteryStatusField.Text = BatteryStatus
End Sub
Private Sub GPSReceiver_NewCourseAndSpeed(ByVal Course As
Double, ByVal Speed As Double) Handles gpsReceiver.NewCourseAndSpeed
'*********************************************************************
' Purpose: The GPS receiver has provided a new course and
speed. Display
'
updated course and speed information.
'*********************************************************************
' Set appropriate units for speed display.
'speedConverter.Units = speedUnit
'Select Case speedUnit
'
Case SpeedUnits.pfMetersPerSecond,
SpeedUnits.pfFeetPerSecond
'
speedConverter.SetTextFormat(2, True)
'
Case SpeedUnits.pfKilometersPerHour,
SpeedUnits.pfMilesPerHour, SpeedUnits.pfKnots
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'
speedConverter.SetTextFormat(4, True)
'End Select
'' Convert and display speed in appropriate units.
'speedField.Text = speedConverter.Format(Speed,
SpeedUnits.pfMetersPerSecond)
'' Set appropriate settings for course angle display.
'angleConverter.Units = courseUnit
'Select Case courseUnit
'
Case AngleUnits.pfDegreesMinutesSeconds,
AngleUnits.pfDecimalSeconds, AngleUnits.pfQuadrants
'
angleConverter.SetTextFormat(2)
'
Case AngleUnits.pfDecimalMinutes, AngleUnits.pfGrads,
AngleUnits.pfMils
'
angleConverter.SetTextFormat(4)
'
Case AngleUnits.pfDecimalDegrees, AngleUnits.pfRadians
'
angleConverter.SetTextFormat(6)
'End Select
'' Check if course should be displayed as Magnetic North and
'' convert if required.
'Dim AdjustedCourse As Double
'If ShowMagneticNorth Then
'
AdjustedCourse =
magNorthConverter.ConvertToMagneticNorth(Course)
'
' Convert and display course using appropriate angle
units format.
'
courseField.Text =
angleConverter.Format(AdjustedCourse, AngleUnits.pfDecimalDegrees)
'Else
'
' Convert and display course using appropriate angle
units format.
'
courseField.Text = angleConverter.Format(Course,
AngleUnits.pfDecimalDegrees)
'End If
End Sub
Private Sub GPSReceiver_NewConstellationInformation(ByVal
Constellation As PFTGPSReceiver.GPSConstellation) Handles
gpsReceiver.NewConstellationInformation
'*********************************************************************
' Purpose: The GPS receiver has provided a new
constellation. Display
'
updated satellite information.
'*********************************************************************
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' This event is fired when the receiver detects that the
satellite
' constellation has changed. But there can be a few seconds
delay
'
constellation
'
'
the
'
being
'

between a position being calculated using the new
and
this event being fired.
Normally, the satellite information field is updated by
NewPosition event handler, but when positions are not
calculated, the information by this event is used.

Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

GPSStatus As GPSStatusCode
GPSStatusString As String
NumberOfUsableSatellites As Integer
NumberOfSatellitesUsed As Integer

' Check the GPS status and display the number of satellites
being
' tracked alongside the total number of satellites available
for
' use within the current constellation.
If gpsReceiver.GetGPSStatus(GPSStatus, GPSStatusString) Then
If GPSStatus <> GPSStatusCode.pfCalculatingPositions
Then
' Get constellation details.
GetNumberOfSatellites(Constellation, _
NumberOfUsableSatellites, _
NumberOfSatellitesUsed)
' Display constellation details.
numberOfSatellitesField.Text =
NumberOfSatellitesUsed & "/" & _
NumberOfUsableSatellites
End If
End If
End Sub

'mine
Private Sub startTrackingButton_Click_1(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
startTrackingButton.Click
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Dim started As Boolean
Dim myform As New PointDataForm
Dim errorcode As SSFWriterErrorCode
started = gpsReceiver.StartTracking()
If (Not started) Then
MessageBox.Show("Failed to start tracking GPS")
Else
'Change state of command buttons.
stopTrackingButton.Enabled = True
Me.InsertCommentButton.Enabled = True
startTrackingButton.Enabled = False
simulateGPSButton.Enabled = False
gpsSettingsButton.Enabled = False
closeButton.Enabled = False
Me.GPSPointDataButton.Enabled = True
Me.ButtonPause.Enabled = True
Me.ButtonPause.Text = "Pause"
pause = False
Me.GPSPointDataButton.Enabled = False
errorcode =
myssfwriter.AttachToGPSReceiverObject(Me.gpsReceiver)
End If
End Sub
'mine
Private Sub stopTrackingButton_Click_1(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
stopTrackingButton.Click
gpsReceiver.StopTracking()
'Change state of command buttons.
startTrackingButton.Enabled = False
stopTrackingButton.Enabled = False
Me.ButtonPause.Enabled = False
'Me.InsertCommentButton.Enabled = False
Me.InsertCommentButton.FlatStyle = FlatStyle.Popup
simulateGPSButton.Enabled = True
gpsSettingsButton.Enabled = True
closeButton.Enabled = True
Me.GPSPointDataButton.Enabled = False
'Clear GPS receiver and DGPS status.
gpsStatusField.Text = ""
dgpsStatusField.Text = ""
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'Update display due to old data.
wgs84PositionGroupBox.Text = "Old WGS84 Position"
numberOfSatellitesField.Text = ""
pdopField.Text = ""
Me.RFIDTagsDisplay.Items.Clear()
Me.IsThereAComment = False
Me.PointTracking = False
End Sub
'mine
Private Sub GPSPointDataButton_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
GPSPointDataButton.Click
Dim myform As New PointDataForm
If Me.GPSPointDataButton.Text = "Start Point Collection"
Then
myform.Show()
StartSSFFile()
Me.pointDataCount =
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.Rows.Count
Else
Me.PointTracking = False
Me.GPSPointDataButton.Text = "Start Point Collection"
EndSSFFile()
End If
End Sub
'mine
Public Function EndSSFFile() As Boolean

Dim ErrorCode As SSFWriterErrorCode
ErrorCode = myssfwriter.EndFeature(pointReference)
ErrorCode = myssfwriter.EndSSFFile()
Return True
End Function
'mine
Public Function StartSSFFile() As Boolean
Dim myboolean As Boolean = True
Dim i As Integer
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'i = MessageBox.Show("Do you want to add to an existing
file? If no, a new file will be opened", "Question",
MessageBoxButtons.YesNo, MessageBoxIcon.Question)
i = 5
Dim ErrorCode As SSFWriterErrorCode
'ErrorCode =
SSFSSFWriter.AttachToGPSReceiverObject(gpsReceiver)
'Dim DateTimeNow As Date
'Dim SSFFile As String
'DateTimeNow = Now
'SSFFile = Format(DateTimeNow, "yyyyMMdd-hhmm") + ".ssf"
'ErrorCode = myssfwriter.NotInFeatureLoggingInterval = 2
'store positions when features are not being collected
ErrorCode = myssfwriter.EnableNotInFeatureLogging = True

If i = 7 Then
ErrorCode = myssfwriter.StartSSFFile("c:\",
Me.TextBoxSSFName.Text & ".ssf")
ErrorCode =
myssfwriter.StartFeature(FeatureType.pfPointFeature)
Else
ErrorCode = myssfwriter.AppendSSFFile("c:\",
Me.TextBoxSSFName.Text & ".ssf")
ErrorCode =
myssfwriter.StartFeature(FeatureType.pfPointFeature)
End If
If myssfwriter.IsSSFFileInProgress Then
'MsgBox("The ssf file is in progress")
Else
MsgBox("The ssf file is not in progress")
End If
Return myboolean
End Function

Private Sub gpsSettingsButton_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
gpsSettingsButton.Click
'Show the Receiver Property Pages.
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gpsReceiver.ShowPropertyPages()
End Sub

Private Sub simulateGPSButton_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
simulateGPSButton.Click
'Show the Simulation Settings dialog.
gpsReceiver.SimulationSettings.ShowSimulationDialog()
'Check state of simulation settings to disable GPS Settings
command if appropriate.
If (gpsReceiver.SimulationSettings.IsSimulationEnabled) Then
gpsSettingsButton.Enabled = False
Else
gpsSettingsButton.Enabled = True
End If
End Sub

Private Sub setUnitsButton_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object,
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles setUnitsButton.Click
'Show the Unit Settings as a modal dialog.
Dim UnitSettingsForm As New UnitsSettingsForm(Me)
UnitSettingsForm.ShowDialog()
'Display Course prompt using appropriate North Reference.
If (ShowMagneticNorth) Then
coursePrompt.Text = "Course (Mag):"
Else
coursePrompt.Text = "Course (True):"
'Display Time prompt using appropriate time reference
from UnitSettingsForm.
If (ShowLocalTime) Then
timePrompt.Text = "Local Time:"
Else
timePrompt.Text = "GPS Time:"
End If
End If
End Sub
'mine
Private Sub closeButton_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object,
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles closeButton.Click
'Check if user wants to save collected data
If savedData = False Then
Dim num As Integer
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num = MessageBox.Show("Do you want to save the data
before closing?", "Before closing", MessageBoxButtons.YesNo,
MessageBoxIcon.Question)

If num = 6 Then
Exit Sub
End If
End If
If myiCard3.Connected = True Then
Try
myiCard3.Disconnect()
Catch ex As Exception
MessageBox.Show("An exception was thrown when
disconnecting the iCard3.", "Connection problem", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
End Try
End If
Close()
End Sub

Private Sub changeCoordinateSystemButton_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
changeCoordinateSystemButton.Click
Dim SiteNameString As String
Dim SystemNameString As String
Dim ZoneNameString As String
Dim DatumNameString As String
' Declare variables for assigning and displaying various
coordinate
' system unit selections.
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

CoordinateUnits As PFTCoordinateTransformer.LengthUnits
CoordinateUnitsString As String
AltitudeUnits As PFTCoordinateTransformer.LengthUnits
AltitudeUnitsString As String
AltitudeReference As AltitudeReference
AltitudeReferenceString As String

' Declare variable to check whether the coordinate system is
to be
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' displayed using a Latitude/Longitude system or a
northing/easting
' system.
Dim IsLatitudeLongitude As Boolean
' Set up error handling. The "Resume Next" statement
ensures that
' in the unlikely event of an error, the application does
not halt.
' We will check for errors immediately after each call.
On Error Resume Next
' Show Pathfinder Tools Coordinate System dialog for system
selection.
Dim DialogShownOK As Boolean
DialogShownOK = coordTransformer.ShowCoordinateSystemDialog
' Handle any error that might have occurred.
If Err.Number <> 0 Then
MsgBox("An error occurred while attempting to show the "
& _
"coordinate system selection dialog. " &
Err.Description)
Exit Sub
End If
If DialogShownOK Then
' Get Coordinate System settings.
With coordTransformer
.GetSiteName(SiteNameString)
.GetSystemName(SystemNameString)
.GetZoneName(ZoneNameString)
.GetDatumName(DatumNameString)
.GetCoordinateUnits(CoordinateUnits,
CoordinateUnitsString)
.GetAltitudeUnits(AltitudeUnits,
AltitudeUnitsString)
.GetAltitudeReference(AltitudeReference,
AltitudeReferenceString)
.GetIsLatitudeLongitude(IsLatitudeLongitude)
End With
' Display name of selected site.
siteNameField.Text = SiteNameString
' Display names of selected zone and datum.
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zoneNameField.Text = ZoneNameString
datumNameField.Text = DatumNameString
' Check type of coordinate system and change form as
appropriate
' for selected system name display and transformed
coordinate prompts.
If IsLatitudeLongitude Then
systemNameField.Text = "Latitude/Longitude"
transformedEastingPrompt.Text = "Longitude:"
transformedNorthingPrompt.Text = "Latitude:"
Else
systemNameField.Text = SystemNameString
transformedEastingPrompt.Text = "Easting:"
transformedNorthingPrompt.Text = "Northing:"
End If
' Check and adjust transformed altitude label for
appropriate setting.
If AltitudeReference =
AltitudeReference.pfHeightAboveEllipsoid Then
transformedAltitudePrompt.Text = "Altitude (HAE):"
Else
transformedAltitudePrompt.Text = "Altitude (MSL):"
End If
End If
Me.changeCoordinateSystemButton.FlatStyle =
FlatStyle.Standard
Me.SetupUnits = True

If Me.SetupUnits = True And Me.IsThereAComment = True And
Me.GPSReaderConnected = True Then
Me.startTrackingButton.Enabled = True
End If
End Sub

Private Sub TransformAndDisplayCoordinates(ByVal InLatitude As
Double, _
ByVal InLongitude As
Double, _
ByVal InAltitude As
Double)
'*********************************************************************
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' Purpose:
positions to
'
transformed
'
'
' Inputs:
degrees
'
degrees
'
'

Transforms latitude, longitude and altitude
selected coordinate system and displays the
positions appropriately.
InLatitude: a position's latitude as decimal
InLongitude: a position's longitude as decimal
InAltitude: a position's altitude as meters

'*********************************************************************
' No 'On Error' handling is done in this function.

It is

assumed
' that the caller catches any errors raised here.
' Declare variables for transformed position computations
and display.

Dim OutXString As String
Dim OutYString As String
Dim OutZString As String
' Declare variables for altitude computations and display.
Dim AltitudeUnits As PFTCoordinateTransformer.LengthUnits
Dim AltitudeUnitsString As String
' Declare variable for checking if coordinate system is in
terms of a
' latitude/longitude system or a northing/easting system.
Dim IsLatitudeLongitude As Boolean
' Transform WGS84 positions to local coordinate system and
check if
' transformation is successful.
If (coordTransformer.TransformFromWGS84(InLatitude,
InLongitude, _
InAltitude, OutX, OutY, OutZ) =
CoordinateTransformerErrorCode.pfCoordinateTransformerSuccess) Then
' Check if coordinate system is in terms of a
latitude/longitude
' system or a northing/easting system.
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coordTransformer.GetIsLatitudeLongitude(IsLatitudeLongitude)
coordTransformer.GetAltitudeUnits(AltitudeUnits,
AltitudeUnitsString)
' Display coordinate values in appropriate format.
If IsLatitudeLongitude Then
angleConverter.SetTextFormat(4)
angleConverter.Units = AngleUnits.pfLatitude
OutYString = angleConverter.Format(OutY,
AngleUnits.pfDecimalDegrees)
angleConverter.Units = AngleUnits.pfLongitude
OutXString = angleConverter.Format(OutX,
AngleUnits.pfDecimalDegrees)
Else
' Determine coordinate units required for display.
' Set display to 2 decimal places and display unit
abbreviation
' with coordinate value.
Dim CoordinateUnits As
PFTCoordinateTransformer.LengthUnits
Dim CoordinateUnitsString As String
coordTransformer.GetCoordinateUnits(CoordinateUnits,
CoordinateUnitsString)
lengthConverter.Units = CoordinateUnits
lengthConverter.SetTextFormat(2, True)
' Convert coordinates to appropriate format for
display.
OutXString = lengthConverter.Format(OutX,
CoordinateUnits)
OutYString = lengthConverter.Format(OutY,
CoordinateUnits)
End If
' Set altitude units for display, and convert altitude
to appropriate
' format for display.
lengthConverter.Units = AltitudeUnits
OutZString = lengthConverter.Format(OutZ, AltitudeUnits)
' Display transformed coordinates and altitude.
'transformedEastingField.Text = OutXString
'transformedNorthingField.Text = OutYString
'transformedAltitudeField.Text = OutZString
End If
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End Sub

Private Sub GetNumberOfSatellites(ByVal ConstellationData As _
GPSConstellation, _
ByRef NumberOfUsableSatellites
As _
Integer, ByRef _
NumberOfSatellitesUsed As
Integer)

'*********************************************************************
' Purpose: Determines the number of satellites that are
being tracked
'
or used for position computations and the number
of
'
satellites that are available for use.
'
' Inputs:
ConstellationData: a declared GPSConstellation
object.
'
' Outputs: NumberOfUsableSatellites: an integer value
containing the
'
number of satellites
that are
'
able to be used for
position
'
computations.
'
NumberOfSatellitesUsed:
an integer value
containing the
'
number of satellites
that are
'
being tracked or used
for
'
position computations.
'
'*********************************************************************
' Declare variables for capturing constellation information.
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

NumberOfSatellitesAvailable As Integer
SatelliteIndex As Integer
PRN As Integer
ElevationAngle As Double
Azimuth As Double
SNRL1 As Double
SNRL2 As Double
IsUsable As Boolean
IsUsed As Boolean

' Initialize variables to count number of satellites.
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NumberOfUsableSatellites = 0
NumberOfSatellitesUsed = 0
NumberOfSatellitesAvailable =
ConstellationData.NumberOfSatellitesInList
' Check each satellite in the list to see if it is usable or
currently
' being used.
For SatelliteIndex = 1 To NumberOfSatellitesAvailable
' Get information for a single satellite.

ConstellationData.GetSatelliteInformation(SatelliteIndex, PRN, _
ElevationAngle, _
Azimuth,
SNRL1, SNRL2, _
IsUsable,
IsUsed)
' Check if satellite is usable and adjust count
appropriately.
If IsUsable Then
NumberOfUsableSatellites = NumberOfUsableSatellites
+ 1
End If
' Check if satellite is used and adjust count
appropriately.
If IsUsed Then
NumberOfSatellitesUsed = NumberOfSatellitesUsed + 1
End If
Next SatelliteIndex
End Sub

Protected Overrides Sub OnClosing(ByVal e As
System.ComponentModel.CancelEventArgs)
If (gpsReceiver.IsTracking()) Then
gpsReceiver.StopTracking()
End If
'Delete Pathfinder Tools automation objects.
coordTransformer = Nothing
angleConverter = Nothing
lengthConverter = Nothing
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timeConverter = Nothing
magNorthConverter = Nothing
speedConverter = Nothing
MyBase.OnClosing(e)
End Sub
'mine
Private Sub MainGPSForm_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object,
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load ''INSERT dvd
'TODO: This line of code loads data into the
'GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData' table. You can move, or remove it, as
needed.
Me.GPSPointDataTableAdapter.Fill(Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData)
'TODO: This line of code loads data into the
'GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData' table. You can move, or remove it, as
needed.
Me.GPSDataTableAdapter.Fill(Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData)
'Pre-define GPS Status
gpsReceiver.CommPort = "COM4"
gpsReceiver.DGPSSettings.Source =
DGPSSourceType.pfIntegratedSBASSource
gpsReceiver.DGPSSettings.PositionMode =
DGPSPositionMode.pfBestPositionsAvailable
'gpsReceiver.DGPSSettings.PositionMode =
DGPSPositionMode.pfCorrectedPositionsOnly
gpsReceiver.PositionMinimumInterval = 1
second position intervals

' INSERT dvd; 1

'Pre-define Local Time
ShowLocalTime() = True
If (ShowLocalTime) Then
timePrompt.Text = "Local Time:"
Else
timePrompt.Text = "GPS Time:"
End If
'Buttons
Me.startTrackingButton.Enabled = False
Me.stopTrackingButton.Enabled = False
Me.InsertCommentButton.Enabled = True
Me.ButtonPause.Enabled = False
Me.RFIDSensitivityONRadioButton.Checked = True
Me.pointCollection = False
Me.GPSPointDataButton.Text = "Start Point Collection"
Me.GPSPointDataButton.Enabled = False
Me.GPSPointCountTextBox.Text =
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.Rows.Count
Me.GPSTrackingCountTextBox.Text =
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData.Rows.Count
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Me.CountTextBox.Text = ""
Me.CountTextBox2.Text = ""
Me.IsThereAComment = False
Me.InsertCommentButton.FlatStyle = FlatStyle.Popup
Me.RFIDConnectToiCard3Button.FlatStyle = FlatStyle.Popup
Me.changeCoordinateSystemButton.FlatStyle = FlatStyle.Popup
Me.simulateGPSButton.Enabled = False
'Me.LabelCollecting.Visible = False
Me.TextBoxSSFName.Text = "ut"
End Sub

Public Function CopyRows(ByVal myCopyRow As DataRow, ByVal
myOriginalRow As DataRow) As DataRow
myCopyRow.Item(0) = myOriginalRow.Item(0)
myCopyRow.Item(1) = myOriginalRow.Item(1)
myCopyRow.Item(2) = myOriginalRow.Item(2)
myCopyRow.Item(3) = myOriginalRow.Item(3)
myCopyRow.Item(4) = myOriginalRow.Item(4)
myCopyRow.Item(5) = myOriginalRow.Item(5)
myCopyRow.Item(6) = myOriginalRow.Item(6)
myCopyRow.Item(7) = myOriginalRow.Item(7)
myCopyRow.Item(8) = myOriginalRow.Item(8)
myCopyRow.Item(9) = myOriginalRow.Item(9)
myCopyRow.Item(10) = myOriginalRow.Item(10)
myCopyRow.Item(11) = myOriginalRow.Item(11)
myCopyRow.Item(12) = myOriginalRow.Item(12)
'myCopyRow.Item(13) = myOriginalRow.Item(13)
'myCopyRow.Item(14) = myOriginalRow.Item(14)
'myCopyRow.Item(15) = myOriginalRow.Item(15)
Return myCopyRow
End Function

'Friend WithEvents GPS_SQLDatabaseDataSet As
GPSReader.GPS_SQLDatabaseDataSet
'Friend WithEvents GPSTableTableAdapter As
GPSReader.GPS_SQLDatabaseDataSetTableAdapters.GPSTableTableAdapter
'Private Sub GPSTableBindingNavigatorSaveItem_Click(ByVal sender
As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs)
'
Me.Validate()
'
Me.GPSTableBindingSource.EndEdit()
'
'Me.GPSTableTableAdapter.Update(Me.GPS_SQLDatabaseDataSet.GPSTable)
'End Sub
Friend WithEvents GPSDataTableAdapter As
GPSReader.GPSDatabaseDataSetTableAdapters.GPSDataTableAdapter
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Friend WithEvents GPSDatabaseDataSet As
GPSReader.GPSDatabaseDataSet
Friend WithEvents GPSDataBindingSource As
System.Windows.Forms.BindingSource
'mine
Private Sub RFIDConnectToiCard3Button_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
RFIDConnectToiCard3Button.Click
Dim i As Integer = 0
Try
myiCard3.Connect()
i = SetRFIDReader()
blink = setBlinkingTags()
numberofTags = setNumberofRFIDTags()
If i = 0 Or numberofTags = 0 Then
Exit Sub
End If
Catch ex As Exception
MessageBox.Show("An exception was thrown when connecting
to the iCard3. The default settings for the reader will be used.",
"Connection problem", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Error)
End Try
Me.GPSReaderConnected = True
If Me.SetupUnits = True And Me.IsThereAComment = True And
Me.GPSReaderConnected = True Then
Me.startTrackingButton.Enabled = True
End If
Me.RFIDConnectToiCard3Button.FlatStyle = FlatStyle.Standard
MessageBox.Show("iCard3 connected", "Notification",
MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information)
MessageBox.Show("The power of the reader is:" &
myiCard3.TxPowerIQ)
End Sub
'mine
Public Function SetRFIDReader() As Integer
Dim i As Integer
If Me.RFIDReaderPowerLevelComboBox.SelectedItem = Nothing
Then
MessageBox.Show("Please select reader power level.",
"Input Error", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Error)
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i = 0
Else
i = 1
If Me.RFIDReaderPowerLevelComboBox.SelectedItem = 6 Then
myiCard3.TxPowerIQ = myiCard3.MaxOutputdBmIQ
Else
myiCard3.TxPowerIQ =
Me.RFIDReaderPowerLevelComboBox.SelectedItem
End If
End If
If Me.RFIDSensitivityONRadioButton.Checked Then
myiCard3.EnableReceiveBoost = True
Else
myiCard3.EnableReceiveBoost = False
End If
Return i
End Function
'mine
Public Function setBlinkingTags() As Boolean
Dim blinking As Boolean = False
If Me.RFIDBlinkingTagsCheckBox.Checked Then
blinking = True
Else
blinking = False
End If
Return blinking
End Function
'mine
Public Function setNumberofRFIDTags() As Integer
Dim i As Integer = 2
If Me.RFIDNumberofTagsComboBox.SelectedItem = Nothing Then
i = 0
MessageBox.Show("Please select the expected number of
tags.", "Input Error", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Else
i = Me.RFIDNumberofTagsComboBox.SelectedItem
End If
Return i
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End Function
'mine
Private Sub Button1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e
As System.EventArgs)
Dim myForm As New PointDataForm
myForm.Show()
End Sub
'mine
Private Sub SaveXmlFileButton_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
SaveXmlFileButton.Click

If Me.XMLFileNameTextBox3.Text = "" Then
MessageBox.Show("Please introduce a name for the XML
type of file", "The XML file could not be generated",
MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Else
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.WriteXml(Me.XMLFileNameTextBox3.Text & ".xml",
XmlWriteMode.WriteSchema)
MessageBox.Show("The XML file was generated",
"Notification", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information)
savedData = True
End If
End Sub

'mine
Private Sub ClearDataButton1_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
ClearDataButton1.Click
Dim answer As Integer
answer = MessageBox.Show("Are you sure you want to clear the
data?", "", MessageBoxButtons.YesNo, MessageBoxIcon.Question)
If answer = 6 Then 'Answer = 6 means YES
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.Clear()
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.AcceptChanges()
'Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.d()
''CLEAR GENERIC GPS DATA
'Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData.Clear()
'Me.GPSDataDataGridView.SelectAll()
'Me.GPSDataDataGridView.ClearSelection()
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'Me.GPSDataBindingSource.EndEdit() 'sending changes from
binding source to dataset
'Me.GPSDataTableAdapter.Update(Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData) 'Sending
changes from dataset to database
''CLEAR POINT GPS DATA
'Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.Clear()
'Me.GPSPointDataBindingSource.EndEdit() 'sending changes
from binding source to dataset
'Me.GPSPointDataTableAdapter.Update(Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData)
'Sending changes from dataset to database
MessageBox.Show("Data successfully deleted",
"Notification", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information)
End If
End Sub
‘mine
Private Sub InsertCommentButton_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
InsertCommentButton.Click
Dim myform As New GenericDataForm
If Me.ButtonPause.Text = "Collect Data" Then
myform.Show()
Else
MessageBox.Show("It is not possible to insert a
comment", "Problem Notification", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
End If
End Sub
Private Sub RFIDDetectedTagsListBox_SelectedIndexChanged(ByVal
sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
RFIDTagsDisplay.SelectedIndexChanged
End Sub
'mine
Private Sub ButtonPause_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object,
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles ButtonPause.Click
If Me.ButtonPause.Text = "Collect Data" Then
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Me.ButtonPause.Text = "Pause"
pause = False
Me.GPSPointDataButton.Enabled = False
Else
Me.ButtonPause.Text = "Collect Data"
pause = True
Me.GPSPointDataButton.Enabled = True

End If
End Sub
Private Sub Button_SaveRFIDData_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
Button_SaveRFIDData.Click
Me.GPSDataBindingSource.EndEdit() 'sending changes from
binding source to dataset
Me.GPSDataTableAdapter.Update(Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData)
'Sending changes from dataset to database
End Sub

Private Sub ButtonGPSData_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object,
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles ButtonGPSData.Click
Me.GPSPointDataBindingSource.EndEdit() 'sending changes from
binding source to dataset
Me.GPSPointDataTableAdapter.Update(Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData)
'Sending changes from dataset to database
End Sub
Private Sub Button1_Click_1(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal
e As System.EventArgs)

'UPLOADING GPS POSITIONS FROM ANOTHER DATASET
Dim positionsDataset As DataSet = New DataSet
'Populate dataset with data and schema
positionsDataset.ReadXml("C:\Localization Data\Collected
Data\" & "07_03_16_Final_Positions" & ".xml", XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
Dim myPositionsCount As Integer =
positionsDataset.Tables("GPSPointData").Rows.Count
Dim myDataRow As DataRow =
positionsDataset.Tables("GPSPointData").Rows(0)
Dim i As Integer
Dim myOtherRow As DataRow '=
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.Rows(i)
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Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.Clear()
For i = 0 To myPositionsCount - 1
myDataRow =
positionsDataset.Tables("GPSPointData").Rows(i)
myOtherRow = Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.NewRow
myOtherRow = CopyRows(myOtherRow, myDataRow)
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.Rows.Add(myOtherRow)

Next

Me.GPSPointDataBindingSource.EndEdit() 'sending changes from
binding source to dataset
Me.GPSPointDataTableAdapter.Update(Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData)
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.GPSPointCountTextBox.Text =
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSPointData.Rows.Count.ToString
'FINISH UPLOADING
End Sub
Private Sub Button2_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e
As System.EventArgs)
'UPLOADING GPS POSITIONS FROM ANOTHER DATASET
Dim positionsDataset As DataSet = New DataSet
'Populate dataset with data and schema
positionsDataset.ReadXml("C:\Localization Data\Collected
Data\" & "07_03_16_Rockdale RFID Data" & ".xml", XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
Dim myPositionsCount As Integer =
positionsDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows.Count
Dim myDataRow As DataRow =
positionsDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows(0)
Dim i As Integer
Dim myOtherRow As DataRow
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData.Clear()
For i = 0 To myPositionsCount - 1
myDataRow = positionsDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows(i)
myOtherRow = Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData.NewRow
myOtherRow = CopyRows2(myOtherRow, myDataRow)
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData.Rows.Add(myOtherRow)
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Next
Me.GPSDataBindingSource.EndEdit() 'sending changes from
binding source to dataset
Me.GPSDataTableAdapter.Update(Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData)
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.GPSTrackingCountTextBox.Text =
Me.GPSDatabaseDataSet.GPSData.Rows.Count.ToString
'FINISH UPLOADING
End Sub
Public Function CopyRows2(ByVal myCopyRow As DataRow, ByVal
myOriginalRow As DataRow) As DataRow
myCopyRow.Item(0) = myOriginalRow.Item(0)
myCopyRow.Item(1) = myOriginalRow.Item(1)
myCopyRow.Item(2) = myOriginalRow.Item(2)
myCopyRow.Item(3) = myOriginalRow.Item(3)
myCopyRow.Item(4) = myOriginalRow.Item(4)
myCopyRow.Item(5) = myOriginalRow.Item(5)
myCopyRow.Item(6) = myOriginalRow.Item(6)
myCopyRow.Item(7) = myOriginalRow.Item(7)
myCopyRow.Item(8) = myOriginalRow.Item(8)
myCopyRow.Item(9) = myOriginalRow.Item(9)
myCopyRow.Item(10) = myOriginalRow.Item(10)
myCopyRow.Item(11) = myOriginalRow.Item(11)
myCopyRow.Item(12) = myOriginalRow.Item(12)
myCopyRow.Item(13) = myOriginalRow.Item(13)
myCopyRow.Item(14) = myOriginalRow.Item(14)
myCopyRow.Item(15) = myOriginalRow.Item(15)
Return myCopyRow
End Function
Friend WithEvents GroupBox10 As System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox
Friend WithEvents TextBoxSSFName As System.Windows.Forms.TextBox
End Class
End Namespace
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Appendix VII: Visual Basic Location Estimation Code
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Public Class Form1
Dim fileName As String 'Stores the file of the XML file to populate
the dataset
Dim myCount As Integer 'Counts the number of dataset rows for RFID +
GPS position
Dim myCurrentCount As Integer 'Counts the number of datasets rows
for actual GPS position
Dim myTagList As New ArrayList 'Keeps a list of the detected tags
Dim FirstTimeDataImport As Boolean = True
Dim savedData As Boolean = False
Dim mytagComment(500, 0) As String
Private Sub Form1_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As
System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load
'TODO: This line of code loads data into the
'ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3' table. You can move,
or remove it, as needed.
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3TableAdapter.Fill(Me.ModelsDataSet
.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3)
'TODO: This line of code loads data into the
'ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2' table. You can move,
or remove it, as needed.
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2TableAdapter.Fill(Me.ModelsDataSet
.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2)
'TODO: This line of code loads data into the
'ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1' table. You can move,
or remove it, as needed.
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1TableAdapter.Fill(Me.ModelsDataSet
.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1)
'TODO: This line of code loads data into the
'ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength' table. You can move,
or remove it, as needed.
Me.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrengthTableAdapter.Fill(Me.ModelsDataSet.
CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength)
'TODO: This line of code loads data into the
'ModelsDataSet1.SimicModelResults' table. You can move, or remove it, as
needed.
'Me.SimicModelResultsTableAdapter.Fill(Me.ModelsDataSet1.SimicModelResul
ts)
'TODO: This line of code loads data into the
'ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions' table. You can move, or remove it, as
needed.
Me.ActualPositionsTableAdapter.Fill(Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions)
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'TODO: This line of code loads data into the
'ModelsDataSet.CentroideResults' table. You can move, or remove it, as
needed.
Me.CentroideResultsTableAdapter.Fill(Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResults)
Me.CheckedListBox1.Enabled = False
Me.ProcessCentroideButton.Enabled = False
Me.SaveCentroideButton1.Enabled = False
Me.CentroideXMLNameTextBox1.Enabled = False
Me.AccuracyTextBox.Enabled = False
Me.TextBox1.Enabled = False
Me.CheckBoxSignalStrength.Enabled = False
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue0.Enabled = False
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue1.Enabled = False
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue2.Enabled = False
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue3.Enabled = False
Me.LabelSignalStrength.Enabled = False
Me.ButtonClearResults.Enabled = False
Me.CheckBoxLatestPositions.Enabled = False
Me.DataGridView3.DefaultCellStyle.ForeColor = Color.Black
Me.ProgressBar.Visible = False
End Sub

Private Sub CopyXMLButton_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal
e As System.EventArgs) Handles CopyXMLButton.Click
If FirstTimeDataImport = False Then
Me.CheckedListBox1.Items.Clear()
End If
'Open XML File
If Me.NewFileNameTextBox.Text = "" Then
MessageBox.Show("Please introduce new file name in textbox",
"Error", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Error)

Else
'Save file name in a global variable
fileName = Me.NewFileNameTextBox.Text
'Open file dialog directory
Me.OpenFileDialog1.InitialDirectory = "c:\documents and
settings\dvd\my documents\visual studio 2005\projects"
Me.OpenFileDialog1.FileName = ""
Me.OpenFileDialog1.Filter = "XML files (*.txt)|*.xml|All
files (*.*)|*.*"
Me.OpenFileDialog1.ShowDialog()
MessageBox.Show(Me.OpenFileDialog1.FileName)
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'Copy new file to root directory
My.Computer.FileSystem.CopyFile( _
OpenFileDialog1.FileName, _
"C:\Localization Data\Collected Data\" &
Me.NewFileNameTextBox.Text & ".xml", _
FileIO.UIOption.AllDialogs, _
FileIO.UICancelOption.DoNothing)

'Create a new datset
Dim mydataset As DataSet = New DataSet
'Populate dataset
mydataset.ReadXml("C:\Localization Data\Collected Data\" &
Me.NewFileNameTextBox.Text & ".xml", XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
'Create a string list
Dim myCommentList As New ArrayList()
Dim int As Integer = 0
Dim int2 As Integer = 0
Dim myDataRow As DataRow =
mydataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows(int)
'Define number of rows
myCount = mydataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows.Count
'Copy first comment in the list
myCommentList.Add(myDataRow.Item("Comment"))
Dim a As Integer = myCommentList.Count

'Copy the rest of comments into myArrayList
For i As Integer = int + 1 To myCount - 1
myDataRow = mydataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows(i)
'If myDataRow.Item("Comment") <> "" Then
If myCommentList(int2) <> myDataRow.Item("Comment") Then
myCommentList.Add(myDataRow.Item("Comment"))
a = myCommentList.Count
int2 = int2 + 1
'MessageBox.Show(myArrayList.Item(int).ToString)
End If
Next
'Copy list items in a checked list box
For i As Integer = 0 To myCommentList.Count - 1
Me.CheckedListBox1.Items.Add(myCommentList(i), False)
Next
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Me.CheckedListBox1.Enabled = True
Me.AccuracyTextBox.Enabled = True
Me.TextBox1.Enabled = True
Me.CheckBoxSignalStrength.Enabled = True
Me.CheckBoxLatestPositions.Enabled = True
If Me.ButtonClearResults.Enabled = False Then
Me.ProcessCentroideButton.Enabled = True
End If
'Dispose dataset resources
mydataset.Dispose()
'Set up boolean variable after first time data import =
FALSE
If FirstTimeDataImport = True Then
FirstTimeDataImport = False
End If
End If
End Sub

Private Sub ProcessCentroideButton_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
ProcessCentroideButton.Click
Dim doubleAccuracy As Double
If Me.AccuracyTextBox.Text = "" Or
(Me.CheckBoxSignalStrength.Checked And
(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue0.Text = "" Or
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue1.Text = "" Or
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue2.Text = "" Or
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue3.Text = "")) Then
If Me.CheckBoxSignalStrength.Checked And
(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue0.Text = "" Or
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue1.Text = "" Or
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue2.Text = "" Or
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue3.Text = "") Then
MessageBox.Show("Please specify minimum signal
strength", "Incomplete Data", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
End If
If Me.AccuracyTextBox.Text = "" Then
MessageBox.Show("Please specify minimum accuracy",
"Incomplete Data", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Error)
End If
Else
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If Me.CheckedListBox1.CheckedItems.Count = 0 Then
MessageBox.Show("Please check at least one data set",
"Data Eroor", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Exit Sub
End If
'Check that accuracy box is numeric
If Not IsNumeric(Me.AccuracyTextBox.Text) Then
MessageBox.Show("Please introduce and integer value as
Minimum Accuracy", "Data Eroor", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Exit Sub
End If
'Check that signal strength box is numeric
If CheckBoxSignalStrength.Checked Then
If Not IsNumeric(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue0.Text)
Then
MessageBox.Show("Please introduce and integer value
in the Signal Strength field", "Data Eroor", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Exit Sub
End If
If Not IsNumeric(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue1.Text)
Then
MessageBox.Show("Please introduce and integer value
in the Signal Strength field", "Data Eroor", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Exit Sub
End If
If Not IsNumeric(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue2.Text)
Then
MessageBox.Show("Please introduce and integer value
in the Signal Strength field", "Data Eroor", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Exit Sub
End If
If Not IsNumeric(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue3.Text)
Then
MessageBox.Show("Please introduce and integer value
in the Signal Strength field", "Data Eroor", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Exit Sub
End If
End If
'Check that signal strength value is between 0 and 128db
If Me.CheckBoxSignalStrength.Checked Then
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If CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue0.Text) > 128 Or
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue0.Text) < 0 Then
MessageBox.Show("Introduce a signal strength value
between 0dB and 128dB", "Data Eroor", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Exit Sub
End If
If CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue1.Text) > 128 Or
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue1.Text) < 0 Then
MessageBox.Show("Introduce a signal strength value
between 0dB and 128dB", "Data Eroor", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Exit Sub
End If
If CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue2.Text) > 128 Or
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue2.Text) < 0 Then
MessageBox.Show("Introduce a signal strength value
between 0dB and 128dB", "Data Eroor", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Exit Sub
End If
If CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue3.Text) > 128 Or
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue3.Text) < 0 Then
MessageBox.Show("Introduce a signal strength value
between 0dB and 128dB", "Data Eroor", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
Exit Sub
End If

End If
doubleAccuracy =
System.Convert.ToDouble(Me.AccuracyTextBox.Text)
Me.ProgressBar.Value = 1
Me.ProgressBar.Visible = True
Me.ProgressBar.Minimum = 1
Me.ProgressBar.Maximum = 100
Me.ProgressBar.Step = 10
'Create two new datset
Dim myDataset As DataSet = New DataSet
Dim myOtherDataset As DataSet = New DataSet
'Populate dataset with data and schema
myDataset.ReadXml("C:\Localization Data\Collected Data\" &
Me.fileName & ".xml", XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
ProgressBar.PerformStep() '1
'Populate dataset with data and schema
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myOtherDataset.ReadXml("C:\Localization Data\Collected
Data\" & Me.fileName & ".xml", XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
ProgressBar.PerformStep() '2
'Clear data from dataset -only schema remainsmyOtherDataset.Clear()
'MessageBox.Show(myOtherDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows.Count.ToString)
ProgressBar.PerformStep() '3
'Get number of rows
myCount = myDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows.Count

Dim Int As Integer = 0
Dim myDataRow As DataRow =
myDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows(Int)
Dim myOtherRow As DataRow
'Checklist index from 0 to n
'but checklist count includes 0 index, so i.e. from (0) to
(41) means 42 count
Dim u As Integer = 0
Dim myCheckListCount As Integer =
Me.CheckedListBox1.Items.Count
Dim InCheckList As Boolean = False
Dim itemchecked As Object
Dim tagOnList As Boolean = False
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

twenty As Integer = 0.2 * myCount - 1
Fourty As Integer = 0.4 * myCount - 1
Sixty As Integer = 0.6 * myCount - 1
Eighty As Integer = 0.8 * myCount - 1

'Copy rows within mydataset and that their comments have
been checked into myotherdataset
For i As Integer = 0 To myCount - 1
myDataRow = myDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows(i)
'HERE IS THE GAP!!!
If myDataRow.Item("EstimatedAccuracy") <= doubleAccuracy
And myDataRow.Item("SignalStrength") >= -90 Then
For Each itemchecked In CheckedListBox1.CheckedItems
If itemchecked.ToString =
myDataRow.Item("Comment") Then
InCheckList = True
Exit For
End If
Next
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If InCheckList = True Then
myOtherRow =
myOtherDataset.Tables("GPSData").NewRow()
myOtherRow = CopyRows(myOtherRow, myDataRow)

myOtherDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows.Add(myOtherRow)
myTagList = PopulateTagList(myTagList,
myDataRow)
End If
If i = twenty Or i = Fourty Or i = Sixty Or i =
Eighty Then
ProgressBar.PerformStep() '4 5 6 7
End If
End If
InCheckList = False
Next
ProgressBar.PerformStep() '8

'MessageBox.Show(myOtherDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows.Count.ToString)
myCount =
myOtherDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows.Count.ToString
myTagList.Sort()

'Dispose dataset resources
'myDataset.Dispose()
'Calculate actual positions if current GPS Position Data
If myDataset.Tables.Contains("GPSPointData") Then
Dim success As Boolean = CalculateCurrentPositions()
End If
Me.ProgressBar.PerformStep() '9
'If success Then
'
MessageBox.Show("Actual Positions Successfully
Calculated", "", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information)
'Else
'
MessageBox.Show("No Calculation of Actual Positions was
Processed", "", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information)
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'End If

'Calculate centroide positions and current deviations from
actual positions
CalculateCentroides(myOtherDataset)
Me.ProgressBar.PerformStep() '10
'MessageBox.Show("Centroide Positions Successfully
Calculated", "", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information)

'Calculate Simic and Sastry positions and current deviations
from actual positions
CalculateSimicSastry(myOtherDataset)
Me.ProgressBar.PerformStep() '11
'MessageBox.Show("Proximity Positions Successfully
Calculated", "", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information)
MessageBox.Show("Positions Successfully Calculated", "",
MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information)
Me.SaveCentroideButton1.Enabled = True
Me.CentroideXMLNameTextBox1.Enabled = True
Me.ButtonClearResults.Enabled = True
Me.ProcessCentroideButton.Enabled = False
savedData = False
Me.ProgressBar.Visible = False
End If

End Sub

Public Sub CalculateSimicSastry(ByVal Simicdataset As DataSet)
Dim centroideDataset As DataSet = New DataSet
'Populate dataset with data and schema
centroideDataset.ReadXml("C:\Localization Data\Collected Data\"
& Me.fileName & ".xml", XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
'Declare centroide row
Dim myCentroideRow As DataRow =
centroideDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows(0)
'Clear data from dataset -only schema remainscentroideDataset.Clear()

'Tag ID, Longitude, Latitude, Number of observations, Maximu
longitude, Min longitude, Longitude Distance, Maximum latitude, Min
latitude, Latitude Distance, Deviation
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Dim tagArraySimic(myTagList.Count - 1, 11) As Double
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

table As String = "GPSData"
item As String = "TagNumber"
column1 As String = "OutX"
column2 As String = "OutY"
column3 As String = "EstimatedAccuracy"

'SastryArrayCalculation function called
tagArraySimic = SimicArrayCalculation(tagArraySimic,
Simicdataset, table, item, column1, column2)
'Dim ActualPositionExist As Boolean = False
'Calculate deviations from actual positions
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
For e As Integer = 0 To
Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows.Count - 1
If Int(tagArraySimic(i, 0)) =
Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows(e).Item("TagId") Then
tagArraySimic(i, 10) = ((tagArraySimic(i, 1) Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows(e).Item("Longitude")) ^ 2 +
(tagArraySimic(i, 2) Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows(e).Item("Latitude")) ^ 2) ^ (1 /
2)
'ActualPositionExist = True
End If
Next
'If ActualPositionExist = False Then
'
tagArraySimic(i, 10) = 0
'Else
'
ActualPositionExist = False
'End If
Next

For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
'Insert new row
Me.ModelsDataSet.SimicModelResults.AddSimicModelResultsRow(Int(tagArrayS
imic(i, 0)), tagArraySimic(i, 1), tagArraySimic(i, 2),
Int(tagArraySimic(i, 3)), tagArraySimic(i, 4), tagArraySimic(i, 5),
tagArraySimic(i, 6), tagArraySimic(i, 7), tagArraySimic(i, 8),
tagArraySimic(i, 9), tagArraySimic(i, 10), mytagComment(i, 0))
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'MessageBox.Show(Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResults.Count.ToString)
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
Me.SimicModelResultsBindingSource1.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.SimicModelResultsTableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataSet.SimicModelResul
ts)
Next
End Sub
Public Function SimicArrayCalculation(ByVal myarray As Array, ByVal
mycurrentdata As DataSet, ByVal mytable As String, ByVal myitem As
String, ByVal column1 As String, ByVal column2 As String) As Array

'MessageBox.Show(mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows.Count.ToString)
'Initialize tagArray matrix
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.C
ount - 1
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
myarray(i,

0)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

myTagList(i)
0 'Longitude
0 'Latitude
0 'Number of observations
0 'Max longitude
1000000000 'min longitude
0 'Longitde distance between maximum and

minimum
myarray(i, 7) = 0 'Max latitude
myarray(i, 8) = 1000000000 'Min latitude
myarray(i, 9) = 0 'Latitude distance between maximum and
minimum
myarray(i, 10) = 0 'Deviations from actual positions
Next
'Declare datarow object for mycurrentDataset
Dim mydatarow As DataRow = mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(0)

'Tag ID, Longitude, Latitude, Number of observations, Maximu
longitude, Min longitude, Longitude Distance, maximum latitude, min
latitude, Latitude Distance
For i As Integer = 0 To myCount - 1
mydatarow = mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(i)
For e As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
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If Int(myarray(e, 0)) = mydatarow.Item(myitem) Then
'Set maximum Longitude
If mydatarow.Item(column1) > myarray(e, 4) Then
myarray(e, 4) = mydatarow.Item(column1)
End If
'Set minimum Longitude
If mydatarow.Item(column1) < myarray(e, 5) Then
myarray(e, 5) = mydatarow.Item(column1)
End If
'Set maximum Latitude
If mydatarow.Item(column2) > myarray(e, 7) Then
myarray(e, 7) = mydatarow.Item(column2)
End If
'Set minimum Latitude
If mydatarow.Item(column2) < myarray(e, 8) Then
myarray(e, 8) = mydatarow.Item(column2)
End If
'Count total number of observations
myarray(e, 3) = myarray(e, 3) + 1
End If
Next
Next

'Change from feet to meters
'For e As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
'
'
'
'

myarray(e,
myarray(e,
myarray(e,
myarray(e,

4)
5)
7)
8)

=
=
=
=

myarray(e,
myarray(e,
myarray(e,
myarray(e,

4)
5)
7)
8)

*
*
*
*

0.30479999798832
0.30479999798832
0.30479999798832
0.30479999798832

'Next

'Calculate current positions!! and convert to meters
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
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myarray(i, 1) = ((myarray(i, 4) + myarray(i, 5)) / 2)
myarray(i, 6) = (myarray(i, 4) - myarray(i, 5))
myarray(i, 2) = ((myarray(i, 7) + myarray(i, 8)) / 2)
myarray(i, 9) = (myarray(i, 7) - myarray(i, 8))
Next

Return myarray
End Function

Public Sub CalculateCentroides(ByVal myCopyDataset As DataSet)
Dim centroideDataset As DataSet = New DataSet
'Populate dataset with data and schema
centroideDataset.ReadXml("C:\Localization Data\Collected Data\"
& Me.fileName & ".xml", XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
'Declare centroide row
Dim myCentroideRow As DataRow =
centroideDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows(0)
'Clear data from dataset -only schema remainscentroideDataset.Clear()

'Tag array from 0 to count-1 rows and 5 (4+1) columns
'Tag ID, Longitude, Latitude, Estimated accuracy, Number of
observations
Dim tagArray(myTagList.Count - 1, 6) As Double
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

table As String = "GPSData"
item As String = "TagNumber"
column1 As String = "OutX"
column2 As String = "OutY"
column3 As String = "EstimatedAccuracy"

'***********************************************************************
***'
'**** START CALCULATION WITHOUT SIGNAL STRENGTH***
'CentroideArrayCalculation function called without signal
strength
tagArray = CentroideArrayCalculation(tagArray, myCopyDataset,
table, item, column1, column2, column3, "SignalStrength", myCount,
False, 10)
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'Calculate deviations without signal strength
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
For e As Integer = 0 To
Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows.Count - 1
If Int(tagArray(i, 0)) =
Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows(e).Item("TagId") Then
tagArray(i, 5) = ((tagArray(i, 1) Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows(e).Item("Longitude")) ^ 2 +
(tagArray(i, 2) Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows(e).Item("Latitude")) ^ 2) ^ (1 /
2)

End If

Next
Next

For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
'Insert new row
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResults.AddCentroideResultsRow(Int(tagArray(i,
0)), tagArray(i, 1), tagArray(i, 2), tagArray(i, 3), Int(tagArray(i,
4)), tagArray(i, 5), mytagComment(i, 0))
'MessageBox.Show(Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResults.Count.ToString)
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
Me.CentroideResultsBindingSource1.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.CentroideResultsTableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResults
)
Next
'END CALCULATION WITHOUT SIGNAL STRENGTH

'***********************************************************************
**'
'START CALCULATION WITH SIGNAL STRENGTH
If Me.CheckBoxSignalStrength.Checked = True Then
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Dim tagArraywithSignalStrenght(myTagList.Count - 1, 6) As
Double
For u As Integer = 0 To 4
tagArraywithSignalStrenght =
CentroideArrayCalculation(tagArray, myCopyDataset, table, item, column1,
column2, column3, "SignalStrength", myCount, True, u)
'Calculate deviations with signal strength
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
For e As Integer = 0 To
Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows.Count - 1
If Int(tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 0)) =
Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows(e).Item("TagId") Then
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 6) =
((tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 1) Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows(e).Item("Longitude")) ^ 2 +
(tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 2) Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Rows(e).Item("Latitude")) ^ 2) ^ (1 /
2)
End If
Next

Next
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
If tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 5) > 0 Then
If u = 0 Then
'Insert new row
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength.AddCentroideResultsW
ithSignalStrengthRow(Int(tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 0)),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 1), tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 2),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 3), tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 6),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 5), Int(tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 4)),
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue0.Text.ToString), mytagComment(i, 0))
'Sendig Changes from binding source to
dataset
Me.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrengthBindingSource1.EndEdit()
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'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrengthTableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataSe
t.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength)
End If
If u = 1 Then
'Insert new row
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1.AddCentroideResults
withSignalStrength1Row(Int(tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 0)),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 1), tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 2),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 3), tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 6),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 5), Int(tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 4)),
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue1.Text.ToString), mytagComment(i, 0))
'Sendig Changes from binding source to
dataset
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1BindingSource.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database

Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1TableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataS
et.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1)
End If
If u = 2 Then
'Insert new row
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2.AddCentroideResults
withSignalStrength2Row(Int(tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 0)),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 1), tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 2),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 3), tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 6),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 5), Int(tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 4)),
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue2.Text.ToString), mytagComment(i, 0))
'Sendig Changes from binding source to
dataset
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2BindingSource.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2TableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataS
et.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2)
End If
If u = 3 Then
'Insert new row
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Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3.AddCentroideResults
withSignalStrength3Row(Int(tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 0)),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 1), tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 2),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 3), tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 6),
tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 5), Int(tagArraywithSignalStrenght(i, 4)),
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue3.Text.ToString), mytagComment(i, 0))
'Sendig Changes from binding source to
dataset
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3BindingSource.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3TableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataS
et.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3)
End If

End If
Next
Next
End If
End Sub
Public Function CentroideArrayCalculation(ByVal myarray As Array,
ByVal mycurrentdata As DataSet, ByVal mytable As String, ByVal myitem As
String, ByVal column1 As String, ByVal column2 As String, ByVal column3
As String, ByVal column4 As String, ByVal thisCount As Integer, ByVal
signalstrength As Boolean, ByVal u As Integer) As Array

'MessageBox.Show(mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows.Count.ToString)
'Initialize tagArray matrix
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
myarray(i,

0)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

=
=
=
=
=
=

myTagList(i)
0
0
0
0
0

Next
'Declare datarow object for mycurrentDataset
Dim mydatarow As DataRow = mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(0)
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'If no signal strength calculation then
If signalstrength = False Then
'Calculate total sum for OutX, OutY, Estimated Accuracy,
total number of observations columns
For i As Integer = 0 To thisCount - 1
mydatarow = mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(i)
For e As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1

If Int(myarray(e,
myarray(e, 1)
mydatarow.Item(column1)
myarray(e, 2)
mydatarow.Item(column2)
myarray(e, 3)
mydatarow.Item(column3)
myarray(e, 4)
End If

0)) = mydatarow.Item(myitem) Then
= myarray(e, 1) +
= myarray(e, 2) +
= myarray(e, 3) +
= myarray(e, 4) + 1

Next
Next

'Calculate current positions and estimated accuracy!! (and
convert to meters)
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
myarray(i, 1) = myarray(i, 1) / myarray(i, 4) '*
0.30479999798832
myarray(i, 2) = myarray(i, 2) / myarray(i, 4) '*
0.30479999798832
myarray(i, 3) = myarray(i, 3) / myarray(i, 4)
Next
'If signal strenght calculation then
Else
'Calculate total sum for OutX, OutY, Estimated Accuracy,
total number of observations columns, and signal strength values
For i As Integer = 0 To thisCount - 1
mydatarow = mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(i)
For e As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1

If Int(myarray(e, 0)) = mydatarow.Item(myitem) Then
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'If signal strength is stronger than specified
value
'Convert textbox value to string
If u = 0 Then
If Int((-mydatarow.Item(column4))) <=
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue0.Text.ToString) Then
'MessageBox.Show(mydatarow.Item(column4))
'MessageBox.Show(CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue.Text.ToString))
myarray(e, 1) = myarray(e, 1) +
mydatarow.Item(column1) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 2) = myarray(e, 2) +
mydatarow.Item(column2) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 3) = myarray(e, 3) +
mydatarow.Item(column3) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 4) = myarray(e, 4) + 1
'This next term responds to SUM(1 +
ss/128)
myarray(e, 5) = myarray(e, 5) + (1 +
mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
End If
End If
If u = 1 Then
If Int((-mydatarow.Item(column4))) <=
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue1.Text.ToString) Then
'MessageBox.Show(mydatarow.Item(column4))
'MessageBox.Show(CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue.Text.ToString))
myarray(e, 1) = myarray(e, 1) +
mydatarow.Item(column1) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 2) = myarray(e, 2) +
mydatarow.Item(column2) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 3) = myarray(e, 3) +
mydatarow.Item(column3) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 4) = myarray(e, 4) + 1
'This next term responds to SUM(1 +
ss/128)
myarray(e, 5) = myarray(e, 5) + (1 +
mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
End If
End If
If u = 2 Then
If Int((-mydatarow.Item(column4))) <=
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue2.Text.ToString) Then
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'MessageBox.Show(mydatarow.Item(column4))
'MessageBox.Show(CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue.Text.ToString))
myarray(e, 1) = myarray(e, 1) +
mydatarow.Item(column1) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 2) = myarray(e, 2) +
mydatarow.Item(column2) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 3) = myarray(e, 3) +
mydatarow.Item(column3) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 4) = myarray(e, 4) + 1
'This next term responds to SUM(1 +
ss/128)
myarray(e, 5) = myarray(e, 5) + (1 +
mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
End If
End If
If u = 3 Then
If Int((-mydatarow.Item(column4))) <=
CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue3.Text.ToString) Then
'MessageBox.Show(mydatarow.Item(column4))
'MessageBox.Show(CInt(Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue.Text.ToString))
myarray(e, 1) = myarray(e, 1) +
mydatarow.Item(column1) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 2) = myarray(e, 2) +
mydatarow.Item(column2) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 3) = myarray(e, 3) +
mydatarow.Item(column3) * (1 + mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
myarray(e, 4) = myarray(e, 4) + 1
'This next term responds to SUM(1 +
ss/128)
myarray(e, 5) = myarray(e, 5) + (1 +
mydatarow.Item(column4) / 128)
End If
End If
End If
Next
Next
'Calculate current positions!! (and convert to meters)
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
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myarray(i, 1) = myarray(i, 1) / myarray(i, 5) '*
0.30479999798832
myarray(i, 2) = myarray(i, 2) / myarray(i, 5) '*
0.30479999798832
myarray(i, 3) = myarray(i, 3) / myarray(i, 5)
Next

End If
Return myarray
End Function

Public Function CalculateCurrentPositions() As Boolean

'Declare Dataset
Dim currentPositionDataSet As DataSet = New DataSet
'Populate dataset with data and schema
'currentPositionDataSet.ReadXml("C:\Localization Data\Collected
Data\" & Me.fileName & ".xml", XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
currentPositionDataSet.ReadXml("C:\GPSPointData.xml",
XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
Dim success As Boolean = False
'Calculate only current positions if there is pointcollecteddata
If currentPositionDataSet.Tables("GPSPointData").Rows.Count > 0
Then
'Declare an additional dataset to store Id tag numbers and
their current positons
Dim myOtherPositionDataset As DataSet = New DataSet
'Populate dataset with data and schema
'myOtherPositionDataset.ReadXml("C:\Localization
Data\Collected Data\" & Me.fileName & ".xml", XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
myOtherPositionDataset.ReadXml("C:\GPSPointData.xml",
XmlReadMode.ReadSchema)
'Clear data from dataset -only shcema remainsmyOtherPositionDataset.Clear()
'Declare DataRow
Dim myOtherDataRow As DataRow =
currentPositionDataSet.Tables("GPSData").Rows(0)
'Dim mystring As String
'Tag array from 0 to count-1 rows and 6 (5+1) columns
'Tag ID, Longitude, Latitude, Estimated accuracy, Number of
observations, Last date of current position
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Dim mytagArray(myTagList.Count - 1, 5) As Double
'Initialize mytagArray
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
mytagArray(i,
mytagArray(i,
mytagArray(i,
mytagArray(i,
mytagArray(i,

0)
1)
2)
3)
4)

=
=
=
=
=

myTagList(i)
0
0
0
0

Next

Dim mytagDate(myTagList.Count - 1, 0) As Date
'Initialize mytagDate array
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
mytagDate(i, 0) = #1/1/2006#
Next

'Initialize mytagComment array
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
mytagComment(i, 0) = ""
Next
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

table As String = "GPSPointData"
item As String = "Comment3"
column1 As String = "OutX2"
column2 As String = "OutY2"
column3 As String = "EstimatedAccuracy2"
column4 As String = "Date2"
column5 As String = "Comment2"

myCurrentCount =
currentPositionDataSet.Tables("GPSPointData").Rows.Count
mytagDate = LatestPositionUpdate(mytagDate, mytagArray,
currentPositionDataSet, table, item, column4, myCurrentCount)
If Me.CheckBoxLatestPositions.Checked = True Then
mytagComment = TagComment(mytagDate, mytagArray,
mytagComment, currentPositionDataSet, table, item, column4, column5,
myCurrentCount)
End If
'CentroideArrayCalculation function called
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mytagArray = CentroideArrayCalculation2(mytagDate,
mytagArray, currentPositionDataSet, table, item, column1, column2,
column3, column4, myCurrentCount)

'Copy all tagArray data to centroideDataset
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
myOtherDataRow =
myOtherPositionDataset.Tables("GPSData").NewRow()
myOtherDataRow.Item("TagNumber") = Int(mytagArray(i, 0))
myOtherDataRow.Item("OutX") = mytagArray(i, 1)
myOtherDataRow.Item("OutY") = mytagArray(i, 2)
myOtherDataRow.Item("EstimatedAccuracy") = mytagArray(i,
3)
myOtherDataRow.Item("SignalStrength") =
Int(mytagArray(i, 4))
'Copy centroide data into dataset
myOtherPositionDataset.Tables("GPSData").Rows.Add(myOtherDataRow)
Next

For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
'Insert new row
Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.AddActualPositionsRow(Int(mytagArray(i,
0)), mytagArray(i, 1), mytagArray(i, 2), mytagArray(i, 3),
Int(mytagArray(i, 4)), mytagDate(i, 0), mytagComment(i, 0))
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
Me.ActualPositionsBindingSource.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.ActualPositionsTableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions)
Next
success = True
End If

Return success
End Function
Public Function LatestPositionUpdate(ByVal myarrayDate As Array,
ByVal myarray As Array, ByVal mycurrentdata As DataSet, ByVal mytable As
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String, ByVal myitem As String, ByVal column4 As String, ByVal thiscount
As Integer) As Array
'Declare datarow object for mycurrentDataset
Dim mydatarow2 As DataRow =
mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(0)

'check for the most updated date for each tag position
For i As Integer = 0 To thiscount - 1
mydatarow2 = mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(i)
For e As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
'If Int(myarray(e, 0)) = 369000 +
Val(mydatarow2.Item(myitem)) Then
If Int(myarray(e, 0)) = Val(mydatarow2.Item(myitem))
Then
If mydatarow2.Item(column4) > myarrayDate(e, 0) Then
myarrayDate(e, 0) = mydatarow2.Item(column4)
End If
End If
Next
Next
Return myarrayDate
End Function
Public Function TagComment(ByVal myarrayDate As Array, ByVal myarray
As Array, ByVal mycommentarray As Array, ByVal mycurrentdata As DataSet,
ByVal mytable As String, ByVal myitem As String, ByVal column4 As
String, ByVal column5 As String, ByVal thiscount As Integer) As Array
'Declare datarow object for mycurrentDataset
Dim mydatarow3 As DataRow =
mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(0)
Dim myDateArray(myTagList.Count - 1, 0)
Dim myMonthArray(myTagList.Count - 1, 0)

'MessageBox.Show(mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows.Count.ToString)
'Initialize tagArray matrix
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
myDateArray(i, 0) = 0
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myMonthArray(i, 0) = 0
Next
'Extract day and month as integers from myArrayDate values
For e As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
myDateArray(e, 0) =
Microsoft.VisualBasic.DateAndTime.Day(myarrayDate(e, 0))
myMonthArray(e, 0) =
Microsoft.VisualBasic.DateAndTime.Month(myarrayDate(e, 0))
Next
Dim day As Integer
Dim month As Integer
'check for the most updated date for each tag position
For i As Integer = 0 To thiscount - 1
mydatarow3 = mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(i)
For e As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
'If Int(myarray(e, 0)) = 369000 +
Val(mydatarow3.Item(myitem)) And (mycommentarray(e, 0) = "") Then
If Int(myarray(e, 0)) = Val(mydatarow3.Item(myitem)) And
(mycommentarray(e, 0) = "") Then
day =
Microsoft.VisualBasic.DateAndTime.Day(mydatarow3.Item(column4))
month =
Microsoft.VisualBasic.DateAndTime.Month(mydatarow3.Item(column4))
If day = myDateArray(e, 0) And month =
myMonthArray(e, 0) Then
mycommentarray(e, 0) = mydatarow3.Item(column5)
End If
End If
Next
Next
Return mycommentarray
End Function
Public Function CentroideArrayCalculation2(ByVal myarrayDate As
Array, ByVal myarray As Array, ByVal mycurrentdata As DataSet, ByVal
mytable As String, ByVal myitem As String, ByVal column1 As String,
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ByVal column2 As String, ByVal column3 As String, ByVal column4 As
String, ByVal thisCount As Integer) As Array
Dim myDateArray(myTagList.Count - 1, 0)
Dim myMonthArray(myTagList.Count - 1, 0)

'MessageBox.Show(mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows.Count.ToString)
'Initialize tagArray matrix
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
myDateArray(i, 0) = 0
myMonthArray(i, 0) = 0
Next
'Declare datarow object for mycurrentDataset
Dim mydatarow As DataRow = mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(0)

'Calculate total sum for OutX, OutY, Estimated Accuracy, and
total number of observations columns considering latest positions ONLY
If Me.CheckBoxLatestPositions.Checked = True Then
'Extract day and month as integers from myArrayDate values
For e As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
myDateArray(e, 0) =
Microsoft.VisualBasic.DateAndTime.Day(myarrayDate(e, 0))
myMonthArray(e, 0) =
Microsoft.VisualBasic.DateAndTime.Month(myarrayDate(e, 0))
Next
Dim day As Integer
Dim month As Integer
For i As Integer = 0 To thiscount - 1
mydatarow = mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(i)
For e As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
'If Int(myarray(e, 0)) = 369000 +
Val(mydatarow.Item(myitem)) Then
If Int(myarray(e, 0)) = Val(mydatarow.Item(myitem))
Then
day =
Microsoft.VisualBasic.DateAndTime.Day(mydatarow.Item(column4))
month =
Microsoft.VisualBasic.DateAndTime.Month(mydatarow.Item(column4))
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If day = myDateArray(e, 0) And month =
myMonthArray(e, 0) Then
myarray(e, 1) = myarray(e, 1) +
mydatarow.Item(column1)
myarray(e, 2) = myarray(e, 2) +
mydatarow.Item(column2)
myarray(e, 3) = myarray(e, 3) +
mydatarow.Item(column3)
myarray(e, 4) = myarray(e, 4) + 1
End If
End If
Next
Next

Else
'Calculate total sum for OutX, OutY, Estimated Accuracy, and
total number of observations columns without considering all positions
For i As Integer = 0 To thiscount - 1
mydatarow = mycurrentdata.Tables(mytable).Rows(i)
For e As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
'If Int(myarray(e, 0)) = 369000 +
Val(mydatarow.Item(myitem)) Then
If Int(myarray(e, 0)) = Val(mydatarow.Item(myitem))
Then
myarray(e, 1) = myarray(e, 1) +
mydatarow.Item(column1)
myarray(e, 2) = myarray(e, 2) +
mydatarow.Item(column2)
myarray(e, 3) = myarray(e, 3) +
mydatarow.Item(column3)
myarray(e, 4) = myarray(e, 4) + 1
End If
Next
Next
End If

'Calculate current positions!! and (convert to meters)
For i As Integer = 0 To myTagList.Count - 1
If myarray(i, 4) <> 0 Then
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myarray(i,
0.30479999798832
myarray(i,
0.30479999798832
myarray(i,
Else
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
myarray(i,
End If

1) = myarray(i, 1) / myarray(i, 4) '*
2) = myarray(i, 2) / myarray(i, 4) '*
3) = myarray(i, 3) / myarray(i, 4)
1) = 0
2) = 0
3) = 0

Next

Return myarray
End Function

Public Function CopyRows(ByVal myCopyRow As DataRow, ByVal
myOriginalRow As DataRow) As DataRow
myCopyRow.Item(0) = myOriginalRow.Item(0)
myCopyRow.Item(1) = myOriginalRow.Item(1)
myCopyRow.Item(2) = myOriginalRow.Item(2)
myCopyRow.Item(3) = myOriginalRow.Item(3)
myCopyRow.Item(4) = myOriginalRow.Item(4)
myCopyRow.Item(5) = myOriginalRow.Item(5)
myCopyRow.Item(6) = myOriginalRow.Item(6)
myCopyRow.Item(7) = myOriginalRow.Item(7)
myCopyRow.Item(8) = myOriginalRow.Item(8)
myCopyRow.Item(9) = myOriginalRow.Item(9)
myCopyRow.Item(10) = myOriginalRow.Item(10)
myCopyRow.Item(11) = myOriginalRow.Item(11)
myCopyRow.Item(12) = myOriginalRow.Item(12)
myCopyRow.Item(13) = myOriginalRow.Item(13)
myCopyRow.Item(14) = myOriginalRow.Item(14)
myCopyRow.Item(15) = myOriginalRow.Item(15)
Return myCopyRow
End Function
Private Sub SaveCentroideButton1_Click(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
SaveCentroideButton1.Click
If Me.CentroideXMLNameTextBox1.Text = "" Then
MessageBox.Show("Please introduce a name for the XML type of
file", "The XML file could not be generated", MessageBoxButtons.OK,
MessageBoxIcon.Error)
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Else
Me.ModelsDataSet.WriteXml("C:\Localization Data\Centroide
Model\" & Me.CentroideXMLNameTextBox1.Text & ".xml",
XmlWriteMode.WriteSchema)
MessageBox.Show("The XML file was generated",
"Notification", MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information)
savedData = True
End If
End Sub
Public Function PopulateTagList(ByVal list As ArrayList, ByVal
myCopyDataRow As DataRow) As ArrayList
Dim tagOnList As Boolean = False
If list.Count > 0 Then
'List Index from 0 to count-1
For position As Integer = 0 To list.Count - 1
If list.Item(position) = myCopyDataRow.Item("TagNumber")
Then
tagOnList = True
End If
Next
'If tag not in the list, then ADD
If tagOnList = False Then
list.Add(myCopyDataRow.Item("TagNumber"))
Else
tagOnList = False
End If
Else
'Copy first tag in the array
list.Add(myCopyDataRow.Item("TagNumber"))
End If
Return list
End Function
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Private Sub ButtonClose_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e
As System.EventArgs) Handles ButtonClose.Click
Dim answer As Integer
If savedData = False Then
answer = MessageBox.Show("Are you sure you want to quit
without saving the data?", "Question", MessageBoxButtons.YesNo,
MessageBoxIcon.Question)
Else
answer = 6
End If

If answer = 6 Then
Close()
Else
Exit Sub
End If

End Sub
Private Sub CheckBoxSignalStrength_CheckedChanged(ByVal sender As
System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles
CheckBoxSignalStrength.CheckedChanged
If Me.CheckBoxSignalStrength.Checked = True Then
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue0.Enabled = True
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue1.Enabled = True
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue2.Enabled = True
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue3.Enabled = True
Me.LabelSignalStrength.Enabled = True
Else
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue0.Enabled = False
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue1.Enabled = False
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue2.Enabled = False
Me.TextBoxSignalStrengthValue3.Enabled = False
Me.LabelSignalStrength.Enabled = False
End If

End Sub
Private Sub ButtonClearResults_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object,
ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles ButtonClearResults.Click
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Dim answer As Integer = 0
If savedData = False Then
answer = MessageBox.Show("Are you sure you want to clear the
results without saving the data?", "Question", MessageBoxButtons.YesNo,
MessageBoxIcon.Question)
Else
answer = 6
End If

If answer = 6 Then
myTagList.Clear()
myCurrentCount = 0
myCount = 0
Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Clear()
Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions.Dispose()
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
Me.ActualPositionsBindingSource.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.ActualPositionsTableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataSet.ActualPositions)
Me.ActualPositionsTableAdapter.Dispose()
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1.Clear()
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1.Dispose()
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1BindingSource.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1TableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataS
et.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1)
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1TableAdapter.Dispose()
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2.Clear()
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2.Dispose()
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2BindingSource.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2TableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataS
et.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2)
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Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2TableAdapter.Dispose()
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3.Clear()
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3.Dispose()
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3BindingSource.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3TableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataS
et.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3)
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3TableAdapter.Dispose()

For i As Integer = Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResults.Count 1 To 0 Step -1
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResults.Item(i).Delete()
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
Me.CentroideResultsBindingSource1.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.CentroideResultsTableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResults
)
Next
For i As Integer = Me.ModelsDataSet.SimicModelResults.Count
- 1 To 0 Step -1
Me.ModelsDataSet.SimicModelResults.Item(i).Delete()
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
Me.SimicModelResultsBindingSource1.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.SimicModelResultsTableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataSet.SimicModelResul
ts)
Next
For i As Integer =
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength.Count - 1 To 0 Step
-1
'MessageBox.Show(Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength.Cou
nt)
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength.Item(i).Delete()
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
Me.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrengthBindingSource1.EndEdit()
'Sending changes from dataset to database
Me.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrengthTableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataSe
t.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength)
Next
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'For i As Integer =
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1.Count - 1 To 0 Step
-1
'
'MessageBox.Show(Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength.Cou
nt)
'
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1.Item(i).Delete()
'
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
'
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1BindingSource.EndEdit()
'
'Sending changes from dataset to database
'
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1TableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataS
et.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength1)
'Next
'For i As Integer =
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2.Count - 1 To 0 Step
-1
'
'MessageBox.Show(Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength.Cou
nt)
'
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2.Item(i).Delete()
'
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
'
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2BindingSource.EndEdit()
'
'Sending changes from dataset to database
'
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2TableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataS
et.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength2)
'Next
'For i As Integer =
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3.Count - 1 To 0 Step
-1
'
'MessageBox.Show(Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrength.Cou
nt)
'
Me.ModelsDataSet.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3.Item(i).Delete()
'
'Sendig Changes from binding source to dataset
'
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3BindingSource.EndEdit()
'
'Sending changes from dataset to database
'
Me.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3TableAdapter.Update(Me.ModelsDataS
et.CentroideResultswithSignalStrength3)
'Next
Me.ProcessCentroideButton.Enabled = True
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Me.SaveCentroideButton1.Enabled = False
Me.CentroideXMLNameTextBox1.Enabled = False
'Me.ActualPositionsTableAdapter.Dispose()
'Me.CentroideResultsTableAdapter.Dispose()
'Me.SimicModelResultsTableAdapter.Dispose()
'Me.CentroideResultsWithSignalStrengthTableAdapter.Dispose()
'Me.ModelsDataSet.Tables(0).Clear()
'Me.ModelsDataSet.Tables(0).Dispose()
'Me.ModelsDataSet.Tables(1).Clear()
'Me.ModelsDataSet.Tables(1).Dispose()
'Me.ModelsDataSet.Tables(2).Clear()
'Me.ModelsDataSet.Tables(2).Dispose()
'Me.ModelsDataSet.Tables(3).Clear()
'Me.ModelsDataSet.Tables(3).Dispose()
'Me.ModelsDataSet.Clear()
'Me.ModelsDataSet.Dispose()
Else
Exit Sub
End If
End Sub
End Class
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